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edi tor’s note

Excitement in the Church

“W

On the cover:
photo by

e’re witnesses to a process of restoration,” President Russell M.
Nelson stated in a recent interview. “Wait till next near. And then the
next year. Eat your vitamin pills. Get your rest. It’s going to be exciting.”1 This
sense of excitement seems to permeate the ministry of President Nelson and,
by extension, the Church.
This issue of the Religious Educator captures on the interest generated by
new programs within the Church as well as within Church education. The
lead article, adapted from an address delivered by President Nelson, discusses
the role of family within Heavenly Father’s plan for his children, including a
charge for “disciples of the Lord [to] stand as defenders of marriage.”
Building on this charge, articles in this issue trace Joseph Smith’s growing
understanding of the nature of eternal families, offer practical advice for how
spouses can strengthen covenantal bonds, and provide insight into confronting the trials that invariably accompany family life.
In addition to these articles on marriage and family, this issue offers
insight into the new Come, Follow Me curriculum being implemented
Churchwide. Tad R. Callister, Sunday School General President, joins with
Church curriculum developers to offer perspective on the development of
a home-centered, Church-supported curriculum. Additionally, a portion of
our website (https://rsc.byu.edu/sunday-school) has been updated to reflect
more than two hundred articles and chapters that align with the weekly lessons in the new curriculum.
These are merely some of the materials you will find in this issue of the
Religious Educator. It is a thrilling time to be studying the gospel. We share in
the Churchwide excitement to progress along the covenant path.

Scott C. Esplin
Editor in Chief
Note
1. Russell M. Nelson, cited in Sarah Jane Weaver, “From an Acorn to a Mighty Oak,”
Church News, November 11, 2018, 15.
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President Russell M. Nelson was a member of the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints when this commencement address was given at BYU on 14 August 2014.
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President Russell M. Nelson

ome of you will continue your education and achieve graduate degrees.
Some of you will enter the workforce on a full-time basis. Many of you
have married or will marry and begin your families. Family life will provide
your most enduring rewards. As partners, you and your spouse will work
together to achieve mutual goals and enjoy the fruits of your labors. By the
way, brethren, you might bear this in mind: Behind every successful man is a
surprised mother-in-law. I know mine was!
There is great power in a strong partnership. True partners can achieve
more than the sum of each acting alone. With true partners, one plus one
is much more than two. For example, Dr. Will Mayo and his brother, Dr.
Charles Mayo, formed the Mayo Clinic. Lawyers and others form important
partnerships. And in marriage, a husband and wife can form the most significant partnership of all—an eternal family.
RE · VOL. 20 NO. 1 · 2019 · 1–7
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Sustainable improvements in any endeavor depend on collaboration and
agreement. Great leaders and partners develop the skill of sharing insights and
efforts and the pattern of building consensus. Great partners are completely
loyal. They suppress personal ego in exchange for being part of creating something larger than themselves. Great partnerships are dependent upon each
individual developing his or her own personal attributes of character.
Each of us was born as an individual and is educated as an individual. You
have passed tests to meet standards imposed upon you by someone else. You
have been jumping over educational high hurdles, all erected by other people.
For years you have been primarily task oriented, preparing for what you want
to do in life.
That is essential. But now it is time for a significant shift. Now it is time
for you to define your own goals and meet your own expectations. From now
on, you decide! Instead of concentrating on what you are to do, now is the
time to zero in on who you are to be—on that person you are yet to become,
as President Worthen explained so well. Now is the time for you to focus on
developing great attributes of character.
Now seems to be my time for attending funerals. I have witnessed many
families saying goodbye, for a season, to those they love and to whom they
are sealed. I often leave funerals wondering, “What would I like to have said
about me at my funeral?”
It is not too early in your life to ask the same question. What would you
like to have said about you at your funeral? Hopefully that you were a good
husband and father or a good wife and mother.
That you were a person of integrity.
That you were kind and patient.
Or humble and hardworking.
Or a person of virtue.
The greatest guardians of any and all virtues are marriage and family. This
is particularly the case with the virtues of chastity and fidelity in marriage,
both of which are required to create enduring and fully rewarding marriage
partnerships and family relationships.
Male and female are created for what they can do and become, together.
It takes a man and a woman to bring a child into the world. Mothers and
fathers are not interchangeable. Men and women are distinct and complementary. Children deserve a chance to grow up with both a mom and a dad.
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As you go forth from BYU, you will likely encounter increasing debate
about the definition of marriage. Many of your neighbors, colleagues, and
friends will have never heard logical and inspired truths about the importance
of marriage as God Himself defined it. You will have many opportunities to
strengthen understanding of the Lord’s side of that argument by the eloquence of your examples, both as individuals and as families.
The Apostle Paul foresaw our circumstances when he said:
In the last days perilous times shall come.
For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,
Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, . . . despisers of those
that are good,
. . . lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God.

Then he concluded, “From such turn away.”1
After his remarkable prophecy of our time, Paul added this word of warning: “Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution.”2
Ponder that! It means that during these perilous times, life will not be
comfortable for true disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ. But we will have His
approval. He gave us this assurance: “And blessed are all they who are persecuted for my name’s sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”3
In short, as disciples, each of us will be put to the test. At any hour of any
day we have the privilege of choosing between right and wrong. This is an
age-old battle that started in a premortal realm. And that battle is becoming
more intense every day. Your individual strength of character is needed now
more than ever before.
The day is gone when you can be a quiet and comfortable Christian. Your
religion is not just about showing up for church on Sunday. It is about showing up as a true disciple from Sunday morning through Saturday night—24/7!
There is no such thing as a “part-time” disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus
invited anyone who wants to be His disciple to take up His cross and follow
Him.4 Are you ready to join the ranks?
Or will you be ashamed of the gospel? Will you be ashamed of your Lord
and His plan?5 Will you yield to voices of those who would have you join
them on the popular side of contemporary history?
No! The youth of Zion will not falter! I believe you will be courageous
and proclaim God’s truth with clarity and kindness, even when His truth is
politically unpopular! Paul set that pattern when he declared, “For I am not
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ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to
every one that believeth.”6
Disciples of the Lord are defenders of marriage. We cannot yield. History
is not our judge. A secular society is not our judge. God is our judge! For each
of us, Judgment Day will be held in God’s own way and time.7
The future of marriage and of countless human lives will be determined
by your willingness to bear solemn witness of the Lord and live according
to His gospel. Great protection is available to us as we enter the waters of
baptism and take upon ourselves the name of Jesus Christ. King Benjamin
so explained, “And now, because of the covenant which ye have made ye shall
be called the children of Christ, his sons, and his daughters; for behold, this
day he hath spiritually begotten you; for ye say that your hearts are changed
through faith on his name; therefore, ye are born of him and have become his
sons and his daughters.”8
I appreciate a statement made by Sister Sheri L. Dew at the recent BYU
Women’s Conference. She said:

And God blessed them, and . . . said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and
replenish the earth.13
Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his
wife: and they shall be one flesh.14
And Adam called his wife’s name Eve; because she was the mother of all living.15

God is the Father of all men and women. They are His children. It was
He who ordained marriage as the union of a man and a woman. Marriage was

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.11
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him;
male and female created he them.12

Christina Smith, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

At the heart of becoming disciples is doing what we promise to do every time we
partake of the sacrament—which is to “always remember” the Lord (see Moroni
4:3; 5:2). This means remembering Him when we choose what media we’re willing to expose our spirits to. It means remembering Him in how we spend our time
and when choosing between a steady diet of pop culture or the Word of God. It
means remembering Him in the middle of conflict or when temptation looms. It
means remembering Him when critics attack His Church and mock truth. It means
remembering that we have taken His name upon us. (Mosiah 5:7)9

Sister Dew’s message is consonant with a message from President Howard
W. Hunter (1907–95), who said: “If our lives and our faith are centered upon
Jesus Christ and his restored gospel, nothing can ever go permanently wrong.
. . . If our lives are not centered on the Savior and his teachings, no other success can ever be permanently right.”10
Wherever we go, you and I as disciples of the Lord bear a solemn responsibility to proclaim the will of God to all people. And one of the more
demanding opportunities of our time is to stand up for the truth regarding
the sacred nature of marriage.
Our message is shaped by divine doctrine, canonized in the Bible:

5

The noblest yearning of the human heart is for a marriage that will endure beyond death.
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not created by human judges or legislators. It was not created by think tanks
or by popular vote or by oft-quoted bloggers or by pundits. It was not created
by lobbyists. Marriage was created by God!
The Ten Commandments forbade adultery and covetousness.16 Those
ancient commandments were given later to people of New Testament17 and
Book of Mormon18 times. In modern revelation the Lord has reaffirmed,
“Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, and shalt cleave unto her and
none else.”19
True intimacy, as planned by our Creator, is experienced only within the
sacred union of a husband and wife because it is enriched by truth and ennobled by the honoring of covenants a husband and wife make with each other
and with God. It is crucial to note that full fidelity to those covenants forbids
pornography, lust, or abuse in any form.
Social and political pressures to change marriage laws are resulting in
practices contrary to God’s will regarding the eternal nature and purposes
of marriage. Man simply cannot make moral what God has declared to be
immoral. Sin, even if legalized by man, is still sin in the eyes of God.
Brothers and sisters, undergirded by incontrovertible truth, proclaim
your love for God! Proclaim your love for all human beings “with malice
toward none, with charity for all.”20 They as children of God are our brothers
and sisters. We value their rights and feelings. But we cannot condone efforts
to change divine doctrine. It is not for man to change.
God loves His children. And if they love Him, they will show that love by
keeping His commandments,21 including chastity before marriage and total
fidelity within marriage. Scriptures warn that behavior contrary to the commandments of the Lord will not only deprive couples of divinely approved
intimacy but will bring about the stern judgments of God.22
The noblest yearning of the human heart is for a marriage that will endure
beyond death. Complete fidelity to covenants made in holy temples will allow
husband and wife to be sealed together throughout all eternity.23
Dear graduates, families, and friends, the burden of discipleship is heavy.
As disciples of the Lord you will stand as defenders of marriage. And as you
are true and faithful, not only will He help you and protect you,24 He will
bless your families.25
You are beneficiaries of the infinite Atonement of the Lord. Because of
Him all of you will eventually be rewarded with immortality. And because of
Him you may enjoy the blessing of eternal life with Him and your families.

Disciples of Jesus Christ—Defenders of Marriage
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Now, invoking the keys of the holy apostleship in me vested, I bless
you with a fervent desire to feast on the words of Jesus Christ and to apply
His teachings in your daily lives. I bless you with success in your continuing
educational and occupational pursuits. I bless you with joy as you keep the
commandments of Almighty God. And I bless you with protection, peace,
and continual growth as you stand as disciples and defenders of the Lord
Jesus Christ and His gospel.
God lives! Jesus is the Christ! He stands as the Head of His Church,
restored in these latter days to accomplish its divine destiny. I so testify, with
my expression of love and gratitude for each of you, in the sacred name of
Jesus Christ, amen.
© Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.
Notes
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22. See Leviticus 26:15–20; Psalm 89:31–32; Matthew 5:19.
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The New Home-Centered,
Church-Supported
Curriculum
ta d r. c alliste r and scott c. e splin

Tad R. Callister is the Sunday School General President and is an emeritus General Authority
Seventy.

Matt Reier, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

Scott C. Esplin is the publications director of the Religious Studies Center.

We’re trying to take people from
caption
being
. . page-turners
.
of the scriptures
to disciples who study and ponder the scriptures.

Esplin: Thank you, President Callister, for meeting with me and for helping our
readers understand the role of the Church’s Sunday School General Presidency
and, maybe most important, changes that have been announced regarding the
curriculum and the organization of our classes. You have previously served as
a General Authority and in the Presidency of the Seventy. What can you share
about your calling and experience as the Church’s Sunday School General
President? How has it shaped you as a teacher and as a learner?
Callister: As a teacher, it has helped me be more observant as I have visited classes throughout the world, because I’ve wanted to find out what helps
a teacher teach more like the Savior. I think it’s made me more observant
knowing I have a responsibility to teach the same principles as employed by
the Savior—in His way. I think it’s made me more observant and more humble to realize that there are a lot of ways I can improve and need to improve.
I would say these are the two key ways: it has helped me be more humble,
because I’ve seen so many good teachers and ways that I can improve and
to be more observant and realize that if you try to learn from other teachers,
there is almost always something you can learn.
RE · VOL. 20 NO. 1 · 2019 · 9–23
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Esplin: What opportunities do you get as the Church’s Sunday School
General President to observe teachers, to travel the world and either train or
observe? How does that work?
Callister: As a Sunday School Presidency, we have two international
trips a year for about twelve or thirteen days. The last one was in Russia and
Ukraine, and I will leave in a week for Thailand, Cambodia, Pakistan, and Sri
Lanka.
When we go, we train on teaching in the Savior’s way and how to make
teacher council meetings effective. We have focus groups with teachers to
find out what are the key challenges they face and how they try to overcome
those challenges. We actually hold teacher council meetings with them, so
we can train them in how to hold an effective teacher council meeting. Then
we are given regional assignments to train in the United States and Canada
over weekends. A few weeks ago I was in Little Rock, Arkansas. We have the
chance to hold teacher councils—training on how to teach in the Savior’s way
and visiting teacher council meetings.
We have the chance to do that throughout all the world, and on weekends when I don’t have assignments I sometimes will go to my own Sunday
School classes, which I enjoy, and teacher councils. Sometimes I’ll visit other
wards in the area. That is what gives us exposure throughout the world.
Esplin: What are your roles as it relates to curriculum development? When
you are not traveling on your international trips or when you are not on weekend
assignments in the United States and Canada, what are some of the responsibilities of the Sunday School General Presidency relating to this curriculum?
Callister: I think we have two key responsibilities. One has to do with
the content of the curriculum. For example, we will read through the New
Testament. We will list what we think are the key doctrines that ought to be
taught. The curriculum staff will then take those key doctrines and put the
flesh on the bones and give it back to us as a Sunday School Presidency. We
will review it and make suggested changes that we might have. For example,
we might say we would like a balanced approach. We’d like to see some analogies and some stories and object lessons and reference to conference talks, not
just doctrine, question, doctrine, question. We would like to use all of the
ways the Savior used to teach to be incorporated into the curriculum that
we have. Then the Primary will take the doctrinal highlights that we have set
out, and they will translate them into language that is more relatable to the
children. So we’re basically focusing on the same doctrinal topics in Primary,
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Sunday School, and the home. We identify the doctrinal topics for the individual and family book and for the Sunday School. The Primary then takes
ours and probably uses a lot of them; sometimes they do their own, and other
times they modify the language. So one responsibility is developing the content for the curriculum.
The other responsibility is developing training for the teachers to use the
content in a way the Savior might use it, and that is through teaching in the
Savior’s way and teacher council meetings. The curriculum staff did a great
job in writing Teaching in the Savior’s Way. Then we give ongoing instruction
through our website, lds.org, through videos, through talks, through emails
that we send out to Sunday School presidencies that are designed to help
them conduct more effective teacher council meetings, which are the heart of
where teachers learn to be better teachers.
Esplin: So your role isn’t confined to the operations of the Sunday School or
Sunday School classes, but through the selection of doctrine and the preparation
of key messages it influences Primary curriculum and the lessons for home and
family? You are kind of the hub—if I understand it correctly—the hub for the
integration of curriculum that is occurring at this point?
Callister: Yes, I think that would be fair to say. We have a specific responsibility for the Sunday School, but we also have a responsibility to oversee the
general teaching in the Church.
Esplin: Not just Sunday School but the general teaching?
Callister: The general teaching of the Church. One of the more effective
ways we can do that is in teacher council meetings, where we of course have
teachers from all auxiliaries and leaders from all auxiliaries, but it’s generally
led by a member of the Sunday School presidency.
Esplin: I have noticed in the materials that have been released that those
teacher council meetings are changing with the new curriculum, that instead of
meeting monthly like we are currently doing, we are meeting quarterly in conjunction with the changes in curriculum. Is that correct?
Callister: Yes, it is. The meetings will be quarterly, and the Primary
teachers have the option to meet separately to address the needs of their children that are a little different than the youth and adults. And also because it
is sometimes very difficult for them to get substitutes, it allows them some
flexibility as to what time they do it.
Esplin: Especially under this new curriculum, where we’ll be overlapping
in all the instruction at the same time that way. This will be for our audience.

12
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As you know, the audience and the readership of the Religious Educator are
educators within the Church—be those full-time educators in the Seminary
and Institute program and Religious Education in our various institutions or
Sunday School instructors, Primary teachers, or others—we hope this message
can be helpful for them.
I’m turning to some of the changes that have been announced. In the recent
general conference, President Nelson stated, “For many years, Church leaders have been working on an integrated curriculum to strengthen families and
individuals through a home-centered and Church-supported plan to learn
doctrine, strengthen faith, and foster greater personal worship.” 1
Elder Cook added, “In pilot test stakes across the world, there was a highly
favorable response to the new Come, Follow Me home resource. Many reported
that they progressed from reading scriptures to actually studying the scriptures. It
was also commonly felt the experience was faith promoting and had a wonderful
impact on the ward.” 2
What can you share about the development of the Come, Follow Me curriculum for Sunday School? What success have you found in the testing of that
curriculum, and what cautions should we seek to avoid as it is implemented
worldwide?
Callister: That’s a good question. In terms of successes, we have two
books about two to three inches thick each just filled with comments of those
who engaged in the testing process. I think that the emphasis of those comments is the following.
One is that we study the scriptures more frequently in our home because
we have some helpful resources.
Number two is that the quality of our study is much better. Rather than
each just read a verse and we’re all done, we now have some questions or activities to help us make it a more meaningful experience.
Three is that now when we go to Church, our class experience is better because we have prepared, and other people have prepared, so we came
with greater insights to benefit each other from that spiritual and intellectual
preparation.
I would say those were the key highlights. In addition, there is an overall
alignment and a great incentive to study together as a family, knowing when
we come home from church we have all studied the same thing, and we can
ask questions around the dinner table and all be in sync. I saw one video of
a sister who said, “I was trying to help my Primary children prepare for their
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classes on Sunday,” but, as I recall, she had three children in Primary and one
in the youth program, and they all had a separate manual, studying separate
things, and it was just too difficult for her as a mother with her time constraints to try to cover four different doctrinal subjects for a given Sunday.
“This new curriculum,” she said, “made it so much easier for me.”
Esplin: That’s exciting! I’m smiling because I have young children, and I
think you have captured exactly many of our scripture experiences. It’s a verse at a
time, and then we’re done. I also get a chance to teach Sunday School in my ward,
and it will be really helpful to have people that have studied this in advance, so
I’m excited about both of those prospects.
How long has this been in development? I know President Nelson referred
to for many years, and I’m guessing this may be a related question—what is
the integrated curriculum, and how did it come about? Did it predate your
Presidency, or how long has this been in the works?
Callister: Yes, it did predate our Presidency. The Come, Follow Me
Curriculum for the youth commenced in 2013, and I don’t know how long
that took—I’m guessing three or four years to get there. I came in in 2014,
and at that point in time, the feeling of the Brethren was “We like this content
material of Come, Follow Me for the youth. We’d like to see something like
that developed for the adults.” But another comment was from teachers, who
said, “You know, we like this content, but we’d like some teacher instruction
course that would show us how to use it.” So that led to the development of
Teaching in the Savior’s Way that came out in 2016. The question was raised,
“How can we employ Come, Follow Me principles with adults?” Then the
thought came, “But how can we make it home centered and Church supported?” I think this was truly an evidence of revelation coming line upon
line, and there was direction from above, there was direction from the curriculum staff—input that they received from all the auxiliaries.
Honestly, it truly was a combined effort, and I think it was integrated in
two ways. One way is that the family was included in an aligned study. But the
curriculum was also integrated in that all of the auxiliaries were participating,
realizing that the individual and family book involves every single auxiliary in
the Church—the priesthood, the Relief Society, the youth, the Primary, the
Sunday School. They all had to be in harmony on what that ought to be.
We’ve learned that more discussion was necessary, that we didn’t want
talking heads. The pendulum sometimes swings too far, and sometimes we
ended up with people who would have all discussion and thought that’s what
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a Christlike teacher was—solely discussion. But a Christlike teacher also
discourses, gives context, has discussion, extends invitations, uses music and
art—all these other resources—and reaches out to those who don’t attend
class. The instruction given at this last conference training was that we call our
people “teachers,” not “facilitators,” not “discussion leaders,” not “moderators,”
and that they are to teach like the Savior teaches, using all of the methods that
he uses. We’re not saying to this person that you should use 50 percent discussion and 50 percent discourse; we’re saying you need to find the balance that
works for you. Now if I’m going to a class with Elder Bruce R. McConkie
I might want 80 percent discourse and 20 percent discussion. For someone
else, maybe the reverse. But we’re saying this is where you have to use personal
revelation and decide. We need a balance. But don’t become that one-note
player on the piano—only a discussion leader or only a talking head. Use all
those resources that the Savior used that made Him such a wonderful, balanced teacher.
Esplin: I think that’s marvelous. I noticed some of that reflected in the
instructions that were sent, the idea of not calling them discussion leaders but
teachers teaching in the Lord’s way. That’s wonderful!
President Nelson gave several reasons for the recent changes for how we
will study the gospel in Church. He stated, “The long-standing objective of
the Church is to assist all members to increase their faith in our Lord Jesus
Christ and in His Atonement, to assist them in making and keeping their covenants with God, and to strengthen and seal their families. In this complex
world today, this is not easy. The adversary is increasing his attacks on faith
and upon us and our families at an exponential rate. To survive spiritually,
we need counterstrategies and proactive plans. Accordingly, we now want to
put in place organizational adjustments that will further fortify our members
and their families.”3 In what specific ways do you see the curriculum as well as
the meeting schedule changes accomplishing these goals of counteracting the
adversary’s effects and strengthening and fortifying families?
Callister: We believe that the past curriculum—the existing curriculum—has been a good curriculum, but the Lord wants us to continually
improve. And maybe I can share some ways I think there are improvements
in the new curriculum that will lead to greater faith and greater testimonies.
One of the ways is that instead of the subtitles being basic factual statements
such as “Jesus entered the Garden of Gethsemane,” it would read, “Jesus suffered in the Garden of Gethsemane so he could pay the price for our sins.” All
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the statements are doctrinal statements or questions that lead to doctrinal
conclusions. And all the content underneath it—whether it be reading the
scripture or a conference talk or an analogy or a story—is designed to support
the doctrine. The doctrine has become the focus, not a story or a lesson. The
latter may be good resources, but they are to support the doctrine.
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The second major change is that we’re asking the teachers to read the
scriptural block before they read the rest of the lesson and then to pray
and get inspiration as to what they think is the most important doctrine in
that block that will help their class, what questions they ought to ask, what
resources they ought to use to support the doctrine. Then they can read the
rest of the lesson so that the lesson doesn’t replace their personal revelation—
it supports it.
I had my own experience with this when writing on a gospel subject.
When I would have questions, the first thought that came to my mind was
“Go to the commentaries.” Then the impression came, “Don’t do that—try
to figure it out yourself first.” And when I did that I found one of two things
happened. Either I got the same answer as the commentary, but now it was
my personal revelation, not someone else’s, or second, because I wasn’t prejudiced by the commentary, I came up with an insight that was customized for
me. So what we’re really trying to say to people is “We don’t want you just to
present a prescriptive lesson. We want you to stay with the scriptural material—those are the boundaries—but we want you to honestly seek personal
revelation and then let the rest of the lesson be a supplement and an aid, but
not a replacement for personal revelation.” That’s one of the significant differences, I think.
Third, there are a lot more videos that are being prepared that will be
helpful as support, particularly for people who are visual learners. There’s a
lot of encouragement to use analogies and stories. And I think there’s been
a real key emphasis and effort by the staff, and I give the staff great credit for
really trying to ask inspired questions. I think if you have an inspired question
it more easily lends to an inspired discussion.
Then, of course, because all of this takes place and you have the teacher
councils helping prepare us to be better teachers, I think the parents will be
better teachers for two reasons. One is they’ll go to classes where they’ll see
better teachers so they can observe how teaching should be done. A second is
many of those teachers in the teacher council, of course, are parents who are
learning good principles to take back to the home. I think the teacher council
meeting has a double benefit.
Esplin: Thank you. That will be especially helpful for us not only for our
teaching audience, but at the Religious Studies Center we also are charged to
prepare and publish materials to aid teachers, so that discussion of commentaries
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and how we can be of assistance but not replace personal revelation will be really
helpful for us as a producer of materials.
Turning to a few practical matters, how do the resources Come, Follow
Me—For Individuals and Families and Come, Follow Me—For Sunday
School complement each other? Any suggestions for those teachers and families
that are being introduced to these new materials for the first time? How can they
work together with the various materials and having talked with you, I now realize this also includes your involvement with Come, Follow Me—For Primary,
so how do these all complement each other?
Callister: Good question. Sunday School teachers actually have two
manuals to work from. On any given Sunday, they work from the individual
and family resource and from the Sunday School resource. The individual
and family resource might have four doctrinal topics to emphasize, and the
Sunday School might have four doctrinal topics. Now, three of those might
overlap with the individual and family one but take a different approach and
have different activities. There might be one that’s just completely different.
So the teacher has the opportunity to take the best of the material from both
but be sure because there’s enough overlap that by inviting the parents and
the youth to participate in class they’ll have enough common ground that
they can share ideas that took place during the week. So that’s how they work
together.
Esplin: Good. Staying with some questions about curriculum, I’ve noticed
that the Sunday School curriculum for next year is now organized by date rather
than lesson number and has a lesson for every week. What recommendations
do you have for Sunday School teachers who, with the changes to the Sunday
meeting schedule, will meet with their classes twice a month? The instructions, I
believe, talk about trying to stay on a schedule so that you are in alignment with
the family and home curriculum. It also talks about possibly teaching two lessons
in one hour or skipping every other lesson. What guidance do you have for teachers who have nearly fifty lessons but they meet twenty-two times with general
conference? What do you recommend?
Callister: So sometimes they’ll have, since they’re meeting the first and
third weeks, they’ll have two lessons, or if there is a general conference they
could have three or even four that could turn out.
Esplin: Yes, with stake conference or others that could really impact it.
Callister: Yes, or a fifth Sunday or whatever. So we have left it open to
them to say, “You take whatever material from the last lesson that you gave
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up to the current lesson this week that families were studying—if that’s two
or three lessons—you take whatever material from those two or three lessons that you think would be most helpful to the members of your class.” So
instead of having six pages of material, you might have twelve pages of material. You won’t lack for material! The biggest concern is that we’re concerned
that the teachers may feel that they have to cover everything that is in there.
We hope we can get away from that. Cover the points that you think are most
important. If you cover only three of the twelve, that’s fine.
Esplin: And then the Church will continue to move on because everything is
fixed now by date rather than by lesson numbers.
Callister: Yes, and then because it’s by date you may have seen also that
on Easter Sunday, there’s a special lesson for Easter on the Atonement of Jesus
Christ, so you’re not going to be talking about Balaam and the talking donkey
because that’s where you are in the Old Testament. Then you get to Christmas,
you will always have a lesson on the life of Christ.
Esplin: Regardless of the curriculum, so not just New Testament year but
Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants year, Old Testament.
Callister: Every year. So you can bring your friends on Easter Sunday
and Christmas and know they’re going to have an appropriate lesson. Now
somewhere else in the world Christmas is on a different day or Easter’s a different day, which is fine. Just adjust—here’s the Easter lesson, here’s the lesson
for Christmas—so that we feel comfortable bringing nonmember friends or
less actives, that it’s going to be a subject that they ought to be hearing about.
Esplin: Appropriate for their culture. I had looked and noticed the fifty lessons and that they are assigned by date now, but I hadn’t picked out particular
holidays—that’s great!
Curriculum instructions state that supplemental classes like missionary
preparation, temple preparation, family history, or strengthening marriage and
family will no longer be held during the second hour. I think it also states that
Gospel Principles will be discontinued in January 2019. However, under the
direction of the bishop, the other classes can be taught at other times. What counsel do you have for these classes and these situations? Do they still fall under the
purview of the Sunday School General Presidency, and what recommendations,
if any, do you have for these classes?
Callister: They don’t fall under the purview of the Sunday School
General Presidency, and this is something we were in favor of because we feel
that the greatest value of the new curriculum is the alignment between home
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and church. If you start having other classes during Sunday School, it becomes
an open-ended box, and you are taking people out of the alignment process.
For family history, most of that now can be done one on one, and we
have family history consultants who do that very well.
For temple preparation, it’s unusual that six or eight people are ready to
attend the temple at exactly the same time. Rather, it is usually one or two at a
time. Accordingly, this preparation can also be done one on one.
As for missionary preparation—I think that you’ll find more and more
in the curriculum for the youth that will lead to the natural development of
missionary preparation, and if stakes still want to have their missionary preparation classes, that’s just fine. Honestly, they were not usually held on a ward
basis anyway because there were not enough youth to have a critical mass, so
those can still be done on a stake basis.
Esplin: Thank you. I noticed some of that was discussed in the instructions,
so I thought I would ask. Introducing the changes, President Nelson stated, “This
morning we will announce a new balance and connection between gospel instruction in the home and in the Church. We are each responsible for our individual
spiritual growth. And scriptures make it clear that parents have the primary
responsibility to teach the doctrine to their children. It is the responsibility of the
Church to assist each member in the divinely defined goal of increasing his or her
gospel knowledge.” 4 What must change in us as teachers and members to bring
about this vision? How can we as teachers and members change to bring about
what President Nelson is hoping will happen?
Callister: I think President Nelson took us from home teaching to ministering, which was, as he declared, a holier way of doing it. I think we’re trying
to take people from being page-turners of the scriptures to disciples who
study and ponder the scriptures. We’re hopeful for families that, with these
manuals as resources and activities as resources, it will help them truly study
the scriptures rather than go through the checklist mentality of “Everybody
read a verse, and then we go to bed.” That’s a good start, but it can be better.
Better is pondering.
So, number one, it’s to take us to a higher plane in terms of our spiritual
study.
Number two is there is a very clear emphasis that the parents have the
prime role of teaching in the home, and now they have extra resources to help
them. We used to have the old family home evening manuals years ago, and
my wife and I used them all the time; they were really helpful to us. We’re
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The curriculum team, from left to right: Mike Barber, Ted Barnes, Paul Murphy, and Brian Hansbrow.

hopeful that this will be the same. They won’t take away the inspiration of
parents, but there will be enough help to parents to add or build upon that.
So I think it will lift parents in terms of their vision of the responsibility to be
prime gospel teachers in the home, give them the resources to do so, and take
us from a checklist mentality to a real pondering mentality that will give us
greater faith and make us a holier people.
Esplin: Wonderful! Thank you. In explaining the changes, Elder Cook
cautioned, “There is so much more to this adjustment than just shortening the
Sunday meetinghouse schedule.” 5 What can we do as members and teachers to
catch our leaders’ vision for these changes? Anything you think of as it relates to
the fear that this will just be viewed as “We’re shortening the meeting schedule”?
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Callister: Well, I think the individual and family booklet is designed to
be available every day of the week. We say to members, “We’ve given you
more time on Sunday. This is a key time when you can really study the scriptures and have aids to help you, so we’re not just shortening it an hour so you
can watch one more hour of NFL football.” We’re saying, “You’ve got some
resources; now there’s no excuse for not gathering your family and teaching
them the gospel.” So I think there is both the emphasis on doing it, and there
are the resources to do it, and I think you have to have both. Someone once
said, “If you motivate people but you fail to train them, you frustrate them.” I
think we’ve got the motivation and the vision, but we’ve also got the resources
so we have both ends of the stick. It will be a long-term process, I’m sure, but
I think it’s a significant step.
Esplin: Some concluding counsel. What message would you share with
families regarding the new curriculum? Do you have any particular message for
families as they try to implement these in their homes and in their situations?
Callister: Well, I think Elder David A. Bednar gave us some good counsel about family home evenings. He said, “Be consistent.”6 I remember my
daughter was in a cello recital, and at the end of the recital the teacher said
to the parents that they could ask questions. One parent asked, “Does my
child need to practice the cello every single day?” And the teacher said, “No,
she only needs to practice the cello on the days she wants to eat.” [laughter]
I would just say, “If you eat as a family that day, you read the scriptures as a
family that day; and you feed yourself spiritually as well as physically.” How
many of us have gone to bed at night and we just never thought about eating
the entire day? It just never crossed our mind until we went to sleep. But how
many people go to bed at night and they never fed themselves spiritually? We
now have a resource so we can feed ourselves spiritually every single day, and
that’s just as important as feeding ourselves physically.
Esplin: That’s a great message. Thank you. Similarly, what message might
you have for members whose circumstances may not support regular family scripture study—single individuals, widows, widowers—those who aren’t in a what
we might term a traditional family relationship? How can they embrace and
benefit from these curriculum changes?
Callister: Well, I think there’s two ways. One is it’s called the individual
and family booklet because it’s designed to help your individual study. So
I think somebody can benefit even if they are a widow or single or whatever—they can still benefit from the individual study, but I think Elder
Cook also encouraged people to get together—young single adults, widows,
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friends—and there is a benefit from doing that—discussing with other people
and getting their ideas and input in a nice informal friendly setting. So I think
both of those ways are ways that people can benefit from the new curriculum.
Esplin: Wonderful! Some concluding questions: What message would you
share with teachers regarding the new curriculum? We’ve talked about families
and parents, we’ve talked about individuals. Do you have any message as the
Church’s Sunday School General President for teachers with this new curriculum?
Callister: Well, I would say a couple of things. One is that they seek personal revelation and not rely just on the curriculum—that it’s a supplement,
it’s not a replacement for revelation, that they go to the effort to think of their
own questions, their own resources, their own invitations that they might
extend, prior to reading the rest of the lesson. If they do that, I have no doubt
that they will receive personal revelation that will be very, very rewarding to
them and to the class.
Number two is that they start thinking about the lesson at least a week
in advance. I think we all understand the reasons for doing that. Revelation
doesn’t come only on Sunday morning from 8 to 9 a.m.; that’s not the only
time revelation comes. Revelation comes line upon line, precept upon precept, and if people will start at least a week early, I think that revelation will
come at various times. Maybe when they drive the car, maybe when they’re
in the shower, maybe at the dinner table. They may hear a conversation and
say, “Oh wow, that’s a good thought! I could use that in my lesson on this
subject!” It may inspire them to live that doctrinal teaching a little better during that week. If they start at least a week in advance, I think they increase the
opportunities for revelation to come into their lives by giving the Lord the
chance to work through them and not just that little narrow one-hour period
on Sunday morning.
Esplin: That would be, of course, in alignment with President Nelson’s message from our general conference six months ago where he encourages us to rely
upon and receive more revelation. By way of conclusion, what are your greatest desires for the new curriculum and the organizational changes? If you could
have anything happen because of these changes in the Church—in families and
individuals and in our wards and stakes—what would be your greatest desire?
Callister: I would hope that individuals and families would not only
study the scriptures on a daily basis but that they would rise to that new level
of pondering the scriptures on a daily basis—where they have families, discuss
it with families. We see so many places in the scriptures where it essentially
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says, “I was pondering, and then the spirit of revelation came.” Revelation
will come into their lives as a result of doing, and it will increase their faith in
our Father in Heaven and their faith in the Savior Jesus Christ. So I think this
daily scripture study, individual and family, and really pondering the scriptures will bring increased revelation and testimony and faith that will help
people cling to the iron rod and not be swayed by the temptations of man.
Esplin: Thank you. Is there anything else that you can think of that I should
have asked or that would have been helpful that I’ve missed as I’ve tried to prepare
for things that might be of help to our audience? Anything that you thought of ?
Callister: I thought you were pretty thorough—unless you want to go
talk to the curriculum staff. I can’t pay them enough tribute for what they’ve
done. They get kind of lost in receiving credit sometimes, not that they want
recognition—that’s not their way—but what they have done has been monumental in terms of the revelation I think they have received. It was a witness
to me that revelation comes not only to our highest ecclesiastical leaders but
to every person in his or her calling. They have received revelation that has
been very helpful to getting us where we are. I think that’s a good leadership
lesson to learn—that you need to let people exercise their agency so they can
maximize their capacity for revelation in their callings. I think these brethren
have really done that.
Notes
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Curriculum needs to be more than just a classroom experience. Learning and teaching is much broader than that. If
we limit ourselves to just what happened at church, we’d miss out on most learning opportunities.

Esplin: Thank you for meeting with me to discuss your role in creating the new
home-based, Church-supported curriculum. Please introduce yourselves, including how long you’ve been with the Sunday School curriculum or what your
particular role is in the department.
Brian Hansbrow: I’m Brian Hansbrow. I’m in the Curriculum Division
of the Priesthood and Family Department. I’ve been up here for thirteen and
a half years but mostly involved with curriculum. I’ve focused solely on curriculum for about the last seven or eight years. I was with Seminaries and
Institutes until 2005.
Esplin: And do you write curriculum for more than just Sunday School?
Hansbrow: It’s general Church curriculum. It’s all Sunday curriculum,
and now home-centered curriculum.
Murphy: I’m Paul Murphy. I was with Seminaries and Institutes for about
fourteen years before I came here. I have been here for two years. Previously I
was working on Seminaries and Institutes curriculum for about six years.
Barnes: I’m Ted Barnes, and my background is in editing. I started out at
the Church as an editor in 2002 and did all kinds of projects—some of them
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curriculum related—and then about 2011 or 2012 I joined the curriculum
team, and I’ve been here ever since.
Esplin: And the fourth person on your team who is not here is Mike Barber.
Hansbrow: Yes, he came in from Florida about 2010 or so. He taught at
a local college there. Educational psychology is his background. He is a great
writer, so we brought him on board. When I came here in 2005, the youth
curriculum was already underway. We started with the idea that we needed
to update and modernize youth curriculum. It was going really heavy from
2005 to about 2007 or 2008, and then it sputtered. It kind of slowed down a
bit. And then about 2010 or 2011, it started picking back up as a discussion
by the leaders of the Church and auxiliary presidents, who were involved, of
course. Then they started to settle on some ideas, and that’s when they came
back to the curriculum team here and said, “We want to start developing
some test materials that have this kind of approach.” Dave Marsh was working closely with Seminaries and Institutes at the time on nine fundamental
doctrinal principles and we added three to get to a twelve-month curriculum,
because we had one topic per month. Anyway, Ted and I came at that project,
and so did Mike Barber, and we had other team members back then with
the youth Come, Follow Me curriculum, and that was basically 2011. Toward
the end, we were testing material, and then in 2012 we were developing for
launch in 2013. So it was just kind of a rapid push to get that out.
Esplin: How has it gone from there to now Come, Follow Me for Sunday
School, Come, Follow Me for Primary, and Come, Follow Me for Individuals
and Families? How have we gone from the youth curriculum to an integrated
curriculum for the whole membership of the Church?
Hansbrow: That happened immediately. The month that we launched
youth curriculum, January of 2013, we went right back into our executive
council, and they said, “When are we doing this for the adults?” So 2013 was
a year where we really started talking, “What should this be?” We had created
this nice wonderful curriculum for the youth, and there was an approach to
teaching and learning there that was a little different. The model was a little
different. It wasn’t just about participation, but that became one of the ways
people evaluated whether or not they were following the model. Our director
at the time, one of the brethren that was leading our little team, focused on a
little phrase in the Church handbook.
Barnes: That phrase from the handbook was quoted in general conference about being “home centered and church supported.” That phrase came
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from the handbook. So we wrestled for a long time, wondering, “What does
that mean, and how should that guide the curriculum?” Our leaders would
say, “You’re never going to get this curriculum right until you focus on the
home.” We weren’t even thinking about the home at that time. We were just
thinking about Sunday School and adults—in fact, the adult Sunday School
and the Melchizedek Priesthood and Relief Society.
Hansbrow: Sunday School was hardly even involved at the time.
Barnes: The big concern was Relief Society and priesthood, but I think
Elder Christoffel Golden said, “You’ll never get the curriculum right until you
figure out the home.” He had a vision for how curriculum needed to be more
than just a classroom experience, that learning and teaching is much broader
than that, and if we limited ourselves to just what happened at church, we’d
miss out on most learning opportunities.
Hansbrow: The research supported that. We looked at some of what the
research the church had available. Some of the studies came from BYU, and
some if it came from the Research Information Division of the Church. We
looked into that research. What we learned there was that lasting, deepening conversion—you know, this idea that if people are going to have their
own experience—if you were to ask, “Where did that conversion happen for
you in your life?,” Sunday School was way down on that list. But what was
really high on that list was people’s personal devotion. Their personal scripture experiences, their personal prayers, their family prayers actually were
great indicators. Somebody would have a family experience of studying the
scriptures that led into individual study of the scriptures. So we kind of really
latched onto that idea, saying, “If we could really influence how people use
the scriptures on their own and with their families, that is the goal.” A few
hours at church each week can’t compare to the 168 hours that people have
each week.
Murphy: Reading the scriptures at home can’t be to prepare for a lesson.
The overall goal can’t be to have a better class, because that better class isn’t
necessarily what’s going to make the overall goal of individual conversion.
Hansbrow: The goal wasn’t just to have a great class. They don’t read just
to have a great class. The goal was to be in the scriptures and receive revelation
and have their own experiences.
Murphy: So the goal of the great class was the other way around.
Esplin: So you essentially flipped the model. Instead of focusing on what was
going to happen in Sunday School and priesthood and Relief Society, you focused
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on what would happen in the home. In other words, how can priesthood and
Relief Society—and Sunday School and eventually Primary—facilitate a great
home experience?
Barnes: I think Elder Cook mentioned this a bit in his conference talk.
The previous curriculum model essentially said, “The goal is conversion.” We
knew we had to have the Spirit for that, but then we focused on great classes.
The previous curriculum was all about the class. We focused on whatever we
could do to have a great class, and in order to have a great class, well, we had
to have a great teacher. So the whole idea was we had to be fantastic as teachers, and we all had to create a great experience, and then this would lead to
the Spirit.
But what the research said was, “No, it’s personal and family scripture
study—scripture experiences!” So what great teachers do is they encourage
those experiences to happen. They say, “Tell me about the experiences you
had when you read that scripture on your own.” Or they say, “Tell us how
you were in Matthew chapter 5 this last week. Where do you feel that the
Lord really spoke to you?” You get people to start having a different kind of
experience with the scriptures and start thinking about how the scriptures
are speaking to them—how the Spirit is working on them. Then our classes
become a different experience too. As a teacher, I’m not just there to say,
“This is what we’re supposed to get out of Matthew 5. This is what you need
to understand.”
Murphy: Now, that last approach needs to be there too. The role of
a teacher is to make sure the doctrine is clarified and reinforced, that they
testify of those things. But it’s also asking, “Scott, what experience did your
family have this week? Or what experience did you have this week? And now
let’s talk all about that.”
Esplin: Once that happens a few times in a class, people will be wanting to
have experiences at home because they know that the teacher’s going to lead a
discussion about what happened that week.
Murphy: And the research bore that out. We were afraid that this experience would cause people who hadn’t read at home to withdraw or feel guilty.
But we actually found that it inspired people—that it made them want to
have their own experiences—you know, if you hear your neighbor share . . .
Hansbrow: “Sister So and So’s having that kind of experience? I should
do that. I don’t want to miss out on that.” That’s the real experience!
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Murphy: And then the hope is the individual and family resource will
help people have those experiences. People who haven’t had great experiences
with the scriptures in the past—this could help them.
Esplin: That need a guide, something that can help them.
Hansbrow: And help them find the relevance of it, help them find meaning for themselves. So a lot of people would tell us, “You know, I used to read
the scriptures. Now I feel like I’m studying the scriptures.” We heard these
comments from people, even lifelong members, who you would think, “Oh,
you already know how to do this.” And they’d say, “This taught me how to do
something that I was not experiencing before in the scriptures. It taught me
how to ask the questions in a different way and look for things in the scriptures in a different way.” We really felt, “We’re on to something there with that
home focus.”
Murphy: I think it’s important that all of this was done and tested independent of any conversation of a Sunday schedule change. We didn’t know
until a few months ago that that change was going to be happening, and we
needed to start making some adjustments, but not very many. I think that
speaks to the Lord understanding and revealing line upon line what needed
to be in place at the right time for that change to take place.
At first there were things we were worried about. Would this grab hold?
Would teachers grab hold of this? Would families grab hold of this in the way
that we hoped they would? When that announcement was made and that
prophetic direction given, a lot of those concerns went away because it was
couched in probably what was the most important purpose, and that was protecting our homes and fortifying our homes and making our families stronger.
It wasn’t necessarily a Church program anymore. It was a spiritual lifeline for
a lot of people.
Esplin: You all have an inside perspective on the curriculum as it was rolled
out and prepared. Knowing its story, how have you seen it play out in your individual wards and families? Knowing what you know about the curriculum, you
went to church for the first time since the announcements. What was the discussion in your wards? Was it what you were hoping for? Maybe what fears and
concerns do we as Church members need to avoid? What things do we need to
change as church members to adopt what you were hoping would happen?
Barnes: Well, I think you couldn’t have asked for a better implementation plan than President Nelson’s and Elder Cook’s and from several of
the Brethren. The messages that I hoped people would hear about the new
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curriculum were exactly what the Brethren said. We were thinking, “How are
we going to message this? How are we going to help people understand the
real vision?”
Hansbrow: That was six months ago, and then all of a sudden we were
finding out how it works.
Barnes: There’s a scripture that comes to my mind a lot lately, and that’s
when the prophet Samuel is looking for a new king and the Lord says to him
that a man looks on the outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the heart.
Sometimes you worry that a new curriculum or a Sunday schedule will be
looked on its outward appearance while missing the heart. But I think if you
listen to President Nelson and Elder Cook and even Elder Bednar and the
others, they really express the heart of both the Sunday schedule change and
the curriculum coming together. People are going to notice things about
shorter church and this nice big manual we get to bring home and all the nice
pictures and so on, but that’s the outward appearance. The heart is what you
heard from President Nelson and Elder Cook in conference.
Esplin: Wonderful! What are your greatest hopes? In conclusion, if you could
give any message to teachers, to families, to individuals about this curriculum.
What do you hope happens, and what do you hope we can do to implement it?
Murphy: I’ll speak to the teachers for just a minute. I think it’s been our
feeling that teachers can really do some marvelous things in supporting the
home. One of the things that they can do is to let go of the feeling that they
have to cover all the material in the classroom at church now. Now it’s not an
opportunity for them to say, “Here’s all the things that I studied,” and feel this
obligation.
Hansbrow: And now twice as much with the schedule.
Murphy: Yes, you have two weeks now of material, and many Gospel
Doctrine teachers feel this way—that they have to be the one that knows
more than anyone else in the room. Those days are gone, and now we get to
say, “I am one person in this room that’s had an experience in these scriptures.
There are many others in this room, and what can I do to tap into their experience and bring that to bear in the classroom?” I think that in and of itself
will transform and motivate people at home—because when they come to
church knowing that what they’ve experienced at home will be drawn upon
and that they’ll be able to share that, they’re going to be motivated to share
those experiences and to have those experiences week after week after week in
their homes.
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Hansbrow: If I could just tack a little more onto that. Years ago our managing director had been trying to figure out what the relationship between
Church and home is, and we actually looked at this view out this window.
Someone made this comment—this has been impressive to me ever since that
moment and that’s why I’m sharing it. The idea is, “As a teacher, if I’m trying
to describe to you what’s out that window, I could spend a long time talking
about trees and streets and buildings and this and that, but until you stand
at the window yourself I, as a teacher, would never have done it satisfactory
justice, right? In sixty seconds of you having your own experience of looking
out that window, you would see far more than I could explain in sixty minutes, and you’d see it at a greater depth, and it would be more meaningful to
you, and things would stand out to you that are different than the things that
would stand out to me. And I think that’s what we are trying to do—we are
trying to elevate learning. We want the learners to know that they can have
a rich experience. Now, you don’t have to be a scriptorian in the traditional
sense to teach or to learn.
I’d want learners to know that they can trust that the Lord can speak to
them through his word, and they can have a meaningful experience. They
may not understand everything, but they can find something that will speak
to them, that will touch them. This is Isaiah chapter 20, verse 8: “The grass
withereth, the flower fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand for ever.” I
think he’s essentially saying, “Look at all this stuff around us that is going
to fade away, but there’s truth that’s going to stand.” They can pull that out.
They can find that. They can find things that are meaningful to them that will
touch them, and if they just go to the scriptures each day and say, “Heavenly
Father, what would you have me learn today?” Just one thing—they can have
their own experience. A child can do this. Our children have done this. It’s
interesting. Talk about a different Sunday School experience! You’re going to
have a different family experience! If you go to your children and say, “OK,
guys, in our scripture study, go read this on your own, and when we come
together I want you to share something that stood out to you.” When your
children start sharing the things that stood out to them, you’ll sit there and
say, “Wow, Heavenly Father is speaking to them!” It’s an amazing thing. I just
hope that everyone has those kinds of experiences, and then that will improve
the church experience.
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Esplin: Thank you. I know you weren’t planning on talking to me, but
President Callister said I should really come talk to you because you helped put
this curriculum together.
Hansbrow: You know, we went to the Primary General Presidency and
said, “We can’t create something that’s centered in the home and supported
at church with our current model of curriculum because in my home I’ve got
six children and they’re all on different things.” So how do we unify the home
around one topic? So it was working with the Primary Presidency to say,
“Can we create a curriculum that brings in every family member?” Because,
as you know, the children all had different topics, every age-group. We asked,
“How do you feel about that? What would that look like?” So it was working
toward a model for children from ages three to eleven that would work. Then
with the Sunday School ages twelve all the way up.
Esplin: And that’s what I’m excited about. I think you chose to keep it
focused on scripture. Correct me if I’m wrong, but and as I look at this new curriculum, if I understand it correctly, we will all be studying blocks of scripture
that will be integrated. We will all be in the New Testament in these particular
chapters in Matthew or these particular chapters in Luke.
Hansbrow: That alignment was another key moment where we said,
“OK, if we could align, then we could have home centered, Church supported,
but if we can’t align, it makes it very, very difficult.”
Esplin: So am I understanding that correctly—that at the Sunday School
youth level—there will be a scripture-based model?
Hansbrow: And the Primary level too.
Barnes: And that was a big question we had: “Can we teach a four-yearold scripture stories and have it be meaningful?” And we can. And they’ll still
get topical approaches.
Murphy: It really is a wonderful change. The big thing is, we’ve been in
the scriptures before. I taught young men and young women Sunday School
before. That was a very prescriptive script that you would teach in the Sunday
School class, and this isn’t that. Yes, we’re back in scriptures, but we’re back in
scriptures in a different way.
Barnes: It’s definitely not scripted. It’s like Come, Follow Me.
Esplin: So it’s applying the Come, Follow Me principles we learned, but
with the scriptures as the curriculum.
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Murphy: There’s still an effort to invite them to go and find doctrines
and principles and truths that are relevant to them, but it’s not a teacher giving them their experience or running them through their plan.
Barnes: We’re not saying, “Let’s start in verse 14 and work our way
through verse 28.”
Esplin: Each of us read one verse, and let’s work around the room.
Hansbrow: You may have some of that occasionally, but it’s not the
model. I don’t know if you’ve looked at the materials, but a block will be
broken down into four or five doctrinal principles that you can teach in
that block. The class members will have two weeks, and the teacher will say,
“OK, they’ve had two weeks at home since we talked last. They’ve read the
First Vision. They’ve read the visits of the angel Moroni in Doctrine and
Covenants section 2. Now, what’s the most important thing in there?” They
might ask, “What inspired you the most?” What are they going to talk about?
Of course, class members are going to talk about the First Vision in there!
Someone might talk about the persecution that Joseph Smith faced and how
they felt that kind of persecution in their life or the wrestle to find truth or
temple work and the experiences they’re having as they’re learning about the
promises of the Lord. The discussion might start a little differently. Someone
might say, “You know, what really touched me was when the angel Moroni
told Joseph Smith his name would be had for good or evil.” You say might say,
“OK, let’s talk about that for a minute. . . . Now, who else has something?” We
can celebrate what happened in our own lives this week as we studied a block
and see what conclusions we came to.
Murphy: One of the ways we flipped the model was we used to talk
about it, then invite people to go home and read it. Now, we invite them to
read the material, and come together to talk about it.
Barnes: The feeling is that we are not as concerned about coverage as we
are about the revelatory experience that can happen in our lives.
Esplin: That may necessitate a wonderful change in all of us. Thank you,
both for your time today and for your service on behalf of the Church. I am
excited to start this.
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Joseph and Oliver saw a vision of the resurrected Lord Jesus Christ coming to his temple. They also received priesthood
keys from Moses, Elias, and from Elijah “to turn the hearts of the Fathers to the children and the children to the fathers.”

“T

he past is a foreign country: they do things differently there.” So begins
L. P. Hartley’s novel The Go-Between. This statement reminds religious
educators to study history as it unfolded and to avoid presentism, or “an attitude toward the past dominated by present-day attitudes and experiences.”1
Latter-day Saint doctrines did not spring up fully formed, as we have them
today. The historical record shows that Joseph Smith did not begin with a
full understanding of the doctrines of eternal families and sealing ordinances
as we teach them today. In fact, the Prophet Joseph Smith dictated a revelation on 6 August 1833 that the Lord “will give unto the faithful line upon
line, precept upon precept” (Doctrine and Covenants 98:12). Joseph Smith
was searching for answers to complex questions such as how life continues
after death, how family and friends can secure salvation in the afterlife (especially without receiving the ordinances of salvation on earth), and what role
our ancestors play in our own salvation. We conclude that although Joseph
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Smith recorded many revelations and visitations by heavenly messengers, he
reasoned through the process of how to implement doctrines pertaining to
the eternal family, particularly the sealing ordinances. As with other parts of
the Restoration, Joseph Smith continued to develop deeper understandings
of Malachi’s prophecies, Elijah’s mission, temple ordinances, and sealings.
Using the scriptures and historical insights from the Joseph Smith Papers
as well as other primary and secondary sources, we concisely explain and document (1) how such foundational doctrines on the eternal family emerged
over time; (2) how the doctrines developed in the context of tragedy that
motivated deep and searching questions about death, salvation, and the eternal nature of families; and (3) how the practice of sealing family members
for eternity emerged, including practices of plural marriage and familial
adoptions that have since been discontinued. We demonstrate how early
statements of doctrines continue to adapt and become more refined to meet
the needs of individual families and the overall Church. Though separate
aspects of this history have been treated in greater detail by others, this article
seeks to summarize and synthesize a wide range of material to help religious
educators access these important sources.2
Malachi’s Prophecies, Elijah’s Mission

In Manchester, New York, seventeen-year-old Joseph Smith Jr. told his father
that on 21 September 1823, while he was praying “to Almighty God for
forgiveness of all [his] sins and follies,” the angel Moroni visited and taught
him.3 The heavenly messenger appeared five times within a twenty-four-hour
period, repeating four times a significant selection of biblical prophecies
to prepare the teenager mentally, emotionally, and spiritually for his future
work. Joseph Smith was recording these experiences between 1839 and 1844,
at a time when he had already had significant experiences with events in the
Kirtland Temple and likely the Nauvoo Temple that gave shape and meaning to his early spiritual manifestations. These early revelatory experiences
included Malachi’s promises about the temple, Elijah’s turning the hearts
of the children to their fathers, and priesthood authority. Joseph Smith said
that Moroni “first quoted part of the third chapter of Malachi” ( Joseph
Smith—History 1:36).4 Although we do not know how much of Malachi
3 was quoted, the chapter begins with a prophecy that the Lord would “suddenly come to his temple” (promised again in Doctrine and Covenants 36:8,
recorded in December 1830).5 Malachi 3 also refers to a messenger preparing
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the way of the Lord6 and a prophecy that “the sons of Levi” would again make
“an offering in righteousness” (Malachi 3:1, 3). We have no indication that
Joseph understood what that offering was to be at that time. By 1842, Joseph
would link this prophecy with presenting in the temple a worthy record of
our dead (D&C128:24).
Moroni quoted Malachi 4:5–6 with an important difference: the Lord
would “reveal . . . the Priesthood, by the hand of Elijah the prophet” and would
also “plant in the hearts of the children the promises made to the fathers,
and the hearts of the children shall turn7 to their fathers” ( Joseph Smith—
History 1:38–39; emphasis altered; see also Doctrine and Covenants 2:1–2
and Joseph Smith—History 1:36). It is likely that Joseph initially understood
“the promises made to the fathers” as referring to the covenant fathers of Israel.
A revelation received in the fall of 1830 refers to Elijah’s promise of “turning the hearts of the fathers, . . . and also, with Joseph and Jacob, and Isaac,
and Abraham, your fathers, by whom the promises remain” (Doctrine and
Covenants 27:9–10; emphasis added). How would this understanding transform into a uniting of parents with their children in the afterlife? Though
Joseph does not leave any explicit explanation of that transformation, the historical record provides some evidence that the deaths of family and friends
and the hope of future resurrection and reunion became major catalysts for
seeking revelation clarifying relationships in the next life.
Questions about Death and Salvation

Such doctrinal understandings developed during times of tragedies that
motivated Joseph Smith’s deep and searching questions about death, salvation, and the eternal nature of families. Historian Samuel Brown described a
nineteenth-century American culture of “holy death,” noting that “the Smith
family knew premature death well. Joseph’s mother, Lucy Mack Smith . . . ,
lost seven of her eleven children, while in the next generation Joseph Jr. lost
six of his eleven.”8 Just two months after Moroni’s first visit, on 19 November
1823, Joseph’s oldest brother, Alvin, died at age twenty-five. At the funeral
services held in the local Presbyterian church, Reverend Stockton “intimated
very strongly” that Alvin had “gone to hell,” because he “was not a church
member,” reported Alvin’s brother William, who added, “He [Alvin] was
a good boy, and my father did not like it.” 9 Reverend Stockton’s assertion
deeply troubled the Smiths, some of whom had Universalist beliefs.10 Joseph
Sr., Lucy Mack Smith, and Joseph Jr. all pondered the status of Alvin as an
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unbaptized believer,11 and those questions of Alvin’s unresolved status would
find resolution in Joseph Jr.’s 1836 vision of his brother’s salvation, to be discussed later. This is a clear example of how Joseph’s theological understanding
developed in the context of personal tragedy and his desire to understand
how Christ’s redemptive work paved the way for loved ones’ salvation beyond
the general understanding of his own day.
As Joseph Smith continued to learn line upon line, he gained a greater
understanding of the importance of people being sealed or welded together
both into God’s eternal family as well as within their own individual families. Joseph wed Emma Hale in South Bainbridge, New York, on 18 January
1827. At the time of their marriage, there is no evidence that Joseph knew
that marriage was supposed to last through eternity and he likely accepted
the predominant Christian understanding that marriage was for this life
only and did not continue in heaven. Joseph and Emma moved to Harmony,
Pennsylvania, where Joseph continued to translate the Book of Mormon and
where Martin Harris insisted on borrowing the manuscript pages. On 15
June 1828, Joseph and Emma’s first child was born and died the same day. For
two weeks after the baby’s death, Joseph nursed Emma back to full strength.
Despite her frail health and the tragic loss of their son, Emma urged Joseph
to travel to Palmyra to find out why Martin Harris had neither returned the
manuscript pages he had taken nor sent them any letter in months. When
Joseph traveled to Palmyra and learned that Martin Harris had lost the pages,
Joseph exclaimed, “I have lost my soul!”12 But his thoughts quickly turned to
Emma in her physically and emotionally weakened state, “Then must I,” said
Joseph, “return with such a tale as this? I dare not do it.”13 In agony, Joseph
Smith recorded in 1832 that he “cried unto the Lord that he would provide
for me to accomplish the work whereunto he had commanded me” and that
the “Lord appeared unto a young man by the name of Olivery Cowd[e]ry
and shewed unto him the plates in a vision and also the truth of the work and
what the Lord was about to do through me his unworthy Servant therefore
he was desiorous [sic] to come and write for me.”14
As he translated the Book of Mormon, Joseph dictated three poignant
passages pertaining to the salvation of little children that the Smiths would
have pondered. First was the account of King Benjamin’s parting words to his
people, where he quoted the words of an angel that “the infant perisheth not
that dieth in his infancy” and would be “blameless before God” (Mosiah 3:18,
21). Next, the book of Mosiah offers Abinadi’s eloquent testimony in the
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court of King Noah that “little children” would receive “eternal life” (Mosiah
15:25). Third, Mormon’s letter to his son Moroni affirmed that “little children are alive in Christ, even from the foundation of the world; if not so, God
is a partial God, and also a changeable God, and a respecter to persons; for
how many little children have died without baptism! Wherefore, if little children could not be saved without baptism, these must have gone to an endless
hell” (Moroni 8:12–13).15 Though we have no written evidence that Joseph
connected these passages to his own baby’s death, it would seem strange if the
passages didn’t stir thoughts and feelings in the recently bereaved father and
mother. These Book of Mormon doctrines of salvation for unbaptized infants
challenged the sectarian stance of most organized churches and later became
key doctrinal teachings regarding the family.16
Early Temple Worship, Priesthood Keys in Kirtland

In January 1831 Church members were commanded to gather at “the Ohio,”
where a house of the Lord would be built and they would be washed, anointed,
and endowed with power from on high (see Doctrine and Covenants 38:32).
Though very basic compared with the Nauvoo endowment or the modern
endowment, the Kirtland endowment was a first step in Joseph’s implementation of the temple ordinances that were precursors to the modern-day sealing
ordinance. After moving to the Isaac Morley farm in Kirtland, Joseph offered
a memorable discourse on 25 October, inviting the Saints to develop perfect
love so their names might be written in “the Lamb’s book of life,” or sealed up
to eternal life.17
Then tragedy struck the Smith family again. Emma gave birth to unnamed
twins on 30 April 1831 in Kirtland. They lived only about three hours. It just
so happened that John and Julia Murdock, two of Joseph’s friends and fellow members of the Church, gave birth to twins the following day, but Julia
died in childbirth. The Smiths adopted the Murdock twins, which proved
to be a temporary source of comfort to the mourning parents. A watershed
doctrinal moment followed in February 1832 when Joseph Smith and Sidney
Rigdon learned that heaven consisted of many kingdoms.18 They further
learned that salvation came through the Atonement of Jesus Christ by way
of ordinances such as baptism and the laying on of hands for the gift of the
Holy Ghost (see Doctrine and Covenants 76:51–52). In that same revelation we see harbingers of future temple promises that those who are sealed
by the Holy Spirit of promise will become kings and priests (and presumably
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queens and priestesses), receiving a fullness of the Father’s glory (see Doctrine
and Covenants 76:52–56). The Son of God even made it possible for “the
spirits of men kept in prison” to receive the gospel message so “they might be
judged according to men in the flesh” (Doctrine and Covenants 76:73). This
revelation opened the door for later clarifications that proxy baptisms could
be performed for our dead in order to hold them to the same standards as the
living. Though Joseph never explicitly connected Doctrine and Covenants
76 to Doctrine and Covenants 128 and baptism for the dead, the doctrines
contained in section 76 are a prerequisite to the development.
Tragedy continued to influence Joseph’s establishment of ways to seal
friends and family to God, if not yet to each other, in heaven. On 24 March
1832, Joseph and Emma Smith were caring for their twins, who were sick with
the measles, at the John and Elsa Johnson farm in Hiram, Ohio, when a mob
of about twenty-five men dragged Joseph into the cold air and tarred and
feathered him.19 Joseph Murdock Smith, one of the adopted twins, died six
days later, likely from a combination of both measles and exposure. Emma
particularly grieved for the child.20 Joseph poured his emotions into church
service. He traveled to Zion (Missouri) to fulfill a commandment given on 1
March 1832.21 While there, he visited his friends from the Colesville Branch
who had relocated there, sealing them up to eternal life, according to Joseph
Knight.22 Historian Jonathan Stapley wrote, “‘Sealing’ as a ritual act dates
to the first years of the Restoration, when elders with the High Priesthood
sealed up church members and congregations into eternal life.”23 In essence,
Joseph was performing a “group sealing” with the promise of eternal life.
Four years later, as part of worship services in the Kirtland Temple in
January 1836, the general Church presidency gave Joseph Sr. a priesthood
blessing, and Joseph Jr. then saw a vision of Alvin in heaven with his parents.
One of the remarkable aspects of this vision is that Joseph Sr. and Lucy were
still alive at the time of the blessing. It appears that the revelations Joseph had
received earlier, promising that little children who died without the chance
to be baptized would have eternal life, was expanded as a result of this vision.
Joseph “marveled” that the unbaptized Alvin could be saved in the celestial
kingdom. He recorded that “all who have died without a knowledge of this
gospel, who would have received it if they had been permitted to tarry, shall
be heirs of the celestial kingdom of God” and that “all children who die before
they arrive at the years of accountability are saved in the celestial kingdom of
heaven” (Doctrine and Covenants 137:7, 10). Not only could little children
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who died without baptism be saved, but so could all who died without the
opportunity of hearing the gospel and receiving the ordinances thereof.
Again, we see the connection between the death of family and friends and the
continuing development of Joseph’s understanding of our role in saving and
sealing our loved ones unto eternal life.
But how, specifically, were Alvin and innocent children to be saved in
the celestial kingdom? On 3 April 1836, a week after the dedication of the
Kirtland Temple, Joseph, Oliver, and other members gathered in the temple.
It was Easter Sunday and also Passover season—a time when Jews expected
Elijah to return to earth.24 Joseph later recorded that after closing the canvas curtains or veils, he and Oliver saw a vision of the resurrected Lord Jesus
Christ coming to his temple.25 They received priesthood keys from Moses,
Elias, and from Elijah26 “to turn the hearts of the Fathers to the children and
the children to the fathers.”27 Though we lack specific documentation that
Joseph linked Elijah’s visitation to the concept of sealings at that time, Joseph
later stated that Elijah restored the keys “of the fulness of the Melchizedek
Priesthood,” including authority to perform ceremonies to “seal” for eternity
both marriages and relationships for the living and the dead. It is unclear
whether Joseph understood at that time how those keys could bind together
families, and he did not exercise that authority for about another four years.28
Still, the bestowal of authority was a further prerequisite to Joseph’s ability
in later years to understand the sealing powers in connection to family relationships. As the years passed, he would gain further understanding of those
keys. In a Sunday address early in 1844, Joseph Smith explained that the word
turn [in Malachi 4] should be translated as bind or seal,29 meaning the sealing
of families as eternal units (see Doctrine and Covenants 110:13–15). Joseph
emphasized that the “welding” or “sealing” of God’s children are accomplished in two distinct and perhaps related ways: through entrance into God’s
family by virtue of baptism or baptism for the dead, and then through sealings of couples, families, and deceased friends, as discussed below.
Baptisms for the Dead in Nauvoo

A few years later, the Saints began working to transform the disease-ridden
swampland of Commerce into the city of Nauvoo the Beautiful. Because of
the conditions under which the Saints labored, many died from malaria and
other diseases. These deaths further prompted questions about how to secure
salvation for the dead. The story of Joseph’s bodyguard Seymour Brunson is
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striking. “Although still robust at age forty,” wrote Ryan Tobler, “Seymour
Brunson went out one evening to drive away some stray cattle and caught
cold, which led to something more serious, and then to his untimely death.”
Tobler noted that “to the Saints, the death of a hardy soul like Brunson was
unsettling; it was one of those occasions, as the Mormon Prophet Joseph
Smith later put it, through which ‘we have again the warning voice sounded
in our midst which shows the uncertainty of human life.’”30 As part of Joseph’s
funeral sermon on 15 August 1840, he introduced an electrifying new doctrine: vicarious baptism for the dead.31 After quoting 1 Corinthians 15:29,
Joseph informed the Saints that they “could now act for their friends who had
departed this life, and that the plan of salvation was calculated to save all who
were willing to obey the requirements of the law of God.”32 A woman at the
funeral, Jane Neymon (also spelled Nyman), asked to be baptized in behalf
of her deceased son Cyrus. Vienna Jaques rode on horseback into the river
to witness the first recorded proxy baptism in modern times.33 Even though
Joseph told Church members they could “act for their friends,” most began
proxy baptisms for family members. According to Susan Easton Black, 97
percent of those first proxy baptisms were performed for family members.34
This practice would soon have personal application for the Smiths as further tragedy continued to provide the context for Joseph’s further expansion
of the doctrines necessary to understand the role of family in securing salvation. When Joseph Smith Sr. returned home on 13 September 1840, he was
so sick that he began vomiting blood. Lucy Mack Smith called her children to
his deathbed. Lucy’s history shows the importance the Smiths placed on assuring Alvin’s salvation. She recorded the moment when Joseph Jr. “informed his
father, that it was then the priviledge of the saints to be baptized for the dead.
. . . Mr. Smith was delighted to hear [this], and requested that Joseph should be
baptized for Alvin immediately.”35 After blessing each of his children, Joseph
Sr. died on 14 September. Hyrum soon served as proxy so that Alvin could be
baptized vicariously and receive salvation.36 Though we see the family’s quest
to ensure Alvin’s salvation by way of vicarious ordinances, we do not yet sense
an understanding of the possibility to seal families together nor the necessity
of such sealings. Yet baptism and baptism for the dead are precursors that
enable the salvation of loved ones by adopting them into the family of God;
Joseph would come to understand this as a necessary step in family sealings.
Hence, baptism for the dead was a preliminary step in the process, and one
that would involve a sealing, not necessarily to fellow family members, but
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rather a binding authority to make it efficacious in heaven. Referring to vicarious work for the dead, the Prophet Joseph said, “This doctrine presents in
a clear light, the wisdom and mercy of God, in preparing an ordinance for
the salvation of the dead, being baptized by proxy, their names recorded in
heaven, and they judged according to the deeds done in the body. . . . Those
saints who neglect it, in behalf of their deceased relatives, do it at the peril
of their own salvation.”37 Hence he clarified that our salvation is inextricably
entwined with that of our ancestors.
In an epistle to the Saints on 6 September 1842, Joseph emphasized the
importance of performing vicarious baptisms through “the sealing and binding power.” He warned that “the earth will be smitten with a curse unless there
is a welding link of some kind or other between the fathers and the children,
upon some subject or other—and behold what is that subject? It is the baptism for the dead. For we without them cannot be made perfect; neither can
they without us be made perfect.” Though not fleshed out in detail, this declaration indicates some connectivity not only between the person baptized
and God but between “the fathers and the children.” This further connects
the concept of baptism, sealing, and familial ties in the next life. He praised
the visitation of heavenly messengers with “their keys, their honors, their
majesty and glory, and the power of their priesthood; giving line upon line,
precept upon precept; here a little, and there a little.” Joseph then celebrated
the Lord’s great work of salvation, saying, “Let the dead speak forth anthems
of eternal praise to the King Immanuel, who hath ordained, before the world
was, that which would enable us to redeem them out of their prison; for the
prisoners shall go free.” He concluded with a call to action: “Let us, therefore,
as a church and a people, and as Latter-day Saints, offer unto the Lord an
offering in righteousness; and let us present in his holy temple, when it is
finished, a book containing the records of our dead, which shall be worthy of
all acceptation” (Doctrine and Covenants 128:14, 18, 21–22, 24).
Joseph Smith preached on 13 August 1843 on the topic of Malachi’s
prophecies at a funeral sermon for probate judge Elias Higbee. Of this sermon, William Clayton recorded, “When speaking of the passage ‘I will send
Elijah the prophet &c’ he [ Joseph Smith] said it should read and he shall turn
the hearts of the children to the covenant made with their fathers . . . meaning
the everlasting covenant thereby making their calling & election sure.” Joseph
added, “When a seal is put upon the father and mother it secures their posterity so that they cannot be lost but will be saved by virtue of the covenant
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of their father.”38 Smith clarified two weeks later that “seal[ing] the hearts of
the fathers to the children and the children to the fathers” would take place
through temple rituals of “anointing & sealing.”39
Joseph Smith expanded this theme in his last public sermon: “The greatest responsibility in this world that God has laid upon us, is to seek after our
dead. The Apostle says, ‘they without us cannot be made perfect’; for it is
necessary that the sealing power should be in our hands to seal our children
and our dead. . . . It is necessary that those who are gone before, and those
who come after us should have salvation in common with us, and thus hath
God made it obligatory upon man. Hence God said ‘I will send Elijah the
prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord; and he
shall turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the hearts of the children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse.’”40 Joseph
Smith urged the Saints in “building their temples[,] erecting their Baptismal
fonts & going forth & receiving all the ordinances, Baptisms, Confirmations,
washings anointings ordinations, & sealing powers upon our heads in behalf
of all our Progenitors who are dead & redeem them that they may come forth
in the first resurrection & be exhalted to thrones of glory with us, & herein is
the chain that binds the hearts of the fathers to the Children, & the Children
to the Fathers which fulfills the mission of Elijah.”41 Though not explaining
exactly what it meant to be “exhalted to thrones of glory with us,” Joseph continued to develop the doctrinal foundation that would ultimately lead to our
current understanding of familial ties in the hereafter. Joseph concluded that
God could bind the human family together in an eternal chain through the
ordinances of salvation performed by children in behalf of their progenitors.
Marriages for Time and Eternity

In addition to proxy temple work in behalf of the Saints’ kindred dead, Joseph
Smith developed the doctrinal foundation to unite families by performing
marriages for both time and eternity. The way these practices unfolded was
complicated legally, emotionally, and theologically. By looking at how sealings were practiced in Joseph’s day, we can see a process unfolding that brings
us to the understanding we have today. He initially married couples until
death and then later began sealing couples for eternity. Part of Joseph’s early
work included plural marriages in ways that Church leaders and members no
longer practice.
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Joseph’s initial understanding and practice of marriage largely mirrored
his Protestant cultural upbringings—namely, monogamy, the only legal
form of marriage in the United States.42 On 7 May 1831 Joseph gave his first
recorded revelation on the subject of marriage to help Leman Copley, a former Shaker, who believed that marriage was inferior to celibacy: “I say unto
you, that whoso forbiddeth to marry is not ordained of God, for marriage
is ordained of God unto man. Wherefore, it is lawful that he should have
one wife, and they twain shall be one flesh, and all this that the earth might
answer the end of its creation; and that it might be filled with the measure
of man, according to his creation before the world was made” (Doctrine and
Covenants 49:15–17). Though some sects of the day did not share this understanding, it was not strange for fellow Christians to declare that marriage was
ordained of God, that it united a man and a woman, and that it matched the
designs of God for his children.
Joseph officiated at Lydia Goldthwaite Bailey and Newel Knight’s
wedding on 24 November 1835. Some have wondered if the Prophet was
authorized to perform the marriage because Sidney Rigdon had been denied
state sanction to perform such marriages.43 However, Ohio’s 1824 marriage
law stated that “a religious society . . . could perform marriages without a
license so long as the ceremony was done ‘agreeable to the rules and regulations of their respective churches.’”44 Joseph Smith clearly believed he had
the legal and religious authority to perform the wedding. His wording at the
ceremony largely matched the instructions given in the 1835 version of the
Doctrine and Covenants.
First, the officiator was instructed to make such comments “as he shall be
directed by the holy Spirit” and ascertain whether there were legal impediments to the marriage. If none, he addressed the couple: “You both mutually
agree to be each other’s companion, husband and wife, observing the legal
rights belonging to this condition; that is, keeping yourselves wholly for each
other, and from all others, during your lives.” Once the bride and groom
answered in the affirmative, the officiator was to “pronounce them ‘husband
and wife’ in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and by virtue of the laws of the
country.” Then he would conclude: “May God add his blessings and keep you
to fulfill your covenants from henceforth and forever. Amen.”45
Joseph did make a curious claim. After saying that marriage was an institution of heaven, he stated “that it was necessary it should be solemnized by the
authority of the everlasting Priesthood.”46 This wasn’t an attempt to say civil
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marriages wouldn’t be recognized in the Church but rather that, in its proper
order, marriage should be officiated by the authority of the priesthood—a
precursor to the concept that eternal marriages would require priesthood
keys and authority to solemnize them. By 1837, Joseph had officiated at nineteen weddings, largely following the pattern he used in the Bailey-Knight
wedding.47
It appears that Joseph began to preach about the possibility of eternal marriage to his close friends at least by 1835. In Kirtland he seems to
have begun teaching this doctrine to a select few. In May 1835 William W.
Phelps and his son Waterman were called to Kirtland, where they made their
home with Joseph Smith and helped a committee compile the Doctrine and
Covenants. Phelps wrote a letter to his wife, Sally, explaining that they could
be married for eternity: “A new idea, Sally, if you and I continue faithful to
the end, we are certain to be one in the Lord throughout eternity; this is one
of the most glorious consolations we can have in the flesh.”48 We presume
that William Phelps got this idea from Joseph because others more explicitly
claimed to have received this doctrine through Joseph before he taught the
revealed truths that would later become Doctrine and Covenants 131 and
132. Four years after W. W. Phelps made his claim, Parley P. Pratt learned of
the doctrine of the eternal family in Philadelphia from Joseph Smith:
It was at this time [1839] that I received from him the first idea of eternal family
organization, and the eternal union of the sexes. . . .
It was from him that I learned that the wife of my bosom might be secured to
me for time and all eternity; and that the refined sympathies and affections which
endeared us to each other emanated from the fountain of divine eternal love. It
was from him that I learned that we might cultivate these affections, and grow and
increase in the same to all eternity; while the result of our endless union would be
an offspring as numerous as the stars of heaven, or the sands of the sea shore.49

Though this statement was recorded in Parley P. Pratt’s autobiography
and thus was written several years after 1839, it is one of the earliest stated evidences that Joseph was actively teaching eternal marriage before 1840. At that
point, Joseph does not seem to have indicated the necessity of husband-wife
sealings, only the possibility of such sealings. From the documentary evidence, we cannot tell if that distinction became clear to Joseph much before
he taught it explicitly at Ramus, Illinois.
On 16 May 1843, Joseph was enjoying an evening with Benjamin and
Melissa Johnson, friends living in Ramus, when he invited them to be married “according to the law of the Lord.” Benjamin thought Joseph was joking
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and refused unless his wife should court him again. Joseph explained that
he was in earnest and sealed them “by the Holy Spirit of Promise.”50 Joseph
explained that such persons will inherit “eternal glory, for [they are] sealed up
by the power of the Priesthood, unto eternal life, having taken the step which
is necessary for that purpose.” He added, “Except a man and his wife enter
into an everlasting covenant and be married for eternity, while in this probation; by the power and authority of the Holy Priesthood; they will cease
to increase when they die, that is, that they will not have any children after
the resurrection; but those who are married by the power and authority of
the Priesthood in this life, and continue without committing the sin against
the Holy Ghost, will continue to increase and have children in the celestial
glory.”51 William Clayton recorded these teachings on this occasion in his
journal, and they became the basis of Doctrine and Covenants 131. Clayton
recorded Joseph’s teaching that “in the celestial glory there are three heavens
or degrees; and in order to obtain the highest, a man must enter this order of
the priesthood” (Doctrine and Covenants 131:1–2).
This is perhaps the earliest recorded statement from the Prophet to the
effect that the eternal sealings of husband and wife were not only possible
but that such sealings were salvific. Not only could spouses be sealed together
for eternity as earlier statements make clear, such as those reviewed above
from W. W. Phelps and Parley P. Pratt, but without such sealings, the eternal
progress of the individual spouses would be limited and exaltation would be
impossible. On 28 May 1843, the Prophet Joseph was sealed to Emma Smith
for eternity in the room above their store at a meeting of the anointed quorum (a select group of leaders who had been endowed before the completion
of the Nauvoo Temple).52
Plural Marriage and Dynastic Sealings

One challenge in understanding Joseph’s teachings on marriage and family
in eternity is that he and others often referred to both monogamous and plural marriages of eternal duration by the term “celestial marriage.” As a result,
some have conflated the terms. Though not synonymous, it would be a mistake to think that the concepts of eternal marriage and plural marriage were
unrelated.
Joseph Smith’s translation of the Old Testament had introduced him to
the concept of plural marriage, and people who knew him well said that he
received a revelation in 1831 to begin practicing it.53 Joseph initially hesitated,
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likely because it differed from traditional marriage norms and perhaps
because he was familiar with the Book of Mormon’s warning against its practice without divine sanction (see Genesis 16; cf. Jacob 2:30). Joseph reported
that a few years later an angel appeared with a drawn sword and told him to
practice plural marriage.54 The angel told him to keep the practice private
until the Lord made it publicly known.55 In the mid-1830s, Joseph proposed
marriage to Fanny Alger, a young woman who lived with the Smiths.56 With
approval from her parents,57 her uncle Levi Hancock performed the marriage.58 Careful estimates suggest that Joseph Smith eventually was sealed to
between thirty and forty women.59 By the Nauvoo period at least, Church
leaders “distinguished between sealings for time and eternity and sealings
for eternity only. Sealings for time and eternity included commitments and
relationships during this life, generally including the possibility of sexual relations. Eternity-only sealings indicated relationships in the next life alone.”60
In such sealings, romance was subordinated to being sealed in an eternal
chain. Historian Kathleen Flake argues that “priestly order” dominated such
relationships and that “it was a love subordinated to religious devotion and
ordered by religious, not romantic ideals.”61
By looking at firsthand accounts of various participants, we begin to see
how those early members viewed plural marriage as a process of creating a
“dynastic” chain62—with individual sealings functioning like links to bind
all the children of God to each other. Lucy Walker recorded a remarkable
invitation in 1842 to enter into “celestial marriage” (a term at times used synonymously with plural marriage) in order to “prove an everlasting blessing
to my father’s house” and “form a chain that could never be broken.”63 Like
other women, she resisted being sealed until she personally received a clear
and powerful manifestation of divine sanction. She considered herself sealed
to Joseph Smith for eternity,64 without which she would be “single & alone”
for eternity, being “outside of the heavenly structure.”65 A Gospel Topics essay
offers a possible reason for such dynastic sealings: “These sealings may have
provided a way to create an eternal bond or link between Joseph’s family and
other families within the Church. These ties extended both vertically, from
parent to child, and horizontally, from one family to another.”66
When the Prophet and scribes recorded what is now Doctrine and
Covenants section 132 on 12 July 1843, they documented the necessity of
eternal marriage for exaltation. This section contained information on both
eternal marriage and plural marriage. Joseph prayed to know how God
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justified Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, David, and Solomon in having many
wives.67 Joseph further recorded that any marriages performed by secular
authority “are not of force when they are dead” and stated that individuals
not sealed by priesthood authority “cannot be enlarged, but remain separately and singly, without exaltation” (Doctrine and Covenants 132:15, 17).
This concept matched well with the same idea contained in the Bible (see
Matthew 22:30)—that some marriages would not continue into the eternities. Joseph taught that priesthood authority could “seal” a man and woman
as husband and wife so that after death they could “pass by the angels and the
gods . . . to their exaltation and glory in all things, . . . which glory shall be
a fulness and a continuation of the seeds forever” (Doctrine and Covenants
132:19; cf. 132:34–35).
When Joseph introduced the practice of plural marriage in the church, it
was limited to a select group of participants, and the practice was not made
public. As noted in a Gospel Topics essay, “This principle was among the most
challenging aspects of the Restoration—for Joseph personally and for other
Church members. Plural marriage tested faith and provoked controversy and
opposition. Few Latter-day Saints initially welcomed the restoration of a biblical practice entirely foreign to their sensibilities. But many later testified of
powerful spiritual experiences that helped them overcome their hesitation
and gave them courage to accept this practice.”68 The practice was discontinued under President Wilford Woodruff, as we discuss in a later section.
Proxy Sealings for Eternity

In 1843 the Prophet Joseph Smith began to extend the blessings of eternal
marriage to beloved friends who were deceased. Robert Thompson, Joseph’s
personal secretary and coeditor of the Times and Seasons, had died of malaria
at age thirty, leaving behind his wife, Mercy, and three-year-old daughter.
One night in the spring of 1843, Mercy dreamed of her beloved Robert and
heard her marriage vows being repeated. She was staying in the home of her
sister Mary, who was married to Hyrum Smith. That same night Hyrum
returned home and reported “a very remarkable Dream” of his deceased wife,
Jerusha, and two deceased children. He found a note left from Joseph Smith
asking him to visit his house. Joseph told Hyrum and Mary that “marriages
contracted for time only lasted for time and were no more one until a new
contract was made, for All Eternity.”69
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On 29 May, the morning after Joseph and Emma were sealed, Brigham
and Mary Ann Young, Willard and Jennetta Richards, Hyrum and Mary
Fielding Smith, and Mercy Thompson gathered above the store to be sealed.
Hyrum wondered what would happen to his first wife, Jerusha, who had died
six years previous. Joseph said, “You can have her sealed to you upon the same
principle as you can be baptized for the dead,” adding that both wives could
be sealed for eternity. Mary served as proxy for Jerusha and chose to be sealed
as well, saying, “I love you and I do not want to be separated from you.”70
Joseph told Mary’s sister, Mercy, that she could be sealed to Robert
with her brother-in-law Hyrum acting as proxy for the deceased. Mercy was
thrilled, and she wrote, “Some may think I could envy Queen Victoria in
some of her glory,” she recorded. “Not while my name stands first on this
list in this Dispensation of women sealed to a Dead Husband through
divine revelation.”71 Thus began the practice of living proxies being sealed for
deceased persons, a major development in ordinance work.
Months later, after Joseph related a visitation from the deceased Robert
Thompson, Mercy chose to be married for time as a plural wife to Hyrum
Smith on 11 August, though she retained her last name and chose to be
reunited with Robert in the Resurrection.72
Adoption

By the end of his life, Joseph understood the necessity both of binding all of
God’s children together in a great chain and also for husbands and wives to
be eternally married to qualify for exaltation. Yet the precise way this was to
happen was not fully understood in the Church. Such ordinances in Joseph
Smith’s day were much more fluid and spontaneous than our present sealings. As Todd Compton notes, “Marriage, sealing, and adoption, in fact,
were nearly interchangeable concepts.”73 For example, on 16 October 1843
the Prophet sealed Dr. John M. Bernhisel to his sisters, aunts, cousins, and
friends.74 After the death of Joseph Smith, Dr. Bernhisel also chose to be sealed
to Joseph in a patrilineal way through a practice called adoption that Brigham
Young initiated.75 On 16 February 1847 Brigham Young taught members to
be sealed in a chain of priesthood authority extending back to the Father. Or,
as historian Jonathan Stapley asserts, “The first generation of Saints were to
be the nucleus from which the network of heaven—the links in the chain of
the priesthood—was to extend.”76 At the time, Brigham Young taught that
members should be sealed only to believers and not to family members who
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had not yet accepted the gospel, saying, “Were we to wait to redeem our dead
relatives before we Could link the Chain of the Priesthood we would never
accomplish it.”77 Many members chose to be sealed to Joseph Smith, Brigham
Young, or other leaders in the hopes that “this action would secure the salvation of their families in a worthy priesthood lineage if their own progenitors
did not accept the gospel in the next life.”78
Though these practices would seem foreign in our day, Joseph and the rest
of the Church leadership were learning how exactly to implement the revelations Joseph had received. Doctrine and Covenants 131 was clear on the
need for husbands and wives to be sealed; however, how to seal all of God’s
children together into a “great chain” was less clear. The words of the Prophet
indicated a need for all of God’s children to be sealed together. But one question centered on whether everyone needed to be sealed to someone who was
already in the covenant. Many leaders believed so. This led to the practice of
sealing hundreds of early members to leaders such as Joseph or Brigham or
Wilford, similar to what John Bernhisel did. In fact, it was Church policy for
the first several decades after Joseph’s death that you could not be sealed to
your parents unless they were in the covenant.79 As one historian wrote:
Church policy directed that children of faithful members of the church not born in
the covenant be sealed to their natural parents whether any or all of those involved
were living or not. If natural parents had not been baptized Mormons during life
or had apostatized from the church their children were to be adopted to someone
else. The sealing of a person to a dead non-Mormon was seen as being risky since the
departed parent might not accept the gospel in the spirit world. Such uncertainty
about one’s position in the next life was unacceptable especially to converts whose
parents had been strongly opposed to Mormonism during life.
The same ruling applied in part to sealings of husbands and wives. If both were
dead the sealing could be performed whether the two had been members of the
church in life or not. But if the widow of a non-Mormon came to Utah as so many
did she was to be sealed to some good brother in the church rather than to her late
husband.80

This policy led to complex hierarchies depending on the order in which
one was sealed to a Church leader, sometimes leading to tension between
members as they claimed seniority and privileges based on the sequence of
sealing and seniority of the leader. “Within a year of finishing the temple
work in Nauvoo, Brigham Young told his fellow travelers, ‘This Principle
[adoption] I am aware is not clearly understood by many of the Elders in this
Church at the present time as it will Hereafter be: And I confess that I have
had [only] a smattering of those things[;] but when it is necessary I will attain
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to more knowledge on the subject & consequently will be enabled to teach &
practice more.’”81
In 1845, while clarifying that baptism for the dead should be performed
by proxies of the same gender, President Young said, “The Lord has led this
people all the while in this way, by giving them here a little and there a little,
thus he increases their wisdom, and he that receives a little and is thankful for
that shall receive more.” He concluded, “Joseph in his lifetime did not receive
every thing connected with the doctrine of redemption, but he has left the
key with those who understand how to obtain and teach to this great people
all that is necessary for their salvation and exaltation in the celestial kingdom
of our God.”82
President Young continued to see the importance of adoptions and
sealings even as he grappled to understand how to implement them. His
manuscript history reports a dream involving Joseph Smith in mid-February
1847. Of all the things Brigham Young wanted clarified, he asked about “the
doctrine of adoption and sealing doctrine.” He said, “The Brethren have a
great anxiety to understand the law of adoption, or sealing principles; and if
you have a word of council for me, I should be glad to receive it.” In the dream,
Joseph Smith said: “Tell the Brethren if they will follow the Spirit of the Lord
they will go right. Be sure to tell the people to keep the Spirit of the Lord; and
if they will, they will find themselves just as they were organized by our Father
in Heaven before they came into the world. Our Father in Heaven organized
the human family, but they are all disorganized in great confusion.” President
Young then saw “how it must be joined together [into a] perfect chain from
Father Adam to his latest posterity.”83
Changes under President Woodruff

Church leaders taught that marriage and posterity were the highest blessings of eternity; to provide those blessings to deceased family members,
President Brigham Young instructed Wilford Woodruff to seal “unmarried
female ancestors as wives to living descendants.”84 Consequently, President
Woodruff was sealed to about three hundred single women from his father’s
and mother’s households. This practice continued alongside plural marriage
for the living, which grew increasingly difficult because of federal prosecution such as the Morrill Anti-Bigamy Act (1862), the Edmunds Act (1882),
and the Edmunds–Tucker Act (1887) that disincorporated the Church and
imposed fines on members practicing plural marriage.
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After years of federal pressure and prayers for divine guidance, President
Woodruff ’s “manifesto” announced a revelation in 1890 discontinuing the
practice of plural marriage (see Official Declaration 1). Many members
struggled to accept the transition from a cherished doctrine; in the process,
excommunications, additional manifestos, and apostate offshoot churches
resulted.
In the April 1894 general conference, President Woodruff announced
a revelation discontinuing adoption to prominent Church leaders. Instead,
direct family members were to be sealed:
You have acted up to all the light and knowledge that you have had; but you have
now something more to do than what you have done. We have not fully carried out
those principles in fulfillment of the revelations of God to us, in sealing the hearts
of the fathers to the children and the children to the fathers. I have not felt satisfied,
neither did President Taylor, neither has any man since the Prophet Joseph who
has attended to the ordinance of adoption in the temples of our God. We have felt
that there was more to be revealed upon this subject than we had received. . . . Let
every man be adopted to his father. . . . That is the will of God; and then you will do
exactly what God said when He declared He would send Elijah the prophet in the
last days. . . . We want the Latter-day Saints from this time to trace their genealogies
as far as they can, and to be sealed to their fathers and mothers. Have children sealed
to their parents, and run this chain through as far as you can get it.85

Thus, he established the current practice of sealing children to parents,
running the chain back through the generations. The Genealogical Society
was organized that same year to help the Saints do this. A recent Gospel
Topics essay summarizes our current understanding of this doctrine: “Today
such eternal bonds are achieved through the temple marriages of individuals
who are also sealed to their own birth families, in this way linking families
together.”86
Conclusion

Over many decades, Joseph Smith and his prophetic successors learned—and
taught—line upon line about Malachi’s prophecy, Elijah’s mission, temple
worship, and sealings. This article traced how Joseph Smith developed doctrines on the eternal family in the midst of tragedies that motivated deep and
searching questions. Those questions often revolved around the question of
salvation for those who had passed away and the nature of our relationships
with our deceased family members. The prophetic process of studying things
out in one’s mind and asking for revelatory clarification (see Doctrine and
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Covenants 9:8–9) is clearly demonstrated in Joseph Smith’s “line upon line”
developmental understanding of the nature of familial relationships in eternity. By the time of Joseph’s death, he had shared the necessity for a man and
a woman to be sealed for eternity to obtain exaltation and for the human
family to be sealed together as children of God—bound through a covenantal
chain. This article also demonstrated how the authority to seal husbands and
wives for eternity was used to perform plural marriage for the living and
adoptions to priesthood leaders—practices discontinued in the 1890s. Since
then, prophets have continued to refine the doctrine of the eternal family line
upon line.87
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There is a sweetness and tenderness that comes into our relationship when we kneel together in prayer and hear the
other petition the throne of God on our behalf.

resident Dallin H. Oaks observed that “a good marriage does not require
a perfect man or perfect woman. It only requires a man and a woman
committed to strive together toward perfection.”1 Marriage is a journey
where spouses learn and grow together as they move toward the eternities.
As couples, even though it takes a lot of work, we can create good marriages
through our own consistent, diligent efforts to prioritize the relationship. We
can work on our own to have a healthy and resilient approach to life and
our spouse. We can work together as a couple to navigate daily interpersonal
dynamics by working on our communication skills, learning to negotiate
finances together as equal partners, and strengthening emotional and physical intimacies. However, regardless of how consistent we are in these efforts,
our goal is not to just have a good marriage—it is to have a glorious, eternal,
Godlike marriage! To attain this lofty goal in our journey toward perfection, we must look to God to uplift and exalt us. We can do this by inviting
Him into the marriage! President Russell M. Nelson taught: “Marriage is
the foundry for social order, the fountain of virtue, and the foundation for
eternal exaltation. Marriage has been divinely designated as an eternal and
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everlasting covenant. Marriage is sanctified when it is cherished and honored
in holiness. That union is not merely between husband and wife; it embraces
a partnership with God.”2
What does it mean to have a partnership with God? In a study examining
Latter-day Saint marriage, some participants spoke of their marriage in terms
of a triangle, with God, their spouse, and themselves connected through a
covenant relationship.3 Illustrations, such as the one below, are commonly
used in marital counseling with religious couples.
God
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personal scripture study, private prayer, family scripture study, family prayer,
and temple-worthy actions are each positively associated with both marital
happiness and satisfaction.5
From a doctrinal perspective, we only need to go to the first chapter in
the Book of Mormon to learn the ways to invite our Heavenly Father into the
marriage covenant. It is there that we learn that Father Lehi is given special
revelation to protect himself, his marriage, and his family. He models for us
reading the scriptures (verses 12–14), praying (verses 5–6, 14–15), pondering (verse 7), and recording his revelations (verse 16). Nephi then testifies
that those who follow the prophets are given tender mercies and are made
“mighty even unto the power of deliverance” (verse 20). Thus, to make God
our partner in our marriage, we must (1) practice personal and couple worship behaviors such as: scripture study, prayer, pondering, and writing and
recording sacred impressions, as well as (2) make an unwavering commitment
to follow the Lord’s prophets who represent him on this earth.
Scripture Study

become one
Husband

Wife

As each spouse focuses on God and moves closer to him, not only do
they become more like him, but the distance between husband and wife naturally narrows. They grow closer and become more unified. To maximize our
opportunities for marital success, we must allow God to be partnered with us
in all aspects of our marital relationship.
Studies have consistently found that an individual or a couple’s religious
attendance, beliefs, experiences, and rituals are positively correlated with
greater marital satisfaction, cohesion, and consensus (agreement on relationship issues). In addition, prayer and religious beliefs are linked to marital
satisfaction and also buffered the effects of marital risk factors, such as previous divorce, high stress in marriage, and premarital cohabitation.4 In their
research studying members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
Richard, working with Bruce Chadwick, found that religious behaviors like

Becoming one with God in marriage starts with daily scripture study, both as
individuals and as a couple. Searching the word of God is vital to maintaining
a healthy marriage because it increases our ability to receive revelation on our
journey together. When we search the scriptures we give God the opportunity to tell us what He wants us to know. The Prophet Joseph Smith declared,
“Search the Scriptures, search the prophets and learn what portion of them
belongs to you.”6 Our “portion” comes by way of applying the stories and
doctrines in the scriptures to our current life and challenges, especially marital challenges.
When married, it’s often the case that spouses continue studying the
scriptures on their own as they did when they were single. It is very important
to continue to do this. The greater challenge, however, is to start studying
together as a couple. Have you ever gone to the scriptures as a couple for assistance with life’s challenges, or even your marital difficulties? Do you set aside
time each day as a couple to read and study the scriptures or words of the
prophets?
When we do our couple scripture study each evening we include not
only our scriptures, but also reading or listening to general conference talks
or other Church writings. We try to make this a priority and it has bonded
us together and to our Father in Heaven. As we have studied and discussed
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together the doctrines of the gospel and the teachings of our living prophets, we have received countless impressions about how we should act going
forward concerning our personal and family life. In addition, the powerful,
connecting influence of the Spirit permeates this time together and we are
able to feel close to each other after we have spent a long day attending to
our various work, child, and household duties. One fond memory is when
we spent several months reading together Daughters in My Kingdom: The
History and Work of Relief Society when it was first published. We read and
talked often about the stories and doctrines in the book. For some reason, the
timing in reading that book together was very important for our marriage
and helped us become much closer during some difficult times.
The Book of Mormon

Although all the scriptures from the standard works are valuable to us and
we should be studying from each of them regularly, the Lord has emphasized
the importance and preeminence of the Book of Mormon in our latter-day
study. President Ezra Taft Benson gave several talks in the 1980s admonishing us as Church members to make the Book of Mormon the center of our
scripture study. On one occasion, President Benson counseled: “There is a
book we need to study daily, both as individuals and as families, namely the
Book of Mormon. I love that book. It is the book that will get a person nearer
to God by abiding by its precepts than any other book. (See Book of Mormon,
Introduction.) President Romney recommended studying it half an hour
each day. I commend that practice to you. I’ve always enjoyed reading the
scriptures and do so on a daily basis individually and with my beloved wife.”7
More recently, several prophets have reemphasized that counsel, including President Nelson, who spoke of the value of studying the Book of Mormon:
“Nothing opens the heavens quite like the combination of increased purity,
exact obedience, earnest seeking, daily feasting on the words of Christ in the
Book of Mormon, and regular time committed to temple and family history
work.”8
Personal study of the Book of Mormon has strengthened us individually. It has strengthened, and continues to strengthen, our testimonies of
Jesus Christ, as well as our individual resolve and commitment to live the
gospel. Principles taught in the Book of Mormon have prepared us for, and
continue to remind us of, the seriousness of the marital covenant and teach
us about the Christlike characteristics we need to adopt to make our marital
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relationship thrive. Ultimately, as we each individually adopt Christlike qualities, we become better spouses to each other.
In addition, couple study of the Book of Mormon has strengthened our
marriage relationship. It has taught us about how to resolve marital conflict.
For example, the story of Lehi and Sariah shows us how to respond to accusations with humility and meekness rather than defensiveness. In 1 Nephi
5:2–3, we see that Sariah has been mourning the perceived loss of her sons
after they have gone to recover the brass plates from Laban and have yet
failed to return. In her distress, she lays upon her husband severe accusations,
including that the death of her sons is his fault. We know from the scriptural
account that continues that Lehi chose to honestly look at what Sariah had
said and found that there was truth in what she had spoken. He then validated her by acknowledging that truth (which will always serve to defuse a
hostile combatant!): “And it had come to pass that my father spake unto her,
saying: I know that I am a visionary man” (verse 4)—or, in other words, “You
know, honey, you are right.” After defusing her negative energy, Lehi continues by explaining how his being “a visionary man” was actually a good thing
for them and their family (verses 4–5). We learn in verses 6–8 that Sariah
was comforted. Later, when her sons returned, just as Lehi had testified they
would, Sariah’s joy was full, and she was additionally comforted so that she
was then prompted to offer her own newly strengthened testimony not only
of the Lord but of her husband’s role as a prophet—in essence, she embraced
the great blessing that her husband was a visionary man (see verse 8). This
great transformation in Sariah was possible only because Lehi chose not to
become defensive when a criticism from his spouse came his way.
This story, and many others in the Book of Mormon, have taught us
important marital principles and have brought the spirit of protection and
love into our hearts and home.
Principles of Effective Scripture Study

Individuals and couples approach their scripture study in a variety of ways;
however, there are more effective ways than others. Speaking to seminary and
institute teachers about their students, President Henry B. Eyring observed
that many of the young people who are struggling are praying and studying
their scriptures, but “they are not doing it the way that works.”9 We as couples
need to make sure we are practicing personal and couple scripture study in
the way that works. Specific scheduling will, of course, be based on personal
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circumstances and family timing. Yet the following provides some guiding
principles from prophets and apostles on effective ways to fortify ourselves
and our marriages through these practices.
President Howard W. Hunter taught that studying the scriptures daily
is more effective than studying sporadically for long periods of time. He
encouraged us to set aside a regular study time that allows our focus to remain
undisturbed and uninterrupted. He indicated that we should have a plan for
our study rather than just reading randomly. He also encouraged setting aside
a specific time each day to study rather than reading a set number of chapters
or pages. This would allow us time to ponder and give the Spirit the freedom
to guide us. He explained that by doing this, perhaps we might spend our
entire study time on a single verse.10
Accordingly, effective scripture study is best done daily, during a regularly
scheduled time, for a predetermined amount of time, rather than attempting to cover a certain number of pages or chapters. This shifts scripture study
from just reading time to devotional time. We want to allow the Spirit to lead
our study. Some days the Spirit will guide us through each of the practices
we discuss in this chapter—reading, praying, pondering, and recording—all
within the time we set aside for our worship. Some days the Spirit may lead
us through only one or two of these elements. Yet if we listen, he will teach
us things we need to know. That revelation will speak to things about our life,
marriage, family, profession, Church callings, friendships, and so forth.
As mentioned, we set aside some time in the evening right before going
to sleep for scripture study together. Sometimes we are very tired at night and
only spend a few minutes, not able to quite give our full energy to our study
and discussion. Other times, we get quite active in discussing what we have
studied, and we end up spending much longer than planned. Those types
of discussions are always full of positive energy and are some of our favorite
times together, even when the specific topic at hand might be quite serious.
Such moments create a great sense of closeness and intimacy, strengthening
our marital relationship. They also provide the space to discuss and receive
revelation on how the doctrinal principles we are studying relate to our marriage and family.
Prayer

Another salient practice that brings God into a marriage is prayer. It strengthens individuals and couples and facilitates the receipt of revelation. As stated
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earlier, Richard and Bruce Chadwick found that couples who pray privately
and together have significantly higher rates of marital happiness.11 The old
saying that “couples who pray together, stay together” is statistically true.
There are many studies that have shown that individuals who pray for their
spouse in personal prayer or in couple prayer have significantly higher levels
of marital well-being.12 We are taught about prayer in the Latter-day Saint
Bible Dictionary: “Prayer is the act by which the will of the Father and the
will of the child are brought into correspondence with each other. The object
of prayer is not to change the will of God but to secure for ourselves and for
others blessings that God is already willing to grant but that are made conditional on our asking for them. Blessings require some work or effort on our
part before we can obtain them. Prayer is a form of work and is an appointed
means for obtaining the highest of all blessings.”
When it comes to prayer in marriage, there are three practices we suggest:
pray for your spouse, pray with your spouse, and pray for your spouse with
your spouse.
Pray for Your Spouse

When we say our personal or individual prayers, we can strengthen our marriage by including our spouse in our prayers. Does your husband have an
important deadline at work? Is your wife overwhelmed with extended family responsibilities? Pray for your spouse’s happiness, health, and success and
invite the powers of heaven to bless their life. President Eyring detailed: “I
give counsel to husbands and wives. Pray for the love which allows you to see
the good in your companion. Pray for the love that makes weaknesses and
mistakes seem small. Pray for the love to make your companion’s joy your
own. Pray for the love to want to lessen the load and soften the sorrows of
your companion.”13
Praying for our spouse can strengthen and confirm positive, warm feelings in a strong, vibrant, and loving marital relationship. This can strengthen
feelings of emotional closeness to them. As we pray for them, may we also
remember to express gratitude to a loving Father in Heaven for bringing them
into our lives and hearts.
Praying for our spouse can also be therapeutic in healing hearts and
warming up feelings in a difficult moment, especially when struggling with
a chronically difficult relationship. When there are dark feelings over our
marriage, we may not feel like we want to connect emotionally or spiritually
with our spouse, and it may feel impossible to send warm, positive feelings up
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into the heavens on behalf of our spouse. Yet if we will humble ourselves and
choose to be willing to pray for our spouse in a personal prayer, the Lord will
bless our efforts and bless our marriage. This concept of willingness is vital:
we can choose to be willing even when we are not wanting to be.
Bruce Chadwick illustrates the great power of personal prayer in soothing pained marital relationships. During a BYU devotional, he told this story
of a struggling couple who came to him for help. He had worked with the
couple for several weeks with no progress relative to reducing marital anger
and conflict. After reading in Matthew 5:43–44 about praying for one’s
enemy, he felt inspired to have the spouses pray for each other:
When the couple arrived, I had the husband wait in the living room while I met
with the wife in the family room. When I asked her if we could kneel and pray for
her husband, she looked at me like I was crazy. When I explained that I . . . wanted
her to sincerely pray for the Father to bless her husband with those things that
would bring him true happiness, she simply replied, “I can’t do it.” I had anticipated
this response. . . . I asked if we could kneel and pray that she be given the compassion, mercy, and love necessary to do so. We both took turns voicing a prayer, and
after she shed a few tears she informed me she was ready to pray for her husband.
She then offered a beautiful prayer for him. A remarkable change in her demeanor
toward her husband was immediately obvious. This was real progress.
I ushered her into the living room and invited the husband into the family
room. We repeated the same sequence of events. His initial reaction to my request
was one of shocked dismay. But later, after offering a sincere prayer for his wife, his
attitude and his feelings toward her changed, and some of the earlier love reappeared. I could see it in his countenance, and he could feel it in his heart.
This was our last counseling session. I think the story had a happy ending for
the couple. I haven’t seen them for several years, but the last time we had contact
they were still happily married.14

As this story shows, praying for our spouse can change hearts in a difficult
and painful marital relationship. If we do not feel positive emotions toward
our spouse and we cannot sincerely pray for our spouse to be happy, healthy,
and successful, then let’s begin by praying to our Father in Heaven to ask him
to help us to want to pray for them.
Pray with Your Spouse

In addition to praying for our spouse, the blessings of prayer will be more
fully realized when we pray with our spouse. Many couples may not have a
great testimony of couple prayer and may not make it a daily habit. Yet there
is a special power and unity that comes into our lives and into our marriages when we choose to humbly pray together as spouses. It inoculates our
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relationship from the hazards of daily living, it elevates us above the mundane,
and it helps us find the eternal happiness we desire. President Benson taught,
“The differences and irritations of the day melt away as families approach the
throne of heaven together. Unity increases. The ties of love and affection are
re-enforced and the peace of heaven enters.”15
The type of humble petition that elicits these blessings from a loving Heavenly Father also brings love and unity into the hearts of spouses.
President Gordon B. Hinckley spoke extensively about the effect of couple
prayer on a marital relationship:
I know of no single practice that will have a more salutary effect upon your lives
than the practice of kneeling together as you begin and close each day. Somehow
the little storms that seem to afflict every marriage are dissipated when, kneeling
before the Lord, you thank him for one another, in the presence of one another,
and together invoke his blessings upon your lives, your home, your loved ones, and
your dreams.
God then will be your partner, and your daily conversations with him will bring
peace into your hearts and a joy into your lives that can come from no other source.
Your companionship will sweeten through the years; your love will strengthen. Your
appreciation for one another will grow. . . .
The destroying angel of domestic bitterness will pass you by and you will know
peace and love throughout your lives which may be extended into all eternity.16

Each of us can secure these blessings if we use our will and our agency to
choose to turn our relationship ever toward God through couple prayer.
Sometimes coordinating or scheduling couple prayer can become problematic. Elder Jeffrey R. Holland made a practical suggestion regarding couple
prayer by sharing a personal story from his own marriage. Speaking of the
early years of his marriage to his beloved wife, Sister Patricia Holland, he said:
We were young . . . and we were very busy. We were finding ourselves having our evening prayer at the close of the day. We were exhausted. She had been raising children,
I had been off to school or work. . . . We could hardly stay awake. We just decided
there was no requirement that this has to be a prayer at 11 o’clock at night when we
can hardly form the words. We just moved it up. We just took a time and said we
are going to pray together earlier and it won’t be flopped against the bed or almost
asleep by the time [we] get into the conversation with the Lord just out of fatigue.
It really materially changed our lives and our ability to make that evening prayer a
meaningful experience with the Lord.”17

These principles can be encouraging when feelings between spouses are
good and the relationship is strong. Yet when things are difficult—when we
are not feeling unified as spouses, such as when there has been conflict or
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when there is chronic interpersonal strain—it can be very difficult to want
to pray together. And yet that is exactly what we need to do. In such difficult
times, Elder David B. Haight counseled:
If, as husband and wife, you are having serious misunderstandings or if you feel
some strain or tension building up in your marriage, you should humbly get on your
knees together and ask God our Father, with a sincere heart and real intent, to lift
the darkness that is over your relationship, that you may receive the needed light,
see your errors, repent of your wrongs, forgive each other, and receive each unto
yourselves as you did in the beginning. I solemnly assure you that God lives and will
answer your humble pleas.18

Pray for Your Spouse with Your Spouse

Praying for our spouse in our individual prayers draws our hearts to them, and
praying with our spouse creates a sense of unity, but praying for our spouse
while they are listening is particularly powerful.
There is a sweetness and tenderness that comes into our relationship
when we kneel together in prayer and hear the other petition the throne of
God on our behalf. We pray for each other in our professional activities. We
pray for each other in our family duties. We pray for each other in our church
callings. We pray for each other’s health and comfort and happiness. It brings
a tremendous feeling of peace when we hear the other thoughtfully ask God
for our welfare. It is a most powerful, tender relationship building experience.
President M. Russell Ballard prescribed: “There is great power in
prayer. . . . I’m wondering if many of you parents, you couples, have lost that
essential moment of kneeling together at the end of the day, just the two of
you, holding hands and saying your prayers. If that has slipped away from
your daily routine, may I suggest you put it back—beginning tonight!”19

In addition to scripture study and prayer, we should dedicate ourselves to
taking time to ponder or meditate, both individually and as a couple. In his
postmortal visit to the Nephites, Jesus Christ taught about the important role
of pondering when he instructed them, “Go ye unto your homes, and ponder
upon the things which I have said, and ask of the Father, in my name, that ye
may understand, and prepare your minds for the morrow” (3 Nephi 17:3).
As mortals we are weak and cannot initially understand many things of the
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Spirit. Yet taking the time to prepare to receive the word into our hearts will
allow us to more fully receive and interpret the whisperings of the Spirit.
President David O. McKay observed, “We pay too little attention to the
value of meditation, a principle of devotion. . . . Meditation is one of the most
secret, most sacred doors through which we pass into the presence of the Lord.”20
Meditation, or pondering, can bring us into the presence of the Lord.
The scriptures provide several examples of those that have received great
knowledge and visions after a period of individual or personal pondering. We
will discuss three such stories herein: accounts of Lehi and Nephi, the brother
of Jared, and President Joseph F. Smith.
The Book of Mormon prophet Lehi saw a pillar of fire in which he “saw
and heard much” (1 Nephi 1:6). The record tells us that after the vision he
“cast himself upon his bed, being overcome with the Spirit and the things
which he had seen. And being thus overcome with the Spirit, he was carried
away in a vision, even that he saw the heavens open” (verses 7–8). We believe
as Lehi “cast himself upon his bed,” he lay pondering on the vision he had
just seen. As he did so, he received further light and truth through another
vision. His pondering was an effective conduit to revelation, as we also learn
later of another vision by this great prophet-leader, the vision of the tree of
life (1 Nephi 8). Additionally, Nephi learned from his father and had a desire
to know for himself the things his father had seen, and through pondering
he received a vision. He recorded that while he “sat pondering in [his] heart
[he] was caught away in the Spirit of the Lord, yea, into an exceedingly high
mountain” (1 Nephi 11:1). It was there that the Spirit of the Lord gave him a
personally guided tour of the things his father saw.
Many years earlier in the Book of Mormon chronology, as the Jaredites
prepared to travel to the promised land, the brother of Jared discovered a few
complications that the newly built barges would create during their journey:
the need for air, the inability to steer, and the necessity of light. He prayed
for help (Ether 2:19). The Lord gave him the answers to his questions about
the need for air (verse 20) and how to steer (verses 24–25). Yet the brother
of Jared did not so quickly or easily provide the answer relative to the need
for light. The Lord instead instructed the brother of Jared to ponder upon
the dilemma of traveling the ocean in darkness (verses 23, 25). He did so and
derived a solution he then proposed to the Lord. As we learn from the narrative, the Lord honored this proposal.
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As we see with the brother of Jared, at times the Lord grants us answers
to our prayers easily, without much more than the work of belief on our part.
However, more often, as with the brother of Jared’s question of how to travel
the ocean with light, the Lord wants us to do our part in the revelatory process and exercise faith. He wants us to ponder, which includes examining our
options (doing our research), making a decision, and then inquiring of him if
our decision be right (see D&C 9:7–9).
As a final scriptural example, in Doctrine and Covenants 138, President
Joseph F. Smith illustrated the power of pondering on the word through his
experience receiving revelation on the redemption of the dead:
I sat in my room pondering over the scriptures; And reflecting upon the great
atoning sacrifice that was made by the Son of God. . . . While I was thus engaged,
my mind reverted to the writings of the apostle Peter. . . . I opened the Bible and
read . . . , and as I read I was greatly impressed, more than I had ever been before. . . .
As I pondered over these things which are written, the eyes of my understanding
were opened, and the Spirit of the Lord rested upon me, and I saw the hosts of the
dead, both small and great.” (D&C 138:1–11)

President Smith’s pondering, intermingled with and informed by his
scripture study, opened the door for him to see the Lord’s visit to those
beyond the veil.
Pondering Alone

Personal pondering may include meditation, thinking, journaling, exploring,
and the like. It may include activities such as reading and rereading the same
verses or chapters of scriptures, or listening to the same general conference
talks, for several days or more to create greater focus. We ponder throughout the day while driving, walking, or sitting in an office, in addition to our
scripture study, prayer, or sacrament meeting times. Pondering grants us
inspiration about our own personal stewardships, such as things we need to
do about Church callings or family matters.
Personal pondering is also a blessing in helping us get along in our marriage. Let’s walk through what this process may look like for someone who
gets angry quickly, and their abrasive tone and high-volume level sends their
spouse into hiding. The Spirit may initially speak to their heart about the
importance of reducing their volume through a prompting such as “a soft
answer turneth away wrath” (Proverbs 15:1). They may decide to work on
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reducing their volume even though they know that that one change will not
miraculously cure every problem in their marital relationship.
Perhaps at a later occasion during scripture study, this person may feel
the spirit of caution as they read about Zeniff ’s experiences in being overzealous: “And yet, I being over-zealous . . . we were smitten with famine and
sore afflictions; for we were slow to remember the Lord our God” (Mosiah
9:3). They may then realize as they ponder the scripture that it is has been
not only their volume but also their strong and determined will that comes
across as overzealous and intense, which makes their spouse cower and withdraw from them during a discussion or disagreement. They may then begin
to think about reducing their intensity from what had been a ten on a scale
of one to ten (ten being the strongest) down to about a five or six. They may
practice asking their spouse more frequently for their thoughts and opinions,
hearing from them how they would solve a problem or what they would like
to do in a situation.
As they continue to keep their volume low while practicing the skill of
reducing their intensity, over time they may begin to see that their spouse
is less anxious and more willing to voice their opinion and have a discussion
with them. This newfound ability to peacefully discuss a point of disagreement somehow gets generalized and allows more free-flowing positive energy
to be present throughout their other interactions as well. Over time this
person may realize that the relationship they now have with their spouse is
entirely new, having been miraculously changed for the better.
Pondering Together

Pondering together as a couple is also very powerful. We spend a lot of time
pondering together. It is a common practice for us to discuss something and
then ponder it for a day or two, then come back together and discuss it some
more. We have learned to sit on a decision that needs to be made so that after
we have discussed it we can give ourselves some time and space. Then, we
go back to it and discuss and ponder again in order to make the decision. It
gives us much greater sense of confidence and assurance about the decision
we make and it generates feelings of connection and unity. When we ponder
together, it generates tremendous power to reveal the line-upon-line revelations we need. This type of pondering has generated course changes, new
professional projects, service to others, and so on.
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Writing and Recording Spiritual Promptings

When we receive impressions and ideas from the Lord, there is great value
in learning to write them down or record them, especially when it comes to
strengthening our marriage. Elder Richard G. Scott has said: “Knowledge
carefully recorded is knowledge available in time of need. Spiritually sensitive
information should be kept in a sacred place that communicates to the Lord
how you treasure it. This practice enhances the likelihood of your receiving further light.”21 Following this counsel has been a great blessing for us.
Writing our impressions in our scriptures and scripture journals has allowed
the Lord to give us more ideas and directions. It helps us ponder upon the
revelations He gives us with more clarity; seeing them written on the page
enhances them. It helps us remember what we have received of the Lord when
perhaps we tend to forget. It allows us to go back and review. There have been
many times when we have gone back to our scripture journals and have been
amazed at what we had previously learned, thinking, “This is good stuff !”
Sharing the ideas we have recorded in our scripture journals has unified
our marriage. When we share, it opens wonderful gospel discussions. At these
times it is common for us to receive additional insights together about what
we need to do to grow closer to our Father in Heaven as a couple.
Additionally, our scripture journals have become great reference books
for us. Many of our sacrament meeting talks or Church lessons are laced with
ideas or insights the Spirit has given us, sometimes even years earlier, that we
are able to access because we have recorded them. In other words, the revelations we personally receive and record remain available to bless not only us
but others as well.
There are a variety of approaches we can choose to record our gospel
insights. We can highlight scriptural verses and write notes or related quotes
in the book’s margins. We can record our impressions in a physical journal
or type them into a document on our computer. We can copy a poignant
scripture word for word into the journal, following Nephi’s pattern of first
recording a scripture and then making commentary (see 2 Nephi 12–25)
that can help us focus our attention differently. We can read our scriptures
digitally, on our electronic devices. We can highlight a particular verse and
then write impressions, thoughts, and other notes about it directly into the
scriptures as a pop-up note. How do you prefer to record your impressions?
Whether it be one of the ways we have mentioned or your own unique way, it
does not matter—it matters only that you do it.
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The Doctrine of Prophets

Following God’s modern oracles is a critical part of strengthening and growing
an eternal marriage. We have the privilege to live in a time when God speaks
to us through living prophets and apostles. President Russell M. Ballard of the
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles said, “It is no small thing to have a prophet of
God in our midst. Great and wonderful are the blessings that come into our
lives as we listen to the word of the Lord given to us through him.”22
Since the days of Adam, the Lord has established a pattern and plan to
direct his work here on the earth. He has called special, faithful men throughout the ages to be prophets by communicating with them and giving them
authority and keys to direct his work.23 This pattern was also followed in this
final dispensation with the calling of the Prophet Joseph Smith. Heavenly
Father sent angels to physically confer priesthood keys and authority upon
Joseph. Joseph in turn conferred these keys and authority upon other men
who were called as Apostles. This pattern continues within the Church today.
The prophets serve as a liaison between God the Father and his children, leading us and giving us what we need in our daily lives. In the Book of
Mormon, Nephi gave a thorough discourse to his rebellious brothers, Laman
and Lemuel, on the role of prophets. He taught his brothers using the familiar
story of Moses leading the children of Israel out of Egyptian slavery. Nephi
explained to his brothers that the slavery of the children of Israel could not
have ended without a decision by the people to listen to the Lord through
his prophet Moses. He outlined the miracles God performed on their behalf
through his prophet: he split the waters of the Red Sea so the children of
Israel could escape (1 Nephi 17:23–26), he fed them with manna (verse 28),
he blessed them with water after Moses split a rock (verse 29), and he blessed
them with guidance in the wilderness (verse 30).
We see here that everything of importance to the children of Israel
was provided by the living prophet: deliverance, food, water, and guidance through the desert. When the people were righteous and followed the
prophet, they were blessed; when they were not righteous, they failed to prosper. This example illustrates how God uses His divinely called prophet to do
his work among his children. This is true in our day as well.
There may be times when what a prophet speaks is a challenge to follow. In these circumstances, the Lord requires our faith, which will lead us
to be humble and seek confirmation. The Book of Mormon is full of stories that contrast those who meekly follow the prophet and are blessed
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verses those who rebel and fall. Take for example the story of the prophet
Lehi and his family when he left his riches and property back in Jerusalem.
Naturally everyone was a bit shocked and upset by the declarations of their
prophet-father. Laman and Lemuel murmured and simply did nothing to
seek spiritual understanding. This failure to be humble and faithfully seek
the Spirit’s witness contributed to even greater hardening of their hearts, as
they later became angry and murderous. By contrast, Nephi chose to be meek
and teachable. “And it came to pass that I, Nephi, . . . having great desires to
know of the mysteries of God, wherefore, I did cry unto the Lord; and behold
he did visit me, and did soften my heart that I did believe all the words which
had been spoken by my father; wherefore, I did not rebel against him like
unto my brothers” (1 Nephi 2:16).
In this story, Nephi illustrates for us the spiritual work we must do
to receive confirmation of prophetic counsel and admonition. President
Harold B. Lee stated: “It is not alone sufficient for us as Latter-day Saints to
follow our leaders and to accept their counsel, but we have the greater obligation to gain for ourselves the unshakable testimony of the divine appointment
of these men and the witness that what they have told us is the will of our
Heavenly Father.”24
Blessings When We Give Heed to the Prophets

One of the great challenges in today’s culture and society is to become aware
of and expose Satan’s subtle and unseen ways of deception. He often masks
destructive influences or lifestyles and makes them look not only innocent
but even desirable. We are promised blessings for following the prophets.
Doctrine and Covenants 124:45 promises us, “If my people will hearken unto
my voice, and unto the voice of my servants whom I have appointed to lead
my people, behold, verily I say unto you, they shall not be moved out of their
place.” To this, President Boyd K. Packer added, “Remember this promise;
hold on to it. It should be a great comfort to those struggling to keep a family together in a society increasingly indifferent to, and even hostile toward,
those standards which are essential to a happy family.”25
To us this is very comforting doctrine. In a modern world that often gets
caught up in pop culture or alternative fads, following the counsel of leaders
is vital to help us avoid getting deceived by Satan and his trends in society
that go counter to the commandments of God. It is also important to keep
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us from wasting precious resources—such as our time, energy, or money—on
ideas or programs or causes that will not bear fruit (see John 15:16).
In our marriage we have sought diligently to follow the counsel of the
prophets. One particular example is the counsel of several prophets that we
avoid and stay out of debt.26 Although we carry some mortgage and school
debt, which represent investments toward building our financial future, we
have made considerable effort to avoid consumer debt. We do not pay for anything on a credit card that cannot be fully paid off when the balance comes
due each month. We plan ahead and save up for larger purchases, such as cars,
rather than buying on credit or with loans and then paying them off with
interest. We counsel with each other about significant financial purchases.
We pay extra each month on our mortgage to pay down that debt as quickly
as possible. Because financial stress and disagreement is at the heart of many
divorces, the absence of that heavy burden allows space for other meaningful
and positive interactions. Doctrine & Covenants 19:35 counsels, “Pay the
debt. . . . Release thyself from bondage.” We cannot underscore enough how
much harmony and peace this practice brings into our marriage.
Challenges of Following Prophetic Counsel

Although blessings come from following the prophets, sometimes giving
heed to their counsel is not always easy. Sometimes the application becomes
painful as that counsel pushes up against our own wants or desires.
We see in the story of Elijah and the widow of Zarephath (1 Kings
17:10–13) the excruciating decisions and tests that are sometimes required to
follow a prophet of God, yet we also see the blessings that come as a result of
doing so. Elijah called to the woman as she gathered sticks and asked her to
bring him some water to drink. As she left to get a container for the water, he
also asked her to bring him some bread. She replied to him that she did not
have any bread but only some meal and oil. She then explained that she was
currently gathering sticks in order to build a fire so that she and her son could
cook what little meal and oil they had so they could then eat it and die. Elijah
then said to her, “Fear not; go and do as thou hast said: but make me thereof
a little cake first, and bring it unto me, and after make for thee and for thy son”
(verse 13). In general conference, Sister Carol F. McConkie, first counselor in
the Young Women General Presidency, implored us to think about this story:
“Imagine for a moment the difficulty of what the prophet was asking a starving mother to do.” She then continued:
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But Elijah also promised a blessing for obedience. . . .
In a world threatened by a famine of righteousness and spiritual starvation, we
have been commanded to sustain the prophet. . . .
We heed prophetic word even when it may seem unreasonable, inconvenient,
and uncomfortable. According to the world’s standards, following the prophet
may be unpopular, politically incorrect, or socially unacceptable. But following the
prophet is always right. . . .
The Lord honors and favors those who will heed prophetic direction. For the
widow of Zarephath, obedience to Elijah saved her life and ultimately the life of
her son.27

So what seemed at first to be insensitive counsel from Elijah to the widow,
in fact was the very thing that saved her and her son. No doubt these types of
tests will be asked of us by modern-day prophets as well. As in this story, we
have also felt the tremendous burden of faith as we have sought to follow the
prophet—even when it has been painfully difficult—yet we have also experienced unforeseen blessings. President Eyring gave a deeply thoughtful and
inspired analogy as a witness to this principle: “Sometimes we will receive
counsel that we cannot understand or that seems not to apply to us, even
after careful prayer and thought. Don’t discard the counsel, but hold it close.
If someone you trusted handed you what appeared to be nothing more than
sand with the promise that it contained gold, you might wisely hold it in your
hand awhile, shaking it gently. Every time I have done that with counsel from
a prophet, after a time the gold flakes have begun to appear, and I have been
grateful.”28
We have found these flakes many times both personally and as a couple.
As we have watched each other make difficult personal decisions, our marriage
relationship has been blessed as we experience greater trust and confidence
in each other’s commitment to the Lord’s prophets. We have seen mighty
protections!
Conclusion

To bring God into our marriage, we need to spend time with the Lord through
personal and couple worship. A primary purpose of our scripture study is to
open the way for the Lord to give us revelation. Then our study becomes a
devotional with the Lord. In tandem with scripture study time, our worship
will more fully invite the Spirit of revelation as we include praying, pondering,
and writing as directed by the Holy Ghost.
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We also bring God into our marriage through committed and careful
following of prophetic counsel. We testify that God has sent prophets to protect marriage, because the gospel plan is a marriage plan. The words of the
prophets and apostles will promote thriving within the interpersonal context
of our marriage and provide protection from outside (extramarital) worldly
influences. As we live and apply the words and warnings of the prophets, the
gold flakes will appear. He will transform our marriage into and an eternal
and glorious relationship.
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D

ark clouds filled the Provo sky on April 15, 2003. It was the due date for
our second daughter, but there were still no signs of imminent delivery.
My wife, Christine, was concerned that she had not felt the baby move for a
day or so. She felt urgently that we needed to go to the hospital for a test. I
thought she was overly cautious, but we went.
I remember our cheerful nurse that morning, chatting away as she
hooked Christine up to monitors and quickly found a heartbeat. All was well.
With the monitor running, the nurse left the three of us—Christine,
one-year-old Lizzy, and me—chatting pleasantly in the room.
Suddenly something changed. The reassuring, regular beep of the heart
monitor stopped. We called for the cheerful nurse, who assured us that this
happens—babies move or monitors slip. It would just take a second to find
the heartbeat. I remember the nurse’s face as she searched for the heartbeat,
her smile fading, her eyes becoming serious. Still searching. She called for
another nurse to try. No, she couldn’t find it either. Oh, there it was. Wait—
no, that was Christine’s heartbeat.

God takes the long view, and our ultimate good may mean short-term pain, confusion, or heartache.
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And then there was a sudden rush of nurses into the room. There were
calls for doctors and hurried explanations. I sat in the corner, holding Lizzy
on my lap, watching with a growing, helpless dread. Emergency C-section,
they said, and they rushed out the door with my wife.
Lizzy and I retreated to the hallway where, in a few minutes, a cart sped
by with a too-white, too-still, too-quiet baby on it. Was that our baby? It
wasn’t clear. In a room behind glass windows, doctors painstakingly inserted
an IV through the tiny umbilical cord. Yes, I was told, that is your baby—not
breathing, faint heartbeat, lost a lot of blood. Mother is fine.
The baby—Caroline, we would call her—was placed on a gurney and
prepped for a helicopter ride to Primary Children’s Medical Center.
My father had arrived. We slipped our hands beneath the plastic shield
that covered my little girl and placed them on her tiny head with its dark,
wispy hair. In the name of Jesus Christ and by his priesthood, I blessed her
with a strong heart and lungs; I blessed her with a full recovery.
Then Caroline was whisked out the door to the waiting helicopter, Lizzy
went home with my parents, Christine stayed at the hospital to recover, and
I drove to Salt Lake City, chasing the helicopter. I felt the sudden fragmentation of our family—each of my girls now in someone else’s care and me
driving alone through the rain.
Over the next hours and days there were a lot of tests and questions, a lot
of indefinite answers and tearful conversations. Family members, friends, and
ward members joined their faith with ours in earnest fasting and prayer.
Gratefully, Caroline lived. In some ways the blessing I pronounced that
day was fulfilled directly. She has a healthy heart and strong lungs. She did
not, however, fully recover as I had stated in the blessing. Her loss of blood—
the cause of which is still unknown—meant a lack of oxygen to her brain,
which suffered severe damage.
Fifteen years later, Caroline is still stuck at about a three-month-old
developmental level. She cannot walk or crawl or roll over. She cannot talk,
and we are unsure of what she understands. Her eyes and ears function, but
it is unclear how much she can process of what she sees or hears. She has
frequent seizure-like tremors, eats through a tube in her stomach, receives a
special diet supplemented by a variety of medications, and regularly sees an
assortment of doctors. Sometimes—frequently—Caroline becomes sad. She
will cry and cry, and neither we nor the doctors can determine what is wrong.
We just have to wait it out—and pray.
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The good news is that Caroline is adorable. She has the biggest smile and
the greatest laugh. She loves hugs and kisses, a cold wind on her face, and
the rumble strips on the freeway. Caroline likes to hear our voices, and we
like to hear hers. She makes cute, soft “aah” sounds and really loud “AAH”
sounds—often in the middle of the night. She enjoys our regular gatherings
in her room for morning devotional or for singing and praying before bed.
She smiles big when we sing, “[We’re] so glad when daddy comes home,”1
which we sing every day.
We love Caroline. We are so grateful she is part of our family, and I appreciate how she has shaped my life. But I wish things were different. I wish she
could run and sing and argue with her sister. I am often sad for her, because
her life is hard. I worry that she may be uncomfortable or in pain or bored or
scared, and we won’t know how to help.
We still have dark days and long nights and unanswered questions. We
also have love and joy—and hope.
But a life like Caroline’s raises questions of faith. Why was she not healed
according to that first priesthood blessing? Why did the hundreds—thousands—of faithful prayers not yield the miracle we had hoped for? How does
God let such a precious, innocent child suffer?
Perhaps you have similar questions. We all have circumstances that try
our faith—times when, despite faithful living and earnest pleading, things
don’t go according to the plan of happiness we envision or the divine promises we expect. You may struggle with a persistent mental illness or chronic
pain. Maybe you fight a stubborn addiction. Your grief may be the result of
lingering singleness or disheartening infertility. You may feel weighed down
by unemployment, temptation, or the death of someone you love. You may
pray ceaselessly for someone who has lost faith, or perhaps you wrestle with
your own doubts.
Whatever the specific trial may be, we all endure seasons of distress that
test the limits of our faith—afflictions that may cause us to question whether
what we believe can still be true in the face of such overwhelming obstacles to
belief. We may feel downtrodden and defeated, confused and crumbling. We
may feel that God is distant and that we are hanging by an ever-so-thin thread
of faith over a gaping chasm of despair. These are “the deep waters” of our lives,
when we feel “the rivers of sorrow” threatening to overflow upon us.2
In periods of such extremity, how do we—how do you—sustain faith?
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passes from mortality. Take comfort in the knowledge that you did everything you
could. . . . The Lord—who inspires the blessings and who hears every earnest prayer—
called him home nonetheless.3

On Jesus, Lean for Repose

A few days before Caroline’s dramatic entrance into this world, Christine and
I read a talk from the October 2002 general conference by Elder Lance B.
Wickman. It was a moving, thought-provoking talk, though it seemed somewhat removed from us at the time.
A few days after Caroline’s birth, we read Elder Wickman’s talk again,
now finding it directly relevant.
Elder and Sister Wickman had lost a young son to a childhood illness,
despite many prayers and a powerful priesthood blessing. They also, we later
learned, have a disabled daughter.
To those who face similar tests of faith, Elder Wickman said:

Elder Wickman shared three seldom-sung verses from our opening hymn
today, “How Firm a Foundation.” Since then, this has become my favorite
hymn. The final verse says this:
The soul that on Jesus hath leaned for repose
I will not, I cannot, desert to his foes;
That soul, though all hell should endeavor to shake, . . .
I’ll never, no never, no never forsake!4

Welden Andersen, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

As to the healing of the sick, [the Lord] has clearly said: “And again, it shall come to
pass that he that hath faith in me to be healed, and is not appointed unto death, shall
be healed” (D&C 42:48; emphasis added). All too often we overlook the qualifying phrase “and is not appointed unto death” (“or,” we might add, “unto sickness
or handicap”). Please do not despair when fervent prayers have been offered and
priesthood blessings performed and your loved one makes no improvement or even

Elder Lance B. Wickman speaking at general conference.
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After Caroline’s birth, we felt exquisitely the need for a firm foundation
of faith, as it seemed that all hell was endeavoring to shake us. We were—and
are—learning to lean, oh so heavily, on Jesus for repose.
Two years ago we were preparing for Caroline’s second year at Young
Women camp. Near the camp, Christine had rented a private cabin, where she
could have a clean place for feeding and diaper changing and where Caroline
could be loud in the middle of the night. A few days before camp, however,
Caroline got sad—really sad. We knew we were likely in for a hard week.
Our home teachers and I gave Caroline a priesthood blessing, and within
hours she started to calm down. Caroline and Christine had a wonderful,
rejuvenating week at camp. It was a girls’ camp miracle, a profound evidence
to us of the power of the priesthood and of God’s love and mercy.
A year later Christine was, again, prepared to take Caroline to camp
and, again, Caroline got sad. A day before they left, I had a strong spiritual
impression that I should give Caroline a blessing—and that I should not wait.
Without even telling Christine, I immediately gave Caroline a brief priesthood blessing. Then I waited for the miracle.
Caroline was still sad when she and Christine left for camp, and she
stayed sad. She was miserable, it was exhausting, and after a couple of days,
Christine and Caroline came home early, and Caroline remained sad.
We have had many such experiences with Caroline—blessings that have
been obviously fulfilled contrasted with blessings that seem to have fallen to
the ground unnoticed.
For years I struggled with how to have faith when giving blessings or
praying for heavenly help. When all depends on God’s will and when God’s
will seems unknowable or mysterious, how do I have faith that my petition
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will be granted? What do I have confidence in when I lack confidence in
knowing God’s will?
Then I realized that we are not commanded to have faith in blessings but
in the Giver of blessings. And the first principle of the gospel is “Faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ,” not faith in a charmed life free from trouble (Articles of
Faith 1:4; emphasis added).5
God does not expect me to pray for Caroline with faith that she will be
healed; He invites me to pray for her with faith in him, who is her Eternal
Father and mine and who will, in his infinite wisdom, do what is best, though
it may cause her and me—and him—temporary anguish of soul. God takes
the long view, and our ultimate good may mean short-term pain, confusion,
or heartache.
In the midst of our adversity, it may be tempting to think that God has
not fulfilled his promises. But we do not lean for repose on desired outcomes.
As the song says, we lean for repose on Jesus, who will not desert us to our foes,
though all hell may shake around us.
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego exemplified this trust in God when
they refused to worship Nebuchadnezzar’s golden idol. Even threatened with
the king’s fury and fire, they defiantly declared, “Our God whom we serve is
able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace. . . . But if not, be it known
unto thee, O king, that we will not serve thy gods” (Daniel 3:17–18; emphasis added).
“But if not”—Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego did not place their
faith in blessings but in the Giver of blessings. Their trust in God was not
dependent on deliverance from the fiery furnace; therefore, they could go
forward confidently, knowing that anything could happen and they would
still be secure in Christ.
These faithful friends were cast into the fiery furnace before there was
deliverance, and there were not three but four men in the flames, “and the
form of the fourth [was] like the Son of God” (Daniel 3:25).6
In the midst of their fiery trial, these three men—who leaned for repose
on Jesus, not on outcomes—communed with the Son of God. Such a sacred
companionship in times of trouble can be our blessing as well:
For I will be with thee, thy troubles to bless, . . .
And sanctify to thee thy deepest distress.7
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“Thy Gold to Refine”

When Caroline was five, she had a stretch of waking between 2 and 3 a.m. for
many nights in a row. One night after this unwelcome wake-up call, I wrote
this:
Once you see Caroline—even at 2 a.m.—it’s hard to maintain your frustration. . . .
She smiles big when you lift her out of the bean bag she sleeps in, looking around
curiously with those big, innocent eyes. . . .
As I was changing her diaper just now, I was absentmindedly singing one of the
[Primary] songs that Lizzy has declared we shall now sing for bedtime every night. . . .
“God gave us families to help us become what He wants us to be.” And I looked
at Caroline and suddenly the words came to the forefront of my consciousness, an
unexpected intersection between poetry and the reality of my life in that moment.
God gave me a family—including this 2 a.m. waker—to help me become what He
wants me to be. . . . “This is how He shares His love,” the chorus continues, “for the
fam’ly is of God.”8

That night I felt a brief, blessed communion with God, a confirmation
that He was, in that moment, personally aware of me and Caroline and our
family. And he, my Father, gave me encouragement by teaching me why we
face such challenges.
Because God loves us, he gives us experiences “to help us become what
He wants us to be,” and he designed this fallen world—with all its imperfections and fiery trials—to accomplish that purpose. As the hymn says:
When through fiery trials thy pathway shall lie,
My grace, all sufficient, shall be thy supply.
The flame shall not hurt thee; I only design . . .
Thy dross to consume and thy gold to refine.9

When the early Latter-day Saints were driven by mob violence from
Jackson County, Missouri—after their printing press and some of their homes
had been destroyed and some of the people had been tarred and feathered or
whipped and beaten—the Lord spoke to Joseph Smith and gave him perspective for such tribulations:
They shall be mine in that day when I shall come to make up my jewels.
Therefore, they must needs be chastened and tried, even as Abraham. (D&C
101:3–4)

God is making us into jewels fit for his kingdom. Think of the pressure
required to form a diamond; for us to become the divine diamonds God
wants us to be, we must endure some serious chastening.
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We often honor the faith that sustained pioneers in intense difficulties.
But we should also recognize that those intense difficulties forged and refined
their faith; their hardships helped them become what God wanted them to
be.
“E’en Down to Old Age”

As a young teenager I read one day in the Book of Mormon about Lehi’s
dream, and I considered Nephi’s description that “the whiteness [of the tree]
did exceed the whiteness of the driven snow” (1 Nephi 11:8).
I thought, How did Nephi know what snow looks like?
I understood that Nephi had grown up in Jerusalem, which has a
Mediterranean climate, and that he had traveled through a desert and across
an ocean to the tropical jungles of America. I thought, Nephi never saw snow—
he could not know what snow looks like!
That thought troubled me; it appeared to be an inconsistency in the
record, a possible evidence that the Book of Mormon was not true. With my
young, developing faith, that was an earth-shaking thought.
This issue nagged at me, but over the next several years I reread the Book
of Mormon anyway, probably a dozen times, and my testimony of the book
grew. But how could I believe in the Book of Mormon so strongly when I
entertained a serious question about its consistency as a historical record?
Did I lack intellectual integrity?
Years later, as a returned missionary and BYU student, I read one day
a news article about conflict in the Middle East, and I was startled to find
a description of a snowy scene in Jerusalem. Wait a minute—it snows in
Jerusalem?! Who knew?
As smart as I thought I was as a teenager, I wasn’t all that smart. There was
no problem with Nephi’s description of the tree. Nephi grew up in Jerusalem;
it snows in Jerusalem.10
Now this may be a simple example, but the principle applies to greater
challenges. We sometimes think we are pretty smart, and when something
comes along that doesn’t fit our way of thinking—such as information about
Church history or divorce in a temple marriage or same-gender attraction—it
shakes us up, and we may begin to question our beliefs.
But maybe, like my trouble with Nephi and snow, we are just missing
important perspective. Perhaps we need to be patient and wait for the resolution to come.11
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I am moved by the story of the father who brought to the Savior his
son “which hath a dumb spirit . . . [that] teareth him: and he foameth, and
gnasheth with his teeth” (Mark 9:17–18; see also verses 17–27).
Jesus told the father that all things are possible with faith (see Mark 9:23).
And “the father of the child cried out, and said with tears, Lord, I believe;
help thou mine unbelief ” (Mark 9:24).
Some may look on this father’s faith as weak or incomplete. But in my
own extremity, I feel keenly that father’s wrestle with belief, and I admire his
determined, humble declaration of imperfect faith.
If faith were a simple, clear knowledge, it would not be so inspiring. This
father’s faith in seeking a blessing was powerful precisely because his faith
was less than perfect. Despite uncertainty, despite years of desperate parental
prayers that seemed to go unanswered, despite a failed blessing by the disciples—despite all of that, this father still sought from the Son of God the
blessing for which he had longed for a lifetime. He chose to believe.
Imperfect faith is still faith. By very definition, faith is incomplete,12 so if
you feel you lack clarity and a sure knowledge, that is okay. That is faith. Be
patient with the imperfection of your faith. The incompleteness gives faith
its power.
Faith is a courageous, optimistic response to the ambiguity and adversity of this world. Faith is a choice to believe based on an incomplete and
ever-changing body of data.13 Faith is saying, “Even though I am in pain, even
though I am confused, even though I don’t hear God’s voice clearly, I still
choose to believe. I will wait on the Lord.”14
Patience is hard, especially when we find the waters deep and the night
dark. But remember what Moroni said: “Ye receive no witness until after the
trial of your faith” (Ether 12:6; emphasis added). The “after” means we must
wait.
Abraham and Sarah knew something of patience. They were promised a
large posterity—“a great nation,” God said (Genesis 12:2). As childless decade
followed childless decade, the promise was repeated time and time again with
no fulfillment. Yet “against hope [they] believed in hope” (Romans 4:18).
At long last, when Abraham was one hundred years old and Sarah was
ninety years old, they were blessed with Isaac, the child of promise. Yet even
then the promise was still just a hope. Isaac was just one person. Sarah died
without meeting her grandchildren or even her daughter-in-law; Abraham
died when Isaac and Rebekah’s two sons were still young.15
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“These all died in faith,” wrote Paul, “not having received the promises,
but having seen them afar off ” (Hebrews 11:13).
Several thousand years later, we see the promises made to Abraham and
Sarah richly fulfilled. But in their lifetimes those promises must have seemed
ridiculously out of reach.
Through Isaiah, God used Abraham and Sarah as an example to encourage the Israelites in their faith:
Look unto the rock whence ye are hewn. . . .
Look unto Abraham your father, and unto Sarah that bare you: for I called
him alone, and blessed him, and increased him. (Isaiah 51:1–2)

Did Abraham and Sarah sometimes feel alone and perhaps overlooked
or forgotten?
The Septuagint, an early translation of the Old Testament, adds a brief
phrase to Isaiah’s message. In between “blessed him” and “increased him,” it
inserts “and loved him”: “For he was alone when I called him, and blessed him,
and loved him, and multiplied him.”16
When you feel alone, when you think the promises of God may never
be fulfilled, when you question what you believe—remember Abraham and
Sarah. Remember that, like them, you have been blessed and you will be
increased, in time. God takes the long view, and it takes a lifetime to become
what God wants us to be. So be patient. And in the waiting and the hoping,
remember that, like Abraham and Sarah, you are loved.
E’en down to old age, all my people shall prove
My sov’reign, eternal, unchangeable love.17

“My Grace, All Sufficient”

Caroline is often sad and loud at church—or sometimes happy but still loud—
and Christine or Lizzy or I, or a kind ward member, will take her out to the
foyer of the chapel, where we push Caroline around in her chair, calming her
with the movement.
In the foyer, we are joined by various people coming late to the meeting,
chasing small children in and out of the chapel, or just enjoying the softer
seating options. I have felt a sense of community in the foyer—a kinship with
these others who, like us, find their situation not quite measuring up to the
chapel ideal. I have also felt the Spirit in the foyer as I have walked figure

Imperfect faith is still faith. By its very definition, faith is incomplete, so if you feel you lack clarity and a
sure knowledge, that is okay. That is still faith.

eights with my daughter, and I have been impressed with this simple thought:
The gospel is still true in the foyer.
We all spend time in the foyer, figuratively speaking. We each face circumstances that make us feel on the margins of the congregation, looking into the
chapel from the foyer. And that is okay, because the gospel is still true in the
foyer.
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One Sunday a couple of years ago, I came to church pushing an especially
sad Caroline, thinking that we might just stay for the sacrament. As I walked
the foyer and Caroline remained sad, I began to wonder if we would even
make it until the sacrament. All my efforts to comfort her seemed fruitless,
and Caroline’s crying was certainly disturbing others.
But then the sacrament hymn began and Caroline calmed briefly when
I started to sing. She quickly got fussy again, so I put my face close to hers
and I sang to her. She quieted and listened. The sacrament hymn that day was
“Reverently and Meekly Now,” which was written in the first-person voice, as
if the Savior were singing. Admittedly, I was focused on Caroline and not on
the song—until we came to the fourth verse, when I found myself singing
these words to my daughter:
I have loved thee as thy friend,
With a love that cannot end.18

I looked into Caroline’s big blue eyes and felt deeply the tender, personal
truth of those words for my daughter. Jesus Christ, the Redeemer of the world,
loves Caroline “with a love that cannot end.” Even there in the foyer, in her
less-than-ideal state, Caroline is loved. When she is sad or hurting, when her
parents are clueless and incapable of comforting her, there is One who is her
Everlasting Friend, who knows how she feels and how to succor her.
The corollary is also true. Jesus is my friend, and he is yours. He knows my
frailties—including my frailties of faith—and He knows yours. And He loves
us not in spite of those frailties but with a full, compassionate understanding
of them.19 He loves us in our crucible of spirit because he has felt what we
feel—our doubt and discouragement as well as our sin and sorrow.
I have sometimes thought that Jesus must have suffered for us in one
great cosmic mass of suffering. But recently I have come to feel that he likely
suffered for each of us in an individual, intimate way, one by one.20 He felt
my specific sins and sorrows, He endured Caroline’s particular afflictions and
anguish, and he experienced your individual infirmities and imperfections.21
And because he did, he knows how to help,22 “in ev’ry condition.”23 In the
words of the hymn, “As thy days may demand, so thy succor shall be.”24
That is why his grace is called amazing. It includes all people, which
means you. It includes all time, which means now. It includes all pain, which
means yours. The gospel tent is big enough for all of us, with all of our different difficulties, because Jesus Christ’s Atonement is both infinite and intimate.
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In the foyer, our tribulations provide a workshop for the amazing grace of
Jesus Christ. In the foyer, we face travail and distress that cause our very hearts
to break and our spirits to become contrite. And in the foyer, the Master
Healer takes our broken hearts and gives each of us a new heart, his heart,
which was broken—and then made whole—for us.
Recently our family was having a lighthearted discussion about a
momentous topic: my hair. I asserted that in the Resurrection, they won’t
even recognize me with my curly locks.
Without a pause, Lizzy said, “I think we will be too distracted by Caroline
talking.”
We all laughed, but I was struck by the profound truth in her words: The
salvation available through our Great Redeemer is all-inclusive, encompassing my hair and Caroline’s brain damage and everything in between. Jesus
Christ’s grace is amazing; his power to heal knows no bounds. Whatever your
infirmity or sorrow or fiery trial of faith, “[his] grace, all sufficient, shall be
thy supply.”25
Christine, Lizzy, and I share a firm foundation of faith in that truth,
which has brought infinite reservoirs of hope to our lives. We know—and we
testify—that Caroline’s eternal identity is not defined by her mortal disability; a beautiful and glorious future awaits her because of Jesus Christ, who is
also her friend and companion in her present distress.
The same is true for you. Because of him, we all have hope for everlasting
redemption, and because of him, we all have help in earthly anguish. So hold
on. Trust on. Hope on. God loves you.
Fear not, I am with thee; oh, be not dismayed,
For I am thy God and will still give thee aid.
I’ll strengthen thee, help thee, and cause thee to stand, . . .
Upheld by my righteous, omnipotent hand.26
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With Nephi’s commitment to obedience, coupled with God’s help, all things became possible for this great prophet.

eaders and scholars in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints have,
at various times, attempted to identify what constitutes leadership traits.1
There are no universal leadership traits that predict a leader’s effectiveness in
all situations. Elder Neal A. Maxwell, a member of the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles, made the following comment: “While most of us can recognize
good leadership when we experience or observe it, it is hard for us to isolate
controlling traits in a clear-cut way.”2 Each situation requires specific traits
relating to the task at hand. These traits will develop uniquely to individuals
and in the contexts in which they function.3 By faithfully practicing correct
principles and petitioning the Lord for the associated spiritual gifts, one can
learn and improve as a leader.4
We can see effective leadership in the restored Church of Jesus Christ
throughout the world—from the work of the prophet and his associates in
Salt Lake City to the work of a subsistence farmer who leads a developing
branch in the Kilungu Hills of Kenya. Like modern Church leaders, Nephi,
the son of Lehi, invited others to “come to the knowledge of their Redeemer
and the very points of his doctrine, that they may know how to come unto
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him and be saved” (1 Nephi 15:14). The purpose of this paper is to investigate
traits that made Nephi an effective leader.
Nephi mastered the art of effective leadership from many sources. He
was taught by his mortal father, was tutored by the Godhead, and learned
from his own experience, especially as a student of the scriptures. His actions
confirm the following truth about leadership traits: “While it is true that
some ‘leadership traits’ come as a gift or [as] inherited attributes, it is also
true that effective leadership can be learned.”5
Noel B. Reynolds summarized well Nephi’s life as a leader when he wrote,
“Nephi was an influential prophet and the founder of the Nephite people. He
was apparently well-educated, faithful and obedient to God, courageous, and
bold.”6 Rodney Turner wrote of Nephi, “He was about seventy years old when
he passed away. He left behind a treasure of truth written upon plates of gold
that neither time nor circumstance can tarnish, a treasure which will enrich
the lives of countless millions in the dispensation of the fulness of times.”7
Why have I chosen to focus on Nephi in this article and not on one of
the many other significant Book of Mormon figures such as Jacob, Moroni,
or Mormon? Nephi is a foundational figure in the history of the Book of
Mormon. Most pages in the Book of Mormon speak of the people of Nephi,
who were named after him. The name “Nephite” follows them throughout
their thousand-year history (see Helaman 5:6). Following Nephi’s death,
those who became kings and leaders of the Nephites were named after him
(see Jacob 1:11). Nephi led his people to the promised land, thereby creating a
new society. By the time Nephi died, he had “established his people on sound
political, legal, economic, and religious bases.”8 Thus, Nephi seems like the
quintessential model of good leadership in the Book of Mormon.
While we acknowledge the existence of many leadership traits, this paper
will focus on Nephi’s actions, charges, feelings, thoughts, teachings, and
prophecies. In 1 Nephi, 2 Nephi, and Jacob, we learn about Nephi’s teachings and extraordinary deeds. The following are some of Nephi’s leadership
traits—traits that motivated change in others and made him one of the
greatest leaders of his time: vision, obedience, ability to deal positively with
challenges, initiative, ability to teach, and care for others.
Vision

Elder Spencer J. Condie, an emeritus member of the Seventy, said that “a
leader must have a vision of the work that lies ahead.”9 This is sometimes
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referred to as a “divine commission.” A divine commission defines one’s mission. For the divine commission to be achieved, leaders need to articulate it
clearly to potential followers, thereby informing them of their role in achieving it.
Nephi boldly stated, “I, Nephi, will show unto you that the tender mercies of the Lord are over all those whom he hath chosen, because of their faith,
to make them mighty even unto the power of deliverance” (1 Nephi 1:20). As
early as 1 Nephi 2:19–22 and a little later in 1 Nephi 17:13, the Lord set out
what would be Nephi’s role among his people. He was to lead his people to a
land of promise prepared by the Lord. It was a land that was choice above all
other lands. He was the first among the Nephite prophets to be given a divine
commission: “Inasmuch as ye shall keep my commandments, ye shall prosper” (1 Nephi 2:20). That charge was followed by this promise: “thou shalt
be made a ruler and a teacher over thy brethren” (1 Nephi 2:22). Everything
Nephi did between then and his death some fifty-five years later appears to
have been motivated by his divine commission. Keeping God’s commandments became prerequisite to all he would accomplish.
Nephi confirmed his understanding of the divine commission to his
father, saying, “I will go and do the things which the Lord hath commanded,
for I know that the Lord giveth no commandments unto the children of
men, save he shall prepare a way for them that they may accomplish the
thing which he commandeth them” (1 Nephi 3:7). Nephi’s understanding
and internalization of this divine commission separated him from his older
brothers. With Nephi’s commitment to obedience, coupled with God’s help,
all things became possible for this great prophet.
The first task given to all the sons of Lehi was to get the plates of brass
from Laban. Nephi’s two oldest brothers murmured. In their complaints, they
said, “How is it possible that the Lord will deliver Laban into our hands?” (1
Nephi 3:31). Motivated by the divine commission, Nephi responded, “Let us
go up again unto Jerusalem, and let us be faithful in keeping the commandments of the Lord; for behold he is mightier than all the earth, then why not
mightier than Laban and his fifty, yea, or even than his tens of thousands?” (1
Nephi 4:1). When he obtained the records, he reflected on his divine commission and knew it was his obedience that enabled him to succeed where
others had failed (see 1 Nephi 4:14). Later, Nephi successfully convinced
Zoram to come with him into the wilderness by articulating this same divine
commission to him (see 1 Nephi 4:34).
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Challenges regularly confront leaders, and in such times an understanding of a divine commission becomes important. Without vision, a leader will
crumble and fall. Nephi’s leadership and strategies came under a barrage of
challenges. He was asked to build a ship. He also needed to find tools and
materials to build that ship. His brothers and other family members opposed
him. His understanding of his divine commission motivated him to keep
going despite the extreme challenges. The Lord reminded him of his divine
commission: “And I will also be your light in the wilderness; and I will prepare the way before you, if it so be that ye shall keep my commandments;
wherefore, inasmuch as ye shall keep my commandments ye shall be led
towards the promised land; and ye shall know that it is by me that ye are led”
(1 Nephi 17:13).
Nephi’s mentor and father, Lehi, understood this divine commission. As
soon as they were in the promised land, he called his family together, and
among the first things he told them was the divine commission (see 2 Nephi
1:9). Sensing disunity in the family, which stemmed from some not accepting
Nephi as their leader, Lehi confirmed that Nephi was their head. He drew
their attention to how Nephi faithfully observed the divine commission
(see 2 Nephi 1:24). Lehi recognized Nephi’s ability as a leader. Just before
his death, the patriarch rehearsed to his family Nephi’s innate and developed
leadership traits (see 2 Nephi 1:25–28).
After Nephi had been separated from his disobedient and rebellious
brothers, his followers asked him to be their king (see 2 Nephi 5:18). At that
point, Nephi was firmly established and recognized as a leader of note among
his people. He also recognized this of himself, writing, “Behold, the words
of the Lord had been fulfilled unto my brethren, which he spake concerning them, that I should be their ruler and their teacher . . . according to the
commandments of the Lord, until the time they sought to take away my life”
(2 Nephi 5:19). Nephi stressed the importance of the divine commission by
admonishing his people “to keep the judgments, and the statutes, and the
commandments of the Lord in all things, according to the law of Moses”
(2 Nephi 5:10).
Despite having lost some members of his family, Nephi succeeded in
communicating his divine commission to those who remained. Those that
followed the divine commission prospered, but those that rejected it were
seldom blessed. Later, his own people, the Nephites, disappeared from the
earth because they rebelled and rejected the divine commission.
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Obedience

From his youth, Nephi listened to and obeyed instructions received from
the Lord and from his father. His willingness to obey without murmuring
distinguished him from his brothers. The propensity to obey helped him to
accomplish great things. Nephi was born with an obedient disposition. We
know that Lehi was consistently obedient to the Lord, and he most certainly
would have raised all his children with the same values. Nephi learned his
first lesson on obedience from his father. Lehi received a commandment in a
dream to take his family and depart into the wilderness (see 1 Nephi 2:2–3).
He was to leave behind a well-established, comfortable life. Lehi left behind
“gold and silver and all manner of riches” (see 1 Nephi 3:16). Nephi’s account
tells us how Lehi responded to this command, “And it came to pass that he
was obedient unto the word of the Lord, wherefore he did as the Lord commanded.” This example from his father anchored Nephi’s life of obedience.
Nephi did not obey blindly, meaning he didn’t just obey anything he was
told without asking questions. He also did not obey because he feared man,
or because he was influenced by his peers. He obeyed for two reasons: first,
he wanted to please his father, and second, he had a cherished relationship
with God. “Our desire to be obedient grows as our love for God increases.”10
By contrast, Lemuel was a conformist in the sense that he did all that his older
brother, Laman, did. Indeed, Rodney Turner refers to Lemuel as Laman’s
“tag-along brother.”11
The principle of faith is discussed in the book of Hebrews. We learn
that “by faith Abraham, when he was called to go out into a place which he
should after receive for an inheritance, obeyed; and he went out, not knowing
whither he went” (Hebrews 11:8). Nephi seemed to have possessed the same
obedient spirit as Abraham did. He led his brothers back to Jerusalem (see
1 Nephi 4:1–5). When he was alone, he crept into the city and went forth
toward the house of Laban. He informs us, “I was led by the Spirit, not knowing beforehand the things which I should do” (1 Nephi 4:6). Throughout this
episode, he did not know what was waiting for him. At last, he found himself
having to smite off Laban’s head, something that was totally against the teachings he had received from his father and his faith.
While serving as Commissioner of the Church Educational System,
Jeffrey R. Holland offered this explanation of the episode: “Obedience
to divine revelation, not death, is the focal point of this story. God can
restore life in time and in eternity; he can do almost nothing with wilful
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disobedience. The quality of our obedience to God’s commandments is still
the clearest expression of the quality of our faith in him.”12 Dr. Richard J.
Krejcir, a researcher from the Schaeffer Institute of Church Leadership, adds,
“The result [of obedience] is that we become more mature, become of more
use to His glory.”13 As Nephi matured in his relationship with God, and in
his understanding of his mission, obedience became more natural to him. It
became a trait for which he was known. With no one instructing him how
to make the plates, he undertook the task. He gave them the name of Nephi,
and he offered this explanatory comment: “Wherefore, the Lord hath commanded me to make these plates for a wise purpose in him, which purpose I
know not” (1 Nephi 9:5).
This trait of obeying without knowing all the details is constantly displayed in the life of Nephi. The big task awaiting the young prophet would
be building a ship. This project was an act of faith on Nephi’s part because he
had never built anything like a ship before (see 1 Nephi 17:8, 19). He took on
this huge task because he was motivated by the help he had always received
from the Lord. The Lord depended on him to accomplish His purpose for
His people because He recognized Nephi’s obedient nature and spirit.

it . . . ?” (see 1 Nephi 7:8–12). This rebuke by Nephi did not convince them
to stop. They bound him with cords and sought to take away his life. For the
first time, Nephi faced potential death at the hands of his own brothers. We
now know how Nephi, as a leader, responded to the first major challenge. He
taught and prayed (see 1 Nephi 7:8–14, 17). In Doctrine and Covenants 10:5

Arnold Friberg, Nephi Rebuking His Rebellious Brothers.

Ability to Deal Positively with Challenges

Leaders are constantly under the watchful eyes of both critics and admirers.
When challenges come, they serve as a test of leaders’ character. How they
respond differentiates leaders from followers and failures. True leaders know
that the road to success is not always paved with gold; it can be very rocky.
Challenges come in three forms: first, external, associated with people and
situations. Second, internal, stemming from the inadequacies of leaders
themselves. When challenges occur, they expose leaders’ strengths or limitations. Third, some challenges come from the nature of the leadership role.
Like other leaders described above, Nephi faced all three kinds of challenges. Lehi asked his sons to return to Jerusalem to invite Ishmael to join
them in the wilderness. On their way back from Jerusalem, Laman and
Lemuel, joined by some of Ishmael’s children, rebelled and wanted to return
to the land of their inheritance (see 1 Nephi 7). They were now comparing
living conditions between the barren desert of the wilderness and the sophisticated life in the city of Jerusalem. Their behavior grieved Nephi. During this
grieving moment, Nephi gave a strong lecture, reminding them of the good
things the Lord had done for them. He repeatedly used the phrase “How is
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the Lord promises us that, when we pray always, we will conquer. In response
to Nephi’s prayer, the cords were miraculously loosened. Nephi continued
teaching his brethren (see 1 Nephi 7:18).
While Lehi’s family was in the wilderness, the bows lost their spring,
resulting in difficulties obtaining food. Laman and Lemuel complained.
Instead of returning anger for anger, Nephi tried to reason with his brothers. As a leader, he knew he had to maintain peace. He went a step further.
Instead of complaining, Nephi took initiative and became creative. When a
leader meets a crisis, he or she finds innovative ways of resolving the challenge.
Instead of joining his brothers in murmuring, Nephi responded proactively:
“And it came to pass that I, Nephi, did make out of wood a bow, and out of a
straight stick, an arrow; wherefore, I did arm myself with a bow and an arrow,
with a sling and with stones” (1 Nephi 16:23). After taking this initiative, he
consulted with his father, the leader and a prophet. These actions in trying to
resolve a crisis produced positive results. Nephi returned from hunting, carrying meat for his family.
In times of crisis, a leader remains constant. Nephi put his trust in God.
Despite this, Nephi’s life was often in danger. After the death of Ishmael,
Laman and Lemuel and the sons of Ishmael wanted to kill both Lehi and
Nephi (see 1 Nephi 16:37). Daily they brought more charges against Nephi.
They were now accusing him of being a liar for claiming “that the Lord [had]
talked with him, and also that angels [had] ministered unto him” (1 Nephi
16:38). An additional charge was brought against Nephi—that of making
himself a king and a ruler over them. Nephi concludes his record by saying
that the Lord was with them. At that moment, he survived the anger and
hatred from his brothers. Nephi trusted his mortal father and his Heavenly
Father. He knew their love for him, especially the love of his Heavenly Father.
It was this love that would rescue him.
In 1 Nephi 17, Nephi was commanded to build a ship. His brothers
rebuked him and laughed at him and said he couldn’t build a ship because he
was lacking in judgment. When faced with challenges, great leaders reflect on
where they have come from. Nephi responded by reminding them of how the
Lord helped Moses cross the Red Sea (see 1 Nephi 17:26–51). Understanding
history brings back memories that can rekindle the spirit of greatness. This
long lecture from Nephi temporarily improved the situation: “I, Nephi, said
many things unto my brethren, insomuch that they were confounded and
could not contend against me; neither durst they lay their hands upon me
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nor touch me with their fingers, even for the space of many days. Now they
durst not do this lest they should wither before me, so powerful was the Spirit
of God; and thus it had wrought upon them” (1 Nephi 17:52). Nephi could
not prevail over his brothers alone, but through the Lord’s help, he succeeded.
They fell before him and were about to worship him (1 Nephi 17:55).
Once the ship was finished, they entered it, hopeful that they would
arrive in the promised land peacefully, but it wasn’t to be so. While enjoying
their journey, some began to dance and sing and to speak with much rudeness.
To a spiritually sensitive Nephi, this did not sit well. Their rudeness seemed
offensive to God. Nephi responded, “They did forget by what power they had
been brought thither” (1 Nephi 18:9). As a leader, he immediately addressed
this concern. They were angry with him. They took him and bound him with
cords and threatened him, even with death. Nephi prayed. Soon they could
not steer the ship, and a great storm and terrible tempest arose, and no progress was made on their journey. They began to repent and then loosened the
cords so Nephi took over the steering of the ship. Again, we see that Nephi
responded to all the challenges he faced with consistency. He called upon
God for intervention.
Once they had arrived in the promised land, Laman and Lemuel continued with their complaining (see 2 Nephi 5:3). Indeed, their complaining
and murmuring were accompanied by death threats. With Lehi gone, Nephi
was on his own to defend himself against his oldest brothers. The Lord never
left him. This time the Lord did more than burst the cords; He gave a final
solution, counseling Nephi that he and his people “should depart from them
and flee into the wilderness” (2 Nephi 5:5). As painful as this separation was,
it needed to be done. As leaders continue to face one challenge after another,
they cannot continue to respond to them with the same strategy. A new creative and innovative response is required. Very early in his life, Nephi had seen
his father fleeing from their ancestral home in Jerusalem, and now Nephi took
his family with him as he separated himself from his brothers. The record
does not state how he felt when he received this instruction. Previously, the
record tells us that despite his brothers’ shortcomings, which included them
wanting to take away his life, Nephi loved them. We can assume that it was a
difficult direction from the Lord to have him separate from people he loved,
but Nephi obeyed.
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Initiative

The necessity of following direction is taught to most people from their
infancy. Through this process great things are accomplished. However, for
one to become an effective leader and accomplish greater things, one would
need to complement taking instructions with taking initiative. When leaders
take initiative, they demonstrate maturity and mental stability. Such leaders
can make meaningful contributions to their organizations and institutions.
Initiative is a sibling to proactivity. Leaders possessing this trait don’t wait
for someone else to tell them what to do. They take the initiative to identify
and solve problems.14 Nephi demonstrated this leadership trait, starting with
making the plates of Nephi (see 1 Nephi 9:2; 19:2).
President James E. Faust, a former member of the First Presidency,
stressed that leaders “cause things to happen.”15 In other words, leaders get
things done! To successfully cause things to happen, leaders should be multidimensional. They should bring both natural and acquired skills to their
positions. They look for ways to develop leadership skills. Furthermore, they
surround themselves with those who possess skills and knowledge. They do all
these things because they understand the need to cause things to happen—to
get things done. Nephi was a son to Lehi, a brother, a father, a husband, a
prophet, a teacher, and a king to his people. Nephi was a writer and a recorder
keeper. Nephi was a great public orator and poet (see 2 Nephi 4). He was a
student of many disciplines, judged by the many things he accomplished.
As it stands, the sacred record does not tell us that Nephi received help in
accomplishing the things he did. It is reasonable to conclude that he caused
things to happen by gathering around him those who possessed different
skills—skills that he may not have possessed himself. Nephi was a well-recognized colonizer. Working together, under the direction of Nephi, the people
built a great civilization. He was a hunter. He planted vegetables and fruit
trees. He taught his people how to plow the fields. We saw him assist his
father in conquering new lands, such as the barren wilderness and the more
fertile lands, such as Bountiful. When he separated from his rebellious older
brothers and their families, he acquired more land for his people.
The small colony’s relative political, economic, and social stability came
about because their newly installed king took initiative (see 2 Nephi 3:12).
In the professional literature, these leaders are sometimes called “transformational leaders” because they focus primarily on initiating and managing
change in those they serve. They invest energy in efforts that influence people
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to improve, to stretch, and to redefine what is possible.16 Most of the initiatives
Nephi undertook are summarized in 2 Nephi 5. He was a respected soldier
and military commander. He wielded a sword in defence of his people on
many occasions (see 2 Nephi 5; Jacob 1). He took the sword of Laban as a pattern and made many swords to defend his people. He took time to teach his
people how to build buildings. Besides the building of a temple, many other
buildings were constructed. He further taught them how to work with wood,
iron, copper, brass, steel, gold, silver, and other precious metals. These initiatives by Nephi, differentiated the two newly founded nations. Nephi taught
his people “to be industrious, and to labor with their hands” (2 Nephi 5:17).
His people “lived after the manner of happiness” (2 Nephi 5:27). According
to the Nephite record, the Lamanites lacked similar initiatives, and “they did
become an idle people, full of mischief and subtlety, and did seek in the wilderness for beasts of prey” (2 Nephi 5:24). Leadership differentiated these
groups. The Nephites were led by a righteous leader, one who took initiative
to teach and do things for his people, while the Lamanites were led by people
who exhibited behaviors that were exactly the opposite.
Ability to Teach

Great leaders find satisfaction when engaged in the process of teaching others.
Nephi is no different from the leaders described above. He spent over fifty
years teaching his people. President Russell M. Nelson was called to the apostleship in 1984. Since that time he has continued to do so. Prophets and other
leaders are called to teach. Through their teachings they can convey God’s
will, warn, advise, and offer guidance concerning future events. In doing so,
leaders model the Savior in their ministries. Certainly Nephi did not disappoint in demonstrating this trait as a leader of his people.
Many things qualified Nephi to be a teacher and a leader. For example,
Noel B. Reynolds commented on how Nephi was taught by the Father and
Son: “Nephi was actually team-taught the gospel by the Father and the Son.
Nephi quotes each one of them three times! We do not have a comparable
passage anywhere in scripture, and perhaps the only other recorded experience with the Father and the Son together that would be comparable would
be Joseph Smith’s First Vision.”17 Nephi was also taught by angels (see 1 Nephi
8:5–7).
Nephi’s ability to teach can be seen when he instructs individuals, like
his brother Sam (see 1 Nephi 2:17); small groups, like his two older brothers
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(see 1 Nephi 3:15–18; 15; 16); and larger groups, such as his small colony,
after being separated from his brothers (see 2 Nephi 5). As the group became
larger, he continued to increase in wisdom and the ability to communicate
effectively (see 2 Nephi 25–33). Nephi taught the people he lived with, but
he also directed his teachings to the Jews, the Gentiles, and to future generations (see 2 Nephi 33:9–10). As he taught, he implemented various teaching
methods. He used his life experiences and complemented them by quoting
from the scriptures.
Like all great leaders, Nephi believed that self-development, through
personal study, should be pursued. Lehi read through the plates, and Nephi
testified of this (see 1 Nephi 5:21). He would later quote extensively from
the ancient records (see 1 Nephi 5:10–22). Nephi’s thirst for knowledge is
evident in his desire to “see, and hear, and know of these things, by the power
of the Holy Ghost” (1 Nephi 10:17). The desire to know (see 1 Nephi 11:1,
3) differentiated Nephi from his two oldest brothers and qualified him to be a
great teacher. Through his personal study of the scriptures, Nephi was able to
introduce his readers to ancient prophets such as Zenock, Neum, and Zenos
(see 1 Nephi 19:10; Alma 33:15–16). He was also taught by the Spirit (see
1 Nephi 4). The combined impact of different teachers in his life—together
with his desire to know—prepared him well to develop the traits of a good
teacher that are so important in leadership. A true teacher is one who possess
knowledge. That knowledge is passed by the master teacher to his students.
Repeatedly, Nephi showed that he possessed this trait.
As his ability to teach increased, he got better in both the written and
spoken word (see 2 Nephi 33:1). Toward the end of his record, we learn more
about his philosophy of teaching. In 2 Nephi 33:4–6, we read the following:
And the words which I have written in weakness will be made strong unto them, for
it persuadeth them to do good; it maketh known unto them of their fathers; and it
speaketh of Jesus, and persuadeth them to believe in him, and to endure to the end,
which is life eternal.
And it speaketh harshly against sin, according to the plainness of the truth;
wherefore, no man will be angry at the words which I have written save he shall be
of the spirit of the devil.
I glory in plainness; I glory in truth; I glory in my Jesus, for he hath redeemed
my soul from hell.

Toward the end of his mortal life, Nephi revealed what made him an
effective teacher. He talked about using and relying on the Holy Ghost to
teach: “After ye had received the Holy Ghost ye could speak with the tongue
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of angels,” adding that the Holy Ghost inspires us with “the words of Christ”
(2 Nephi 32:2–3). He also differentiated between speaking and writing. He
acknowledge that he was not as good at writing was at speaking (see 2 Nephi
33:1). He explained why he preferred speaking to writing. Going back to what
he said earlier about the Holy Ghost, he wrote, “For when a man speaketh by
the power of the Holy Ghost the power of the Holy Ghost carrieth it unto
the hearts of the children of men” (2 Nephi 33:1). In this verse, he speaks as
a teacher. Despite having been foreordained as a prophet, early in his life he
recognized the importance of developing teaching skills if he were to have an
impact as a teacher and a leader.
Nephi’s Care for Others

Leaders influence those around them. Leaders have followers. Great leaders understand others, particularly those who are their “followers.”18 Leaders
share their feelings and opinions. The analysis of these opinions tells us more
about leaders.
The following are a few instances in which we learn more about who
Nephi was as he interacted with different people. For example, he expressed
his feelings for his people after he had seen a vision of their future destruction: “I, Nephi, was grieved because of the hardness of their hearts” (1 Nephi
15:4). The word grieve is a strong word that expresses great sorrow or distress.
Others have said it implies deep mental suffering, often endured alone and in
silence.19 A similar feeling is expressed in 2 Nephi 26, but a different word is
given. He said, “O the pain, and the anguish of my soul for the loss of the slain
of my people!” (2 Nephi 26:7). Nephi had feelings toward his people, and he
wasn’t shy in expressing those feelings. In the verses above he shared his deep
feelings of sadness.
As a leader, Nephi expressed hope that his brothers would stay faithful:
“I had joy and great hopes of them” (1 Nephi 16:5). True leaders encourage
hope, especially of those they lead. After Nephi had taught his brothers, he
wrote, “They did humble themselves before the Lord; insomuch that I had
joy and great hope of them, that they would walk in the paths of righteousness” (1 Nephi 16:10). Despite this, the brothers continued in the paths of
unrighteousness.
Many tasks were given to Nephi, and he counted on many people to help,
including his brothers. Yet his brothers were a disappointment to him. They
complained and refuse to help, for they did not believe that he could build a
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ship. In reaction to this response, Nephi “was exceedingly sorrowful because
of the hardness of their hearts” (1 Nephi 17:19). The feeling of sorrow is a
feeling of unhappiness because of the unexpected outcome.
As they sailed to the promised land, his brothers and their companions
began to dance, to sing, and to speak with rudeness. Nephi observed that they
had forgotten by what power they had been brought to where they were. In
reaction to what he was observing, he “began to fear exceedingly lest the Lord
should be angry with us” (1 Nephi 18:10). He feared not only for himself but
for the entire company on board.
Nephi understood the importance of the words of Isaiah. Nephi had
found joy and vital relevance in them, and he desired that his own people
could find the same. In 2 Nephi 25:1 he expressed these words: “For behold,
Isaiah spake many things which were hard for many of my people to understand.” Because of this fear, he advised all who would read Isaiah’s words that
the words are plain to those who are filled with the spirit of prophecy (see 2
Nephi 25:4). Today, many of us skip the Isaiah chapters because of the work
it takes to understand them. By skipping them, we miss the prophecies of
the Jesus Christ, the restoration of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and the coming forth of the Book of Mormon—prophecies contained in the words of
Isaiah. Nephi’s fears stem from his sense that many would not understand
these important prophetic words.
Toward the end of his mortal ministry, Nephi continued to pour out the
feelings he had for his people. “But I, Nephi, have written what I have written, and I esteem it as of great worth, and especially unto my people. For I
pray continually for them by day, and by mine eyes water my pillow by night,
because of them; and I cry unto my God in faith, and I know that he will hear
my cry” (2 Nephi 33:3). These are the words of a leader that is not self-serving
but who instead has a deep concern for those whom he leads. It appears from
these words that the spiritual and physical well-being of his people was always
on his mind. The views and feelings Nephi had about his people make him
one of the greatest leaders of all time.
Conclusion

The truthfulness of the Book of Mormon is found not only in its doctrines and
teachings but also in how its characters exemplify leadership skills. Anyone
desiring to learn about leadership might profit by a study of the lives of the
leaders found in its pages. Elder Maxwell put it well when he said, “Since the
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Church has no corps of professionals, it must depend upon leaders developed
from within the membership as a whole. . . . The Church’s need is greater than
ever now, both in terms of numbers and a requirement for greater devotion
and skill. . . . So must the need for more capable and responsible leadership
multiply.”20
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Some Latter-day Saints may feel an innate desire to pay for their own sins through a sustained period of self-deprecation,
falsely believing that the longer they suffer, the closer they are to paying the debt created by their transgressions.

oon after I was called to serve as the elders quorum president of a young
single adult ward many years ago, the stake president gave me the difficult
challenge to visit each quorum member individually during the upcoming
school year. To this day, I remember one such visit to a young man I’ll call
Robert. It was evident when I arrived that something was troubling him; his
gaze alternated nervously between the floor and his visitor but gave preference to the floor. At the outset of our conversation, he was reticent and
guarded, but at my prodding he began to share a mistake from his past which
he could not let go. A few years prior to our visit, Robert had cheated on one
of his college exams. As an active member of the Church, he felt awful about
his dishonesty and confessed it to the professor and his bishop but, in his
apartment two or three years later, it was obvious that he had not let the matter go. “I should have known better,” he said apologetically.
Over the last several years, I have met many people like Robert, who are
in constant distress over their personal sins and weaknesses. Some are haunted
by a distant memory, while others are troubled with ongoing sins which frequently beset them. I have tried a variety of approaches to help these people
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increase their hope in Christ’s infinite Atonement but have not always been
successful. In the perilous times in which we live, this is a highly relevant subject as there are many who have succumbed to the temptations of the world
and look back with deep regret. Perhaps the problem stems not merely from
a lack of faith in the Atonement of Jesus Christ but from a fundamental misunderstanding of his redeeming sacrifice. This article will analyze one such
misconception which, if clarified, may reduce the likelihood of individuals
such as Robert suffering needlessly in the mire of self-denigration.
Doctrinal Surveys

In an effort to analyze the perceptions and beliefs of Church members concerning a potentially misunderstood doctrine, a nonscientific survey was
conducted with 658 members of the Church early in 2017.1 Survey respondents were first asked to select from a list of descriptive phrases that could
apply to them and then asked two doctrinal questions, one of which was the
following: “Please indicate if the following statement is true or false: ‘If we
repent, the Atonement of Christ will cleanse us but if we knowingly refuse to
repent, we will be required to atone for our own sins in the next life.’” Sixtyfive percent of those who answered this question identified this statement as
true.2
The fourth question of the survey asked respondents if they had “any
comments or clarifications for any of [their] answers.” Over one hundred
responses to this question were gathered, several of which expressed confusion about the meaning of the word atone as used in the question above. After
discussing various iterations of this question with a small focus group, the
author conducted a follow-up survey in 2018 of 410 Church members,3 and
the question was rephrased as follows: “The Guide to the Scriptures explains,
‘to atone is to suffer the penalty for an act of sin, thereby removing the effects
of sin.’ With this in mind, please indicate if the following statement is true or
false: ‘If we repent, the Atonement of Christ will cleanse us but if we knowingly refuse to repent, we will be required to atone for our own sins in the next
life.’” Seventy-two percent of survey respondents who answered this question
identified this statement as true.
The 2018 survey also included a question that invited respondents to
read Doctrine and Covenants 19:16–18, then “check every answer below that
teaches a correct principle concerning postmortal suffering.” Respondents
were then presented with five statements about postmortal suffering along
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with a “none of the above” option.4 Forty-six percent of those who answered
this question identified the following statement as correct: “An unrepentant
sinner is required to atone for his own sins through intense postmortal suffering, thereby satisfying justice and removing the effects of those sins.” While
the results of these surveys cannot be generalized to any particular population
due to the limitations of convenience sampling, the data is nonetheless cited
here as evidence of a doctrinal misunderstanding.
Will those who knowingly refuse to repent be required to atone for their
own sins in the next life? A common scriptural reference cited during a discussion on postmortal suffering is found in Doctrine and Covenants section
19: “For behold, I, God, have suffered these things for all, that they might not
suffer if they would repent; but if they would not repent they must suffer even
as I; which suffering caused myself, even God, the greatest of all, to tremble
because of pain, and to bleed at every pore, and to suffer both body and spirit—
and would that I might not drink the bitter cup, and shrink” (Doctrine and
Covenants 19:16–18). Closely related to this scripture is Amulek’s statement
that “he that exercises no faith unto repentance is exposed to the whole law of
the demands of justice” (Alma 34:16). Clearly, scriptures such as these could
be used to make the case that those who knowingly refuse to repent while in
this life must atone for their own sins in the life to come.
A correct understanding of postmortal suffering, however, can only be
achieved by analyzing Doctrine and Covenants 19 and Alma 34 in concert
with other scriptures and the teachings of latter-day prophets and apostles.
Elder Neal A. Maxwell counseled against teaching “the scriptures in isolation
from one another” but instead recommended “[clustering] your scriptures
together.”5 By clustering numerous scriptures and inspired writings, we can
reach the conclusion that in this life or the next, no mortal man or woman can
atone for his or her own sins.
Some Latter-day Saints may feel an innate desire to pay for their own
sins through a sustained period of self-deprecation, falsely believing that the
longer they suffer, the closer they are to paying the debt created by their transgressions. This misconception could be reinforced by the belief that Doctrine
and Covenants 19 suggests that the unrepentant will be required to atone for
their sins after this life. Robert and many others may feel the need to make
up for their mistakes by suffering day after day or even year after year, but
their efforts will prove futile. No amount of personal, mortal suffering, in this
life or in the next, can atone for sin. Furthermore, the belief that a personal
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atonement is required for sin may catalyze a withholding of forgiveness from
another person until we believe the transgressor has suffered for an appropriate amount of time. The following five principles may help Robert and
others gain an accurate understanding of the price of sin, the futility of selfatonement and the necessity of “[casting our] burden upon the Lord” (Psalm
55:22).
Principle 1: Sin Results in Suffering in This Life and the Next

Since “all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God” (Romans 3:23),
all of us who have reached the years of accountability will suffer to some
degree because of our sins. Elder M. Russell Ballard taught, “Sin will always,
always, result in suffering. It may come sooner, or it may come later, but it will
come.”6 Death will not alleviate the suffering of the unrepentant but rather
instead intensify its magnitude. Elder Orson Pratt explained, “The same spirit
that is capable of suffering here, will be capable of far more intense suffering
hereafter.”7
The suffering of the unrighteous in the next life is graphically illustrated
by the teachings of Doctrine and Covenants 19 quoted above, where Christ
compares the suffering of the unrepentant to his own suffering in the Garden
of Gethsemane. Many scriptures (see Doctrine and Covenants 19:5; 101:91;
133:73; Alma 40:13) use the terms “weeping,” “wailing,” and “gnashing of
teeth” to describe this suffering and make it clear that this particular suffering will take place after death (see Alma 40:11–14). The place in the spirit
world where the unrepentant suffer is described in the scriptures as “a prison”
(Moses 7:38), “outer darkness” (Alma 40:13), or simply “hell” (2 Nephi 9:12).
The scriptures make it clear that for all, save the few who become sons of
perdition, this hell will be temporary. The Book of Mormon prophet Jacob
taught that “hell must deliver up its captive spirits” (2 Nephi 9:12; see also
Revelation 20:13). With the exception of the sons of perdition, those who
suffer in hell will be heirs to the telestial kingdom.8
Principle 2: Fallen Men and Women Cannot Atone for Their Own Sins

As cited above, the Guide to the Scriptures explains, “As used in the scriptures, to atone is to suffer the penalty for an act of sin, thereby removing
the effects of sin.”9 David R. Seely, analyzing William Tyndale’s early translation of the New Testament, offers this helpful insight into the etymology
of the word atonement: “In the New Testament, the verb [katallassō] is used
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in one passage describing the reconciliation of one human with another (1
Corinthians 7:11), but it most often describes the reconciliation of humans
with God (Romans 5:10–11; 2 Corinthians 5:18–20; Colossians 1:20, 22;
Ephesians 2:16). It is this Greek word that Tyndale translates with the word
atonement.”10 Will the personal suffering that inevitably emanates from sin—
either in mortality or postmortality—remove the effects of sin or enable a
reconciliation of humans with God? The answer is a resounding no.
The verses cited above in Doctrine and Covenants 19 compare the suffering of the unrepentant to Christ’s suffering in the garden, but they do
not imply that this suffering will have the same redeeming or atoning effect.
Some may conclude that the intense suffering described in section 19 will be
sufficient to completely satisfy the demands of justice, hence allowing unrepentant sinners to make up for their own sins; however, the suffering that
originates from recognizing the debt created by our sins is not synonymous
with an actual payment of that debt. To comprehend the doctrine taught by
section 19, one must first consider whether fallen, mortal beings are capable
of paying the price of sin.
According to President Joseph Fielding Smith, “The effect of Adam’s
transgression was to place all of us in the pit with him. Then the Savior comes
along, not subject to that pit, and lowers the ladder.”11 Clearly, individuals
who have fallen into a deep pit are incapable of lowering their own ladder or
escape rope; as the Book of Mormon teaches, “Since man had fallen he could
not merit anything of himself ” (Alma 22:14). President Joseph Fielding
Smith taught simply, “Since we were all under the curse [of the Fall], we were
also powerless to atone for our individual sins.”12 President Joseph F. Smith
stated, “Men cannot forgive their own sins; they cannot cleanse themselves
from the consequences of their sins.”13 In order to receive a remission of sin,
every man, woman and child born into a fallen world is entirely dependent on
him who is neither subject to the Fall nor to any personal sins. As the hymn
declares, “There was no other good enough to pay the price of sin. He only
could unlock the gate of heav’n and let us in.”14
An intriguing analogy that illustrates the hopelessness of mortal beings in
atoning for their sins can be drawn from the game of baseball.15 If a baseball
player hits a home run on his first attempt of the season, that player begins
with a perfect batting average of 1.000. The player may keep his perfect batting average if he continues to successfully make it to first base every time he
is at bat. Suppose though that on his second attempt, the player strikes out,
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have any atoning effect but instead leads the sinner to the one source of hope:
the Lord Jesus Christ.
This principle is profoundly illustrated in the parable of the prodigal
son. In the well-known narrative, the departing prodigal squanders his entire
inheritance “with riotous living” (Luke 15:13) and is left “in want” (v. 14).

giving him a batting average of .500 (or a 50 percent success rate). Now that
he has made one mistake, there is no possible way he can restore his perfect
batting average. Even if he gets 100 hits in a row, or any number of hits in a
row, he would still have a batting average of less than 1.000. Mathematically,
the only way that his batting average can be restored to perfection is if, theoretically, he could have an infinite number of successful hits. Since mortals are
incapable of doing this, there is no possible way for him to eliminate the effect
of one strikeout on his batting average. It is the same way with sin. An infinite
Atonement is required to eliminate the effects of a single sin. Amulek taught,
“There can be nothing which is short of an infinite atonement which will suffice for the sins of the world” (Alma 34:12). Robert J. Matthews has explained,
“An infinite atonement is an atonement by an infinite being—a god!”16 Mortal
men and women are simply incapable of paying an infinite price for their personal sins. In the words of Elder Orson F. Whitney, “Because self-redemption
was impossible, a Redeemer had to be provided.”17

Just months before his martyrdom, in the oft-quoted King Follett discourse,
the Prophet Joseph Smith taught the purpose of suffering for sin: “So long as
a man will not give heed to the commandments, he must abide without salvation. If a man has knowledge, he can be saved, although if he has been guilty
of great sins he will be punished for them; but when he consents to obey the
Gospel, whether here or in the world of spirits, he is saved. . . . All will suffer
until they obey Christ himself.”18 In 1978, Stan Larson published a “Newly
Amalgamated Text” of the King Follett discourse, which sought to provide a
more accurate amalgamation of the four existing accounts of the sermon. This
updated version adds some clarifying language to the final sentence of the
above quotation: “All will suffer in the eternal world until they obey Christ
himself and are exalted.”19
Elder Bruce R. McConkie taught the following concerning the teaching
of Joseph Smith cited above: “‘All will suffer until they obey Christ himself,’
the Prophet said. (Teachings, p. 357.) The wicked and ungodly will suffer the
vengeance of eternal fire in hell until they finally obey Christ, repent of their
sins, and gain forgiveness therefrom. Then they shall obtain the resurrection
and an inheritance in the telestial and not the celestial kingdom. (D. & C.
76:81–107.)”20 In other words, the suffering of the wicked does not in itself
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Principle 3: One Purpose of Suffering, in This Life and the Next, Is to
Lead Sinners to Repentance

The prodigal son fully expected to be disowned by his father, but instead received a warm embrace, a kiss,
and the best his father had to offer—all of which remind us of the power of Christ’s infinite Atonement.
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Previously an heir to a fortune but now a lowly caretaker of swine, the prodigal experiences suffering likely unknown in his previous life, with the pangs of
hunger and abandonment weighing on his sinful soul. The scriptural account
does not elucidate how long he suffers until he finally comes to himself with
the realization that many of his father’s servants “have bread enough and to
spare” (v. 17), and yet he perishes with hunger. He devises a plan to return to
his father—not as son but as servant—and humbly beg his pardon. In “one of
the most moving and compassionate scenes in all of holy writ,”21 the returning
son, who fully expects to be disowned by his father, receives instead a warm
embrace, a kiss, “the best robe,” “a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet” (v.
22)—all of which remind us of the power of Christ’s infinite Atonement to
reconcile and to heal. President Russell M. Nelson explained that in “Hebrew,
the basic word for atonement is kaphar, a verb that means ‘to cover’ or ‘to forgive.’ Closely related is the Aramaic and Arabic word kafat, meaning ‘a close
embrace.’”22 Those who suffer under the burden of sin can, like the prodigal, forsake their sins, confess them before the Father and receive the close
embrace of our Savior.
What if the prodigal son had suffered for a longer period of time? Would
that have made up for his sins? In reality, no amount of suffering as a swineherd would atone for his riotous living. The only way for the prodigal to
overcome his sins was to return to his father and receive forgiveness. It is the
same way with us. Whether in this life or in the next, no amount of suffering
on our part will make up for even an iota of transgression—our only hope
is that the suffering will lead us to return to our Father with a broken heart
so we can be “clasped in the arms of Jesus” (Mormon 5:11). In this way, the
postmortal suffering of the wicked will play a similar role as with Alma the
Younger, who, after being “harrowed up to the greatest degree and racked
with all [his] sins” (Alma 36:12), was lead to cry, “O Jesus, thou Son of God,
have mercy on me” (Alma 36:18). Alma’s suffering came to an end because he
turned to Christ, not because he satisfied an inherent requirement to suffer
for a fixed period of time.
In discussing this point, one should not assume that the rebellious can
avoid suffering altogether in this life or the next through hasty, insincere
repentance. The rebellious must be changed, and this change cannot come
about effortlessly. President Spencer W. Kimball taught that “Repentance
means suffering. If a person hasn’t suffered, he hasn’t repented. . . . He has got
to go through a change in his system whereby he suffers and then forgiveness
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is a possibility.”23 Undoubtedly, the suffering that leads to repentance will be
of varying degrees depending on the extent of wickedness and pride. In the
seventh chapter of Moses, Enoch sees the God of heaven weeping over the
extreme wickedness of the inhabitants of the earth which “shall perish in the
floods” (v. 38). God speaks of their suffering (v. 37) and the “prison . . . prepared for them” (v. 38) but then gives this instructive conclusion: “Wherefore,
[Christ] suffereth for their sins; inasmuch as they will repent in the day that
my Chosen shall return unto me, and until that day they shall be in torment”
(v. 39; emphasis added).
Leading sinners to repentance is one of the purposes of suffering and
punishment, but it is not its sole purpose. As cited above, the Prophet Joseph
Smith taught that the unrepentant will suffer “until they obey Christ,” which
includes repentance along with other acts of obedience which enable a sinner
to come unto Christ. Punishment for sin is also a requirement of justice,24 and
the suffering that comes because of sin can act as a motivation to avoid further
sin (see Alma 42:20; Doctrine and Covenants 19:7). Additionally, suffering
can stem from the natural consequences of sinful behavior.25 When considering all of the purposes of punishment and suffering, however, it is imperative
to recall the teaching of Nephi that Christ “doeth not anything save it be for
the benefit of the world” (2 Nephi 26:24). Elder James E. Talmage clearly
articulated this principle: “Hell is no place to which a vindictive Judge sends
prisoners to suffer and to be punished principally for his glory; but it is a
place prepared for the teaching, the disciplining of those who failed to learn
here upon the earth what they should have learned. . . . No man will be kept
in hell longer than is necessary to bring him to a fitness for something better.
When he reaches that stage the prison doors will open and there will be rejoicing among the hosts who welcome him into a better state.”26
Principle 4: Heirs of the Telestial Kingdom Will Be Spotless, Entirely
Washed Clean by the Atonement of Jesus Christ

Another misconception, closely related to the belief that fallen men and
women can atone for their personal sins, is that those who inherit the telestial kingdom will not be entirely washed clean of sin. In the 2017 survey
cited above of 658 Church members, respondents were asked the following
question: “Suppose someone has died, has been judged by Christ, and has
inherited the telestial kingdom (the lowest of the three degrees of glory).
Please check every word or phrase that could describe a person who has
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inherited that kingdom.” What follows is the list of answer choices followed
by the percentage of respondents who selected each option:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redeemed (72 percent)
Washed clean (40 percent)
Spiritually dead (20 percent)
Filthy Still (19 percent)
Spotless (18 percent)
Thrust down to hell (13 percent)
Without forgiveness (11 percent)

While the majority of those surveyed understood that those who have
inherited the telestial kingdom are no longer thrust down to hell and have
been redeemed, only 40 percent described them as “washed clean,” and even
fewer (18 percent) chose to describe them as “spotless.”27
Seated in the John Johnson home in Hiram, Ohio, with Sidney Rigdon
at his side, Joseph Smith received a grand vision of the degrees of glory, which
among other things, clarified the vast reach of Christ’s redeeming grace: “And
this is the gospel, the glad tidings, which the voice out of the heavens bore
record unto us—that he came into the world, even Jesus, to be crucified for
the world, and to bear the sins of the world, and to sanctify the world, and
to cleanse it from all unrighteousness; that through him all might be saved
whom the Father had put into his power and made by him; who glorifies
the Father, and saves all the works of his hands, except those sons of perdition.
. . . Wherefore, he saves all except them” (Doctrine and Covenants 76:40–44;
emphasis added). The word save in this context cannot have reference to the
Resurrection because the sons of perdition, who are born in this world, will
be resurrected (see Alma 11:44); rather, this scripture teaches that even “liars,
and sorcerers, and adulterers” (Doctrine and Covenants 76:103) will eventually be saved from their sins by the Atonement of Christ, on condition of
repentance, if they have not committed the unpardonable sin. This is indeed
“glad tidings” and testifies of the mercy and love of God toward all his children,
even those who live wickedly while on the earth. As Elder John A. Widtsoe
put it, “the meanest child is loved so dearly that his reward will be beyond the
understanding of mortal man.”28
President Joseph F. Smith’s vision of the redemption of the dead further clarifies that those who pay a penalty for transgression after this life are
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eventually washed clean: “The dead who repent will be redeemed, through
obedience to the ordinances of the house of God, and after they have paid
the penalty of their transgressions, and are washed clean, shall receive a
reward according to their works, for they are heirs of salvation” (Doctrine
and Covenants 138:58–59; emphasis added). Notice the careful wording of
this scripture. Those who die in their sins will indeed pay a “penalty of their
transgression,” which will involve intense suffering, but the payment of this
penalty will not wash them clean or sanctify them in any degree. They will
repent and be “redeemed, through obedience to the ordinances of the house
of God” and will be “washed clean” by Christ after their suffering has led
them to repentance and obedience. President Smith’s revelation additionally
teaches that even those who “rejected the prophets” (v. 32) will be taught in
the spirit world “faith in God, repentance from sin, vicarious baptism for the
remission of sins, [and] the gift of the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands”
(v. 33). Evidently, in the postmortal realm, applying the sanctifying power of
the Atonement of Christ is akin to that process in mortality, requiring repentance and obedience rather than a redemptive, personal atonement.
The fact that telestial beings are cleansed by the Atonement of Jesus
Christ clarifies Joseph Smith’s revelation regarding the telestial kingdom:
“And thus we saw, in the heavenly vision, the glory of the telestial, which
surpasses all understanding” (Doctrine and Covenants 76:89). Heirs of the
telestial kingdom will receive “of the Holy Spirit through the ministration of
the terrestrial” (v. 86). The telestial kingdom, like the other kingdoms of glory,
will be presented “unto the Father, spotless” (v. 107).
Perhaps some hesitancy in describing telestial beings as being “spotless”
stems from a desire to differentiate them from celestial beings; however, the
telestial kingdom is not equal to the celestial kingdom merely because its
inhabitants are cleansed from sin. The revelations make it clear that those in
the telestial kingdom will not become Gods but “servants of the Most High”
(v. 112) and, unlike celestial beings, do not receive of God’s “fulness, and of
his glory” (v. 56). No one should seek for the telestial kingdom solely on the
premise that their sins will be removed for “where God and Christ dwell they
cannot come, worlds without end” (v. 112). As was the case with the returning prodigal, forgiveness is granted to heirs of the telestial kingdom, but the
father’s inheritance is lost.29
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Principle 5: The Atonement of Jesus Christ Is the Only Way to Any
Degree of Salvation

A careful study of Latter-day Saint soteriology must consider this fundamental question: can some lower degrees of salvation be obtained through
a personal payment for sin? The answer to this question is crucial if one is to
obtain an accurate understanding of the Atonement of Christ. The faithful
are compelled to decide between two mutually exclusive alternatives: either
there is one path (Christ) to any degree of salvation, or there are multiple
paths to salvation.
One difficulty in understanding the scope of Christ’s Atonement is the
many different uses of the word salvation. Depending on the context, salvation can refer to the Resurrection;30 it can denote redemption from sin and
hell, as in the revelation cited above that “[Christ] saves all except [the sons of
perdition]” (Doctrine and Covenants 76:44), or it can be synonymous with
exaltation, such as the Lord’s declaration that “there is no gift greater than the
gift of salvation” (Doctrine and Covenants 6:13). Whatever the exact meaning of the word salvation in a particular scripture, one point is clear: no degree
of salvation is attainable without the Atonement of Christ.
Claiming that a degree of salvation is possible without Christ’s Atonement
contradicts the many scriptures which teach that only through Christ is salvation attainable (see Mosiah 3:17; 4:8; 2 Nephi 31:21; Alma 38:9; Helaman
5:9; Acts 4:12). The context of these scriptures and the meaning of the word
salvation in each one is subject to debate, but whatever the definition of salvation, it comes through Christ. President Dallin H. Oaks identified several
different meanings of the word salvation and then stated, “But in all of these
meanings, or kinds of salvation, salvation is in and through Jesus Christ.”31
Lehi taught this principle clearly, when he spoke to his son Jacob: “Wherefore,
how great the importance to make these things known unto the inhabitants
of the earth, that they may know that there is no flesh that can dwell in the
presence of God, save it be through the merits, and mercy, and grace of the
Holy Messiah” (2 Nephi 2:8).
Although the phrase “in the presence of God” in the above scripture
undoubtedly reminds most readers of the celestial kingdom which is literally
in the presence of the Father, the phrase can also be more broadly applied to
include the presence of any member of the Godhead. Doctrine and Covenants
section 76 teaches that those in the celestial kingdom enjoy “the presence of
God and his Christ” (v. 62), those in the terrestrial kingdom “receive of the
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presence of the Son, but not of the fulness of the father” (v. 77), and those
in the telestial kingdom receive of “the Holy Spirit through the ministration
of the terrestrial” (v. 87). Lehi’s statement that “no flesh that can dwell in
the presence of God, save it be through . . . the Holy Messiah” (2 Nephi 2:8)
may therefore be applied to all three kingdoms, each containing at least one
member of the Godhead. Elder McConkie held this view when he taught
the following about telestial beings: “Spiritual death ceases for those spirits
who come up out of hell to receive an inheritance in the telestial world. (D. &
C. 76:98–112.) Although those in the telestial world do not receive the fulness of reward, they do receive ‘of the Holy Spirit through the ministration
of the terrestrial,’ and consequently they are in the presence of the Lord (in
this sense) and are no longer spiritually dead.”32 With unending mercy, Christ
saves the heirs of all three kingdoms from both physical and spiritual death.
The Opposing Viewpoint

It is clear from the doctrinal surveys cited above, that some Church members
hold a viewpoint that opposes the thesis of this paper concerning personal
atonement for sin. With an appeal to select General Authority quotations, the
argument can be construed that unrepentant sinners will atone for their own
sins after this life. Researching vast digital libraries of past General Authority
writings,33 reveals more than thirty quotations by Church leaders that could
be cited to contradict the thesis of this article. While students of Latter-day
Saint theology should not demand or expect consistent rigor in all theological discourses by Church leaders, it is nevertheless imperative to address these
quotations since the majority come from three authors who are widely cited
as doctrinal authorities: President Brigham Young, President Joseph Fielding
Smith, and Elder Bruce R. McConkie. A thorough study of these quotations,
in their original context and in conjunction with other teachings by the same
authors, reveals that none of these Church leaders believed that people could
in fact atone for their own sins; nonetheless, one could still articulate a viewpoint that opposes the thesis of this article with an appeal to their writings.
The following is a selection of these quotations followed by a textual analysis:
President Brigham Young
If as good a man as Jesus Christ went to hell, we may well expect that a wicked and
ungodly man will go there to atone for his sins.34
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Every sin committed must be atoned for. Christ came into the world to atone for
the sins of all those who truly repent and accept the Gospel; all others must pay the
price of their own sinning.37

Elder Bruce R. McConkie
There are sins unto death, meaning spiritual death. There are sins for which there is
no forgiveness, neither in this world nor in the world to come. There are sins which
utterly and completely preclude the sinner from gaining eternal life. Hence there
are sins for which repentance does not operate, sins that the atoning blood of Christ
will not wash away, sins for which the sinner must suffer and pay the full penalty
personally.38

Welden Andersen, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

We know that, in a way incomprehensible to a finite intellect, the Son of God took
upon himself the sins of all men on conditions of repentance. That is, he paid the
penalty. He satisfied the demands of justice. He made mercy available to us. Mercy
cometh because of the Atonement. Mercy is for the repentant. Everyone else has
to suffer for his own sins and pay to the full extent the demands of justice. (D&C
19:16–19; Mosiah 15:26–27; 16:5–11; Alma 11:40–41)39

No amount of suffering on our part will make up for even an iota of transgression—our only hope is that
the suffering will lead us to return to our Father with a broken heart so we can be “clasped in the arms of
Jesus” (Mormon 5:11).

Any man . . . who humbles a daughter of Eve to rob her of her virtue, and cast her
off dishonored and defiled, is her destroyer, and is responsible to God for the deed.
If the refined Christian society of the nineteenth century will tolerate such a crime,
God will not; but he will call the perpetrator to an account. He will be damned; in
hell he will lift up his eyes, being in torment, until he has paid the uttermost farthing, and made a full atonement for his sins.35

President Joseph Fielding Smith
Christ does not redeem any man from his individual sins who will not repent and
who will not accept him. All those who refuse to accept him as the Redeemer and
refuse to turn from their sins will have to pay the price of their own sinning. . . . If we
are rebellious, we will have to pay the price ourselves.36

Of the above citations, the two by Brigham Young are arguably the most
problematic because he described suffering in hell as an atonement; however,
in my research, these were the only examples I found where a senior Church
leader used the word atone or atonement to describe the postmortal suffering
of the wicked. Neither of these quotations comes from a general conference
address, and neither has been reprinted in any post-1970 Church publication.40 Both statements are best analyzed in connection with other teachings
of Brigham Young, including the following that was later reprinted in the
Ensign:
A divine debt has been contracted by the children, and the Father demands recompense. He says to his children on this earth, who are in sin and transgression, it is
impossible for you to pay this debt; I have prepared a sacrifice; I will send my Only
Begotten Son to pay this divine debt. . . . Unless God provides a Savior to pay this
debt it can never be paid. Can all the wisdom of the world devise means by which
we can be redeemed, and returned to the presence of our Father and elder brother,
and dwell with holy angels and celestial beings? No; it is beyond the power and wisdom of the inhabitants of the earth that now live, or that ever did or ever will live, to
prepare or create a sacrifice that will pay this divine debt.”41

It is evident from the preceding quote that Brigham Young clearly understood the impossibility of paying a redeeming price for one’s own sins. Given
this understanding, exactly why President Young chose the words atone and
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atonement to describe postmortal suffering is unclear, but a few possibilities
can be considered. One possibility is that he used these words to convey a
slightly different meaning than is conveyed in the scriptures. For example, one
of the definitions of the word atone in Webster’s 1828 American Dictionary
of the English Language is simply, “to make compensation.”42 The suffering of
the unrepentant can be accurately described as a payment or compensation43
but not a full payment that completely satisfies justice, thereby removing the
effects of the sin. Another possibility is that the wording of these two quotations as published in the Journal of Discourses differs from what Brigham
Young actually stated because of the transcription and editing process of these
speeches. In an article published in BYU Studies, historians Gerrit Dirkmaat
and LaJean Purcell Carruth offer extensive analysis of the differences between
the original shorthand accounts of two of Brigham Young’s speeches and the
versions that were later published in the Journal of Discourses. The authors
conclude, “Historians using the Journal of Discourses as a source should do
so with an understanding that the examples given [in this article] preclude
reasonably assuming a verbatim account for any of the published sermons.”44
President Smith described the necessity of the wicked to pay the price of
their sinning at least a dozen times,45 two examples of which are cited above.
The scriptures refer to the necessity of telestial heirs to pay “the penalty of
their transgressions” (Doctrine and Covenants 138:59), a phrase similar to
President Smith’s description. Other Church leaders have explained that
unrepentant sinners will need to “suffer for their own sins”46 or pay the “uttermost farthing.”47 When these quotes are read in context and clustered with
the words of the scriptures and other General Authority statements (many
by these same brethren), one point becomes clear: whatever the price paid,
penalty incurred or punishment borne, in the end, the sufferer is still in need
of the Atonement of Christ to become clean again. Consider the following
instructive quotation by President Smith: “the wicked of the earth who never
knew the power of God, after they have paid the price of their sinning—for
they must suffer the excruciating torment which sin will bring—shall at last
come forth from the prison house, repentant and willing to bow the knee
and acknowledge Christ.”48 If the paying the requisite “price of their sinning” made up for their sin, what need would they have of repenting and
acknowledging Christ? Whatever price we may pay through our personal suffering does not remove the necessity of Christ’s Atonement. President Smith
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unmistakably taught “since we were all under the curse [of the Fall], we were
also powerless to atone for our individual sins.”49
Elder McConkie’s above assertion that those who commit “sins unto
death . . . must suffer and pay the full penalty personally”50 appears on the
surface to contradict the thesis of this article and imply that some will indeed
atone for their own sins. Elder McConkie clarified what he meant by “sins
unto death” in another publication: “Eventually, all are redeemed from spiritual death except those who have ‘sinned unto death’ (D. & C. 64:7), that
is, those who are destined to be sons of perdition.”51 The sons of perdition
will indeed be required to pay the full penalty of their sins; however, the fact
that their suffering will continue indefinitely provides further support to
the notion that fallen individuals lack the ability to pay this penalty in its
entirety so as to satisfy justice and remove the sin. Hence, the sons of perdition are “exposed to the whole law of the demands of justice” but cannot
“satisfy the demands of justice” (Alma 34:16) through their own suffering.
Additionally, Elder McConkie’s declaration that “mercy is for the repentant”
and that “everyone else has to suffer for his own sins and pay to the full extent
the demands of justice” can refer only to the sons of perdition in the eternities
since telestial heirs will eventually become repentant and hence obtain the
mercy and forgiveness of Christ.
Doctrine and Covenants 19:16–18 in Church Manuals

It is difficult to imagine the arduous task of preparing curriculum for the various quorums and classes of the Church in a way that is consistent, historically
precise and doctrinally sound. This section is not designed to cast a negative light on Church curriculum, the vast majority of which is impressively
accurate, but instead it is meant to point out a few places in published manuals that could be altered to avoid reinforcing the misconceptions discussed
in this paper. For example, the Doctrine and Covenants and Church History
Seminary Teacher Resource Manual, first published in 2001 and printed until
2013, contains a lesson outline for the scriptures found in Doctrine and
Covenants 19:4, 13–21. This outline suggests that the teacher write on the
board, “Jesus Christ’s suffering made payment for our sins,” then later write,
“If we choose not to repent, we will suffer the payment of our own sins.” The
principle of these verses is summarized in two sentences: “The atoning blood
of Jesus Christ pays for the sins of those who repent. Those who do not repent
will suffer the penalty of their own sins.”52 The phrasing and juxtaposition of
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these two sentences could have reinforced the misconception addressed in
this paper that some of God’s children will obtain salvation through a personal payment of sin.
The current Doctrine and Covenants and Church History Seminary
Teacher Manual, first published in 2013, is an improvement over its predecessor in its explanation of Doctrine and Covenants 19, yet it still lacks an
important clarification. The manual instructs the teacher to invite the students to read Doctrine and Covenants 19:13–27 and then ask, “What will
happen to those who choose not to repent of their sins?” The manual then
states, “Students should identify the following doctrine: Those who choose not
to repent will suffer the penalty for their sins.”53 To avoid reinforcing a misconception, the manual should clarify that this suffering does not remove
the effects of sin and that the sufferers will still need the Atonement of Jesus
Christ after this penalty has been paid.
The current Gospel Principles manual provides an excellent example of
how this topic can be addressed without promulgating a misconception.
Under a heading entitled “Spirit Prison,” an explanation is given concerning
those who “rejected the gospel after it was preached to them either on earth or
in the spirit prison” and who “suffer in a condition known as hell.” Doctrine
and Covenants 19:16–18 is then quoted with this explanation: “After suffering for their sins, they will be allowed, through the Atonement of Jesus Christ,
to inherit the lowest degree of glory, which is the telestial kingdom.”54
Conclusion

As cited above, the Guide to the Scriptures explains that “as used in the scriptures, to atone is to suffer the penalty for an act of sin, thereby removing
the effects of sin.”55 While it is clear from Doctrine and Covenants 19 that
unrepentant sinners must suffer because of their sins, it is unclear from that
section whether this intense suffering will remove the effects of sin. A careful
analysis of section 19 in conjunction with other inspired writings leads to
an understanding that the suffering of the wicked does not in itself have any
atoning effect but instead is part of the repentance process and leads sinners
to Christ, who alone can cleanse and sanctify us.
During my years as a professional religious educator, I met many people
like Robert who have derided themselves for years over a past sin, perhaps
mistakenly believing that this self-inflicted suffering would somehow make
up for their sins. Wallowing in self-hatred and regret, these individuals for
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whatever reason refuse to apply Christ’s Atonement, opting instead to engage
in a futile attempt to make infinite restitution with a finite capacity. Among
other things, the principles outlined in this article may help such individuals
realize that since no amount of human suffering will make up for sin, their
prolonged, self-inflicted suffering is fruitless unless it leads them to repentance. We cannot atone for our own sins no matter how long we try or how
hard we suffer. In contrast, the Atonement of Christ “begins to work the day
you ask”56 and will “[restore] what you cannot restore, [heal] the wound you
cannot heal, [and fix] that which you broke and you cannot fix.”57
The decision is this: we can rely on the Atonement now or we can stubbornly refuse and suffer, in this life and possibly in the next, until we finally
decide to come unto Christ and rely on his Atonement. With this in mind,
we should not view Christ as one of many alternatives for salvation, but as the
only way to salvation. Nephi left little room for multiple paths to salvation
when he said at the conclusion of an authoritative discourse on the doctrine
of Christ, “This is the way; and there is none other way nor name given under
heaven whereby man can be saved in the kingdom of God” (2 Nephi 31:21).
In 1763, the Anglican cleric Augustus Montague Toplady, penned the
words to a hymn that has been included in the Latter-day Saint hymnbook
since 1948. The second verse of that hymn is a poetic treatise on the impossibility of atoning for one’s personal sins:
Not the labors of my hands
Can fill all thy law’s demands;
Could my zeal no respite know,
Could my tears forever flow,
All for sin could not atone;
Thou must save, and thou alone.58
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The preaching of these missionaries and the baptisms that followed “set the whole town in an uproar.”

n 1881 in Reykjavík, Iceland, two Icelandic police officers, Þorsteinn
(Thorsteinn) Jónsson and Jón Borgfirðingur, were sent to arrest Latter-day
Saint missionaries. These missionaries had baptized the first three converts
to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Reykjavík a year earlier,
and one of those converts, Sigríður Jónsdóttir, happened to be the wife of
one of the arresting officers. But a remarkable friendship, one that thrived
irrespective of time, distance, and religious differences, developed due to the
arrests and the events surrounding them. Although the story and historical context of the missionaries’ experience in Reykjavík have been explored
before, this article focuses on the thrilling narrative of the friendship of these
two Icelandic police officers. It is a story that demands attention by serious
readers of Church history. Due to new source material, the article also provides new insights on several questions. How did the first Latter-day Saint
baptisms come about in Iceland’s capital city of Reykjavík? How did the
native Icelanders react to three of their women being immersed by foreign
missionaries? Why were the Utah elders arrested? What was the reaction of
the police officers who arrested them, knowing the wife of one of the police
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Police officers Jón Borfirðingur and Thorsteinn Jónsson. Courtesy of Þjóðminjasafn Íslands /
National Museum of Iceland.
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officers was one of these first converts? What developed from these conversions, and what is the rest of the story?
The story of the friendship between Thorsteinn Jónsson and Jón
Borgfirðingur must first be situated in the context of the years 1855–1914.
Before World War I broke out, many Icelanders who had embraced the
restored gospel immigrated to Utah.1 There were nearly four hundred of
them. In 1879 two of these Icelandic converts, Jón Eyvindsson2 and Jakob
B. Jónsson,3 who were living in Spanish Fork, were called to return to their
homeland to serve missions. They were two of a total of twenty-two Latterday Saint Icelandic converts who were called to leave Utah and return to their
country to serve as missionaries before World War I. The mission call of these
two particular elders included a charge to preach in Canada on their way to
Iceland. Thus they stopped briefly in Manitoba and New Iceland to labor
among clusters of Icelandic emigrants; however, they did not remain long,
for the people lacked interest in the missionaries’ message.4
Concerning their brief mission through Canada, the Latter-day Saints’
Millennial Star reported: “They have, in accordance with a portion of their
appointment, labored about three and a half months in Manitoba, in the
Northern portion of British America, where about 2,000 Icelanders are
located. During their ministry in that part they held seventeen meetings,
three of which were in the open-air, the others in private houses.”
The article further notes that these missionaries “encountered malignant
opposition, incited, for the most part, by Jón Bjarnason, who was a Lutheran
priest. . . . The priest circulated many false reports concerning the elders and
counseled the people not to listen to and to shut their house against them.
The meetings were, however, attended by from sixty to one hundred persons,
and they left some believing in the Gospel and intending to gather to Utah
this autumn.”5
The elders scurried on to Copenhagen, Denmark, their base for
Scandinavian missionary work, arriving on 12 September. Here they
remained for about two months until an Icelandic tract written by Þórdur
Diðriksson (Thordur Dedrickson), who was a prominent member of the
Church, was published. It was titled Aðvörunar og sannleiksraust (A Voice of
Warning and Truth), patterned after A Voice of Warning, by Apostle Parley P.
Pratt.6 Eyvindsson was appointed to preside over missionary labors in Iceland,
with Jónsson serving as a second witness of the Restoration of the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ.
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Armed with Dedrickson’s lengthy Icelandic tract, the elders embarked
on 8 November 1879, from Copenhagen for Iceland on the Phoenix, a postal
vessel. On 23 November they arrived in Reykjavík, where they found no
Latter-day Saints.7 They therefore removed themselves to Vestmannaeyjar,
where Einar Eiríksson presided over a small branch first established in 1853,
the oldest in Iceland.8 Here they remained until 19 December, when they
returned to the mainland and recommenced their proselytizing efforts
on foot to the northern region. By year’s end they were in a village named
Gullbringusýsla, which lay about seventy-five miles northeast of Reykjavík.
Because of false information that preceded the elders, most residents
would not receive their testimonies; it became nearly impossible for them to
find any who would listen as they labored from house to house. Gunnar M.
Magnúss, a prominent Icelandic writer and historian, notes in his book about
nineteenth-century Reykjavík what took place when the missionaries headed
northeast:
While away from Reykjavík, a few things happened that proved problematic for
them when returning to town. There had been considerable talk about their arrival
to the country[;] even articles had been printed. It was claimed they were dubious men who weren’t fit to be in houses together with decent people. Therefore, it
wasn’t easy to find accommodation at this time. The icelandic hospitality they had
enjoyed so much in their travels during the dark season, was absent. And because
they were not fed in any of the houses, they bought dry fish, bread, and butter,—
and ate wherever they found shelter from the weather. After a few days they were
able to find accommodation in a house called Stöðlakot. Also, they received warm
lunches, Jón Eyvindsson with a newlywed couple in Vaktarabær, but Jakob [received
his lunch] in Götuhús. . . .
Stöðlakot was situated straight south of the High School library in
Bókhlöðustígur. Many lived there, more than 20 persons permanently, so it was
a situation well-suited for preaching. First to be named was a couple in their forties, three landless couples, all younger than forty, and two women around sixty
who were related by marriage. Then there were three women in their prime years,
two landless men, and several children. And finally, there was a theology student
from the Priest College, 24 years of age, Jón Magnússon from Steinnes in Húnavatn
County.
The Mormon priests commenced to talk to these people, especially in the evenings, and sometimes preaching when asked. They would flip open their scriptures
and proclaim that people had to turn away from all evil, . . . be baptized by immersion for remission of sins, then everyone would receive the Holy Ghost by laying on
of hands. All who wanted to be saved in God’s kingdom must obey these commandments. This was the first principle of the gospel. Then they would strongly criticize
the Catholic Church and its teachings, but also Lutheranism, and, using Þórður
Diðriksson’s own words, they pointed out the sad and dangerous situation of the
Christian world.9
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In this region they were able to hold a total of only five meetings. Civil
authorities and local Lutheran clergymen combined to thwart their efforts
here and in the adjoining counties, as well as in Húnavatnssýsla, where Jakob
B. Jónsson’s mother and relatives lived. Yet in Húnavatnssýsla the elders held
meetings nearly daily and then left for the principal city of Reykjavík in
February 1880. They ran into problems, as Icelandic law required that they
have jobs and not live off the people. Further, by this time a warning of their
arrival was already in the press. The Reykjavík newspaper Þjóðólfur reported
the following in an article titled “The Mormons,” dated 30 December 1879:
Mr. editor! Whereas 2 of our fellow Icelanders, who are Mormons, have arrived
here with the last post ship from America with the intention to preach Mormonism
here in this land, I would like to publish in your honorable magazine a warning to
my fellow Icelanders, if any of them should be enticed to accept the Mormon faith,
that the government in America had asked their officials10 in the northern continent
[meaning Europe] last spring to advertise in the papers in their countries, that no
Mormons coming from the northern continent would get a residence permit in
America, but they would be sent back again. . . .
It was for the same reason that the town sheriff here in Reykjavík prohibited
the aforementioned Mormon priests to preach publicly here. These men are Jón
Eyvindsson and Jakob B. Jónsson. They are young, neither unpleasant nor inarticulate. They have with them pamphlets for sale in Icelandic by Þórður Diðriksson who
explains the main teachings of the Mormons and their origins.

The writer then provided a biased report of the origins of the restored
Church of Jesus Christ, including a discussion of the plates of the Book of
Mormon and a report of Brigham Young’s nineteen wives and a new Zion in
Salt Lake City.11
In mid-March 1880, Eyvindsson wrote a letter to European mission president William Budge, stationed in Liverpool, reporting their early labors:
This is the first chance I have had to write to you since we came to our destination. It
is the same here as we experienced in Canada: the people are blinded by priestcraft.
We have traveled in many places and have had the opportunities to testify of the
restoration of the Gospel to the people. The seed we have sown has not always fallen
on good ground. . . . The sheriff and priests make opposition against us. They have
forbidden the people to lend us their houses to preach in. We have had five meetings altogether. There is a great intolerance here. The priest has been around to try
to convert the people again, but has had very little success in his endeavors. . . . It
is difficult to get at the people to warn them, but it is the Lord’s work and He will
bring it about. . . . We feel glad and happy to labor in His vineyard. The spirit of the
mission rests upon us, and we talk by its influence.12
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In articles published in Þjóðólfur, Egill Egilsson, a member of Iceland’s
parliament and a member of the town council, and Theódór Jónassen, town
sheriff and chair of Reykjavík’s welfare committee, vigorously debated the
rights of Latter-day Saints to come to Reykjavík and preach. The town sheriff said there was religious freedom in Iceland and therefore his hands were
tied unless the Saints preached something that threatened public morals, like
polygamy. Egillsson, on the other hand, accused the town sheriff of protecting Jónsson and even insinuated that the town sheriff had a favorable view
of the religion.13 Further, another issue was the supposed vagrancy of the
two missionaries, who had not applied for a permit to stay in the town of
Reykjavík and were not employed.14
Despite the obstacles they had encountered, the missionaries’ painstaking
labors on Iceland’s icy, rigid soil yielded some fruit by the time their mission concluded in July 1881. The result? There were twenty-eight baptisms,
including the first Latter-day Saint converts in Reykjavík. These converts,
baptized on 22 March 1880, were three women: Sesselja Sigvaldadóttir, born
in 1858; Sigríður Bjarnadóttir, 1834; and Sigríður Jónsdóttir, 1846.15 Their
baptisms created no small stir in Iceland’s capital city. The baptism of Sigríður
Jónsdóttir is of particular note in the story of Thorsteinn Jónsson and Jón
Borgfirðingur, as Sigríður was the wife of Thorsteinn, one of the police
officers who would soon arrest the missionaries who had baptized his wife.
Eyvindsson wrote about this newsworthy event:
When the report spread about the baptism of these three sisters, the spirit of persecution was fiercely displayed by the people, and we were in danger from mobs. The
lawyers accused us of rambling about in idleness [vagrancy], which is contrary to
the law, because we travel about to preach the Gospel. . . . The magistrate of the town
called us up twice for examination and finding us guilty of no crime, he banished us
from the city and forbad us to preach. However we returned, and the chief of police
put us in prison for two days. We were then taken before the magistrate again . . .
[and ordered to] pay a fine of 100 Danish crowns each.16

Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur, the other arresting officer, kept a copy of the
trial held in March 1881. The trial provided a public stage for Egill Egilsson
and the Reykjavík town sheriff Theódór Jónassen to continue their debate
about the rights of the missionaries to continue preaching. In the following
quote, the sheriff is asking Egilsson the questions:
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Questions and Answers:
1 How often have the Mormon priests preached?
Answer:
I don’t know exactly.
2 Name those places where they have preached.
Answer:
I have done so in earlier issues of Þjóðólfur17 namely in Staðarkot, in
Helgastaðir, and I add for explanation in the home of police officer Þorsteinn in
Vegamótastígur.18
3 Have the priests talked or taught about polygamy?
Answer:
Yes, they talked about that, as I can identify.
4 Where?
Answer:
In Grímsbær to the wife of Hans19 and added that Sigga20 had been married to
a Mormon in America, and the relationship was so good between her and one of
the other wives, that [Sigga] decided to name a child she had after [the other wife].
5 Can the witness testify or prove that they (Mormons) have disrupted peace in
people’s homes?
Answer:
Yes, at Stefán Egilsson’s home, the peace of the marrage was destroyed and probably also at police officer Þorsteinn’s where a woman was baptized in a Fúlatjörn21
unless he is a Mormon himself.
6 In what way have the Mormons contradicted Christian faith?
Answer:
They have disgraced the Lutheran faith and said that the Mormon faith was
the only true faith, and whoever refused to accept it, was refusing the grace of God
and would be sent straight to hell.
7 Can the witness give the names of those who heard that?
Answer:
Yes! Bogi Melsted, merchant Teitur Ólafsson, Kr. Ó. Þorgrímsson, Símon
Bjarnarson.
The accused added to the first question that Jakob had told him that they had
preached five times and the town sheriff had never prohibited them to preach last
fall and winter.
And to the fifth question Egill demanded that it should be booked or noted
that a promising young girl from the North [of Iceland, like Akureyri, or possibly
from the same place as Jakob, as he was also from the North] that had stayed with
Þorsteinn had to escape from there because the wife of police officer Þorsteinn had
tried to force her into becoming a Mormon and Þorsteinn had tried so as well. The
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girl went to the bishop and asked his assistance and he told her not to stay with
such people. Egill also provided an example of the Mormons’ disdain for our religion and Christian values. The example was from a time when Jakob came home to
Götuhús [the name of the house where Sigríður Bjarnadóttir lived, not Thorstein’s
wife, but her namesake] and Sigríður was then reading in the Psalms of the Passion
[of Hallgrímur Pétursson, the most important religious text in Iceland after the
Bible]. When Jakob saw this he said, “What old book is this that you are reading?”
He took the Psalms from Sigríður and threw it in the garbage. To the wife of Hans
[meaning Kristín Þórðardóttir, see above] Jakob has said that the Lutheran church
was like a market and the priests like Jews [he is referring to John 2:16]. To those
who sold doves he said, “Get these out of here! Stop turning my Father’s house into
a market!”22

The Icelandic Mission Manuscript History notes that the preaching of
these missionaries and the baptisms that followed “set the whole town in an
uproar and the brethren for a long time afterward could scarcely walk the
streets without being attacked and stoned by the mob. At last they were
arrested by the police, charged with vagrancy, and imprisoned [for] two days.”
They were then ordered to find employment. Elder Eyvindsson persuaded a
“reliable man” to employ him as his servant, and Elder Jónsson set sail to fish
for a limited period of time. The charge of vagrancy also required a fine of
two hundred crowns, but the missionaries appealed their case to the supreme
court, which overturned the decision of the lower court. The two missionaries were acquitted of the charges made by Egilsson.23
Documents housed in the National Archives of Iceland evidence the
arrival, travels, and arrest of these elders. The first was a letter to all the priests
in Iceland written by the bishop of Iceland, Pétur Pétursson, dated 28 January
1880:
In a letter, dated 13th of this month, the provost [head of the priests] in
Borgarfjarðarsýsla has told me about two Mormons, Jón and Jakob, who came here
from Utah with the last post ship last fall, who traveled around in his parishes and
held two seminars on two farms Hvítársíða [a farm on the bank of the Hvítá River].
The provost said he talked to them and forbade them to make any efforts within his
parishes to spread their religious ideas, but they said they would return after having
traveled to Húnavatnssýsla and some places in western Iceland. Last he knew, they
were traveling around in Mýrasýsla [which is nearby], where they, as everywhere else
they come to, drained the resources of the poor people they stayed with, according
to him. He finally sought my help to protect the parishes in his area from the dangers and woes that the Mormon flock can cause among them.
Next, let me mention that as far as I know the secular administration has forbidden the Mormons to hold public seminars about their religious ideas, for they
include things that cannot be regarded as common modesty—and such a prohibition is in my opinion absolutely necessary—let me mention that as dangerous the
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public seminars of the Mormons can be for people’s religious life and as necessary
it is to hinder them, I believe that much more dangerous and destructive is their
method to secretly walk as wolves in sheep’s clothing into the homes of people, stay
there for days and deceive simple and poor residents, young and old. There are many
examples of this, how Mormons have disturbed people’s peace in their homes and
caught them in their net, not many actually, but more than they should have. In
addition, these said Mormons, Jón and Jakob, have little means or are completely
without money, they travel at least such as to pay little or nothing for their accomodation and service, and in that regard there is a full reason to make some measures
as to hinder their group in this country.
Whereas there is little I can do about this matter without help from the secular
administration, I would hand this matter over to the landchief; wouldn’t there be
a full reason and high neccessity to order all concerning sysselmen [sheriff of the
county of Vestmannaeyjar] to see to that the Mormons not only cannot hold their
seminars about their faith, but also see to that they cannot travel at all throughout
the settlements in such a way as just described, and where they violate this, they will
be punished as a destructive and dangerous vagabonds and spreaders of false beliefs,
according to the law of the country.24

Two months later, on 30 March 1880, Bishop Pétursson wrote to
Hallgrímur Sveinsson, priest of Reykjavík Cathedral. The bishop wrote:
As you know, my dear sir, two Mormons are in town trying to spread their faith
among the residents. Truly, they have been forbidden to preach here publicly;
but the other thing is not less dangerous, perhaps even worse, that such men go
unhindered from one house to another, preach there their false doctrines for the
inhabitants and others who want to listen and are there, and thus they try to catch
unwatchful souls. According to what is said, they have succeeded in getting three
women, the widow of Sigríður Bjarnadóttir, Sigríður Jónsdóttir, the wife of police
officer Þorsteinn, and Sezelía in Runólfsbæ, to deny their faith and be baptized into
the Mormon faith. . . .
It has come to my mind to ask if you could not receive any help to talk to
those women and try to turn them from their false ways, as we have heard that the
Mormons have succeeded in catching them in their net. The men I had in mind
are the priests reverend Helgi Hálfdanarson and Reverend Matthías Jochumsson,
furthermore my clerk and Magnús Andrésson and the teacher Helgi Helgason. I
truly don’t know what you have done so far in this matter, my beloved sir, but I completely realize that it is our duty as clergymen to combine our efforts to redeem the
lost sheep from their spritual peril they are in because of the false doctrines of the
Mormons, and thus I am sure that none of the gentlemen I just mentioned would
deny you their help in this matter, if you see reason to ask them about it.25

Another document regarding the case of Elder Eyvindsson and Elder
Jónsson was reported by the sheriff of Reykjavík:
Year 1880 Aug 9th case from the police department in Reykjavik: The community
against Jón Eyvindarson. The verdict is as follows: In this case it is proven with
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The bishop of Iceland, Pétur Pétursson, who wrote letters of opposition concerning Mormon missionaries
preaching in Iceland in the late nineteenth century.

admission of the accused and other things that he from the time he came to this
land in November same year from Copenhagen has dwelt both in town and in
other districts without having a legal job, but has only tried to persuade men to
join the Mormon faith, which he himself professes. Whereas he has refused to give
any information about if he has had enough money to live on since he came to
the country, the police director banned him from town with a twenty-four-hour
advance, and he left town then before that time, but returned the very same day,
only to be arrested by the police director and he did not have any money at all. The
official then ordered the case to be put for judgement, for illegal unemployment
and wandering and for having violated the orders of the police director. At that, the
charged has not been willing to give any information about him having any money
to live on. . . .
When they [Mormons] are here to try to seduce people to accept the Mormon
faith, which as well known teaches immorality, they therefore cannot have any protection by the law, even though there is freedom of religion here; the accused has, by
returning to town in spite of the police director having banned him, brought upon
himself a legal responsibility.
When evaluating a proper punishment the accused has inflicted upon himself, we should follow the orders from the royal statutes from May 26th 1863, 10th
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paragraph and from July 25th, 7th paragraph, and therefore the proper punishment
seems rightful at thirty [crowns] that will go to the poverty fund of the town of
Reykjavík, also the accused shall pay all legal expenses for this trial.
The verdict therefore is as follows: The accused, Jón Eyvindarson, shall pay a
[thirty-crown] fine to the city of Reykjavik. He shall also pay all expenses for this
legal trial and must do so within three days from the legal announcement of this
verdict, or else should be put to trial again.26

This captivating event caught the attention not only of the Lutheran
bishop and the Reykjavik sheriff and priest but also the leading Latter-day
Saint periodical in Salt Lake City, the Deseret News, which made known that
these Icelandic missionaries “suffered imprisonment and all kinds of persecution, which is against the laws of the land.” The journalist further explained,
“The cause of this great persecution is that the Lutheran faith is universal in
Iceland, and the Lutheran clergy have unlimited power there as there is no
other sect in the whole country.” Yet the article concluded with glad tidings
from Utah that such persecutions had led to conversions and the fact that
“twenty-one Latter-day Saints emigrated this last summer from Iceland to
the Valleys of the Mountains; they are all, at the present, in good health and
spirits.”27 What added even more excitement to the persecution and arrest
of these Icelandic missionaries was that one of the three women baptized,
Sigríður Jónsdóttir, was the wife of one of the arresting officers, Thorsteinn
Jónsson.28 The other arresting officer who labored with Thorsteinn was Jón
Borgfirðingur, who noted the following in his journal about the missionaries
and the baptisms that followed in March 1880:
Jakob [B.] Jónsson, originally from the North, and Jon Eyvindarson, originally from
Rangárvellir, had gone to the Western Hemisphere, became Mormons there, came
back here that fall and commenced preaching their faith here! They wandered to
the North just before Christmas and returned back South in midwinter, because
the people in Húnavatn District and Borgarfjörður drove them away [they] began
again preaching and managed to convert some women to their faith, baptized 3 of
them in the pools in [illegible]. . . . Setselja, the wife of stonesmith Stephán Gíslason,
Sigríður Bjarnadóttir [illegible], and Sigríður Jónsdóttir, then living in Vilborgarkot,
the wife of police officer Þorsteinn, where Jón stayed, but Þorsteinn would not be
near there, for he feared to lose his position.29

Yet less than a month after the arrest, on 16 April 1881, Thorsteinn
Jónsson was also baptized by Elder Jakob B. Jónsson.30 He eventually quit his
job, and the couple immigrated to Spanish Fork, Utah, in 1883 to join other
Icelandic converts. Jón Helgason,31 Iceland’s bishop, referred to Thorsteinn
as “a mighty man to behold and very diligent, but he was caught up in the
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snares of the Mormon missionaries, which came here, and became a Mormon.
Shortly he resigned his post and left for Utah.”32
Thorsteinn, Sigríður, and their foster son, Stefan Stefansson (also
referred to as Stebbi),33 were all recorded on the passenger list aboard the
single-crew steamship Wisconsin, which embarked from Liverpool on 14
July 1883. Eighteen Icelanders on this voyage had arrived in Liverpool on
9 July. Thorsteinn is listed as fifty-two years of age; Sigríður, forty-one; and
Stefan, four.34 Two known letters from Latter-day Saint company leader John
A. Sutton document this voyage. In one of the letters, Sutton notes: “With
the assistance of the interpreter, I effected the organization of the Icelanders,
and appointed Elder Thorarinn Bjarnason to take charge and have morning
and evening prayer. . . . They appear to be very good people. I am studying
Icelandic, with the assistance of a Danish and Icelandic Grammar.”35
On arrival on 24 July 1883, Sutton wrote a second letter to mission headquarters in Liverpool, which explained the following:
I wish to inform you of our safe arrival here at 6 p.m. on the 24th, all well, with one
exception, that of Sister Jonsdatter [Sigríður Jónsdóttir]. She has been very sick all
the way, and I did expect that she would have to stay in New York, but the doctor
thought, as she was anxious to go on, she might be able to stand the trip. I do hope
she will. Everything was done for her on board that could have been done. I have
found it very difficult to make them understand, but, thank God, I have got along
so far very well. Still I would rather take a company of a thousand English-speaking
people. It has been very lonesome for me, with no one to speak to of our faith. We
start this evening at 8 o’clock for home—yes, home sweet home in the mountains.
God bless the people that are called Latter-day Saints who dwell there.36

This same group then traveled by train to Utah, arriving in the Salt Lake
Valley on 30 July before migrating sixty miles south to Spanish Fork.37
Not only did Thorsteinn’s and Sigríður’s conversion leave an unforgettable memory in Icelandic Latter-day Saint history but Thorsteinn and his
wife wrote nineteen letters between the years 1883‒96 to their friend Jón
Borgfirðingur, the other police officer who arrested the Latter-day Saint
elders in Reykjavík. Although Thorsteinn and Sigríður immigrated to Utah,
Jón Borgfirðingur remained in Iceland, where he spent the remainder of his
life until his passing in 1912.38 But Thorsteinn and Borgfirðingur both promised to write each other until they died. Excerpts from these letters illustrate
the cultural rhythms of Spanish Fork as well as a deep Icelandic friendship
that could not be broken even by distance or religious orientation.
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On 4 November 1883, Thorsteinn Jónsson began writing his first letter
to Borgfirðingur. Thorsteinn wrote about his arrival in Utah. His wife and
foster son Stebbi had made the journey with him as well. He also described
integrating into the Utah community:
Apart from our seasickness, our trip went exceptionally well, but since we arrived
here every day has been better than the other. Everyone has been good to us, both
English and Danish, and whomever we have gotten to know. We now have most
of [the] tools we need for use outdoors as well as in, and overall we feel as good as
we did at home when we were at our best, except we have still not gotten ourselves
a cow, even though we have been offered some. Apparently it is good for everyone
here that bother to work, but others would have nothing to do here. . . . I have
worked for a month doing construction and gotten about a dollar and half per day.
For some time, I have been threshing wheat with a threshing machine and got a half
a barrel of wheat per day. I wish all poor laborers would come here, to this town,
Spanish Fork, rather than to all the other towns in the area. . . . It seems as if the average wage of people here is very good, both in monetary means and well-being, and
people here are overall better off health-wise than at home. . . . The Lord has blessed
us with many quality means for our bodies and souls since we have arrived. I am
much better off and am more at peace walking these streets than I was in Reykjavík.
I cannot thank the Lord enough for being here and being somewhat prepared for
the winter, and I have stopped longing to be back in Iceland again.39

Two weeks later, 19 November 1883, Thorsteinn continued to add to his
letter to Borgfirðingur. He noted:
We have been aided by the English and the Danish. I could have cried thinking of
you at home, where you make so little and where the pay is so low. Our daily sustenance is wheat bread, potatoes, pork, meat, butter, pork lard and all sorts of fruits
from the trees. . . . There are many here that have two estates, one here in town, but
the other out in the countryside. . . . Nobody has a laborer, no matter how rich he
is, whether he is superior or inferior, rather they let the horse teams work for them,
machines, plows and other things like it. . . . Now I am better off here than I was in
Reykjavík.40

Concluding his letter, Thorsteinn earnestly invited Borgfirðingur to
leave Iceland and to come live in Utah:
I wish you were settled here with your family, and I cannot feel sorry for your sons
that they are working for you. . . . I am certain that you and your family need to
gnaw the ice, as people seem to do in the old country. I come to tears thinking about
my poor countrymen, that don’t have anything else to tread on but rocks, instead
of cornfields and other kinds of vegetation. Oh, that I were about twenty. Oh,
you young men; are you going to stand there idle on those frozen rocks, without
thought, without action, yes, frozen to the core in both soul and body, and search
not out the warmer parts of the world, where you can become men of doing, both
for yourselves and for others.41
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A letter written the following year as spring was about to dawn provides
many details about a variety of activities in Spanish Fork:
There are three shopping areas, two butchers, two bars, one theater, one church, four
sawmills, one meal mill, which is water powered, and it is used a lot. Then they
are building a woodworking machine, which is supposed to be water powered, that
makes windows, doors and all kinds of things. There are two trains that run here,
one right below the town, but the other right above it, and the wagons run to and
fro on them many times a day, so much so that one can almost expect news on the
hour, yes, even every minute with the telegraph. [Yet] no one here has any Icelandic
newspapers. . . . Seeds are quite expensive here like some of these trees, but we,
through the grace of our Lord, have become so well respected, both of the Danish,
English, American, and Icelandic, that we have been given all of it. I was amazed at
one thing last Saturday night. In a meeting that was held, my testimony from the old
country was read verbatim by an American man, which is a counselor to the bishop
in Spanish Fork. It is good to do well and to receive a reward for your actions. . . .
I am as content now as I ever can be with my circumstances and I hope that
I may live here the rest of my days in peace and trust that I will not have to travel
to Iceland ever again, rather remain here in peace and enjoy all the blessing of the
Lord.42

In the summer of 1884, Thorsteinn wrote to Borgfirðingur and described
the 24 July celebrations in their community. The holiday marked the anniversary of Brigham Young and the Saints entering the Salt Lake Valley in 1847:
The biggest celebration of the year is on the 24th of this month. Then everyone will
dress up in the costume they brought from their fatherland or motherland. Old
man Hansen . . . will appear in his uniform and two medallions for his bravery as a
general. He is Danish. Then you can see how high people have been in their homeland. I will also appear all dressed in my uniform and claim my respect from the
townspeople. Do you think I will be proud?43

Thorsteinn described to Borgfirðingur the 24 July parade and how the
Icelanders and all the other Latter-day Saints marched in it. The letter also
demonstrates the pride that Thorsteinn and Sigríður still felt for Iceland:
There was a great festival held here the 24th of July, naturally the biggest one of the
year. Then they called on a few men of every nation to show their national costumes
and various traits, to display one’s status and crafts, which they brought with them
from home. Of the Icelanders they called Þórður Diðriksson to bring six Icelandic
persons. He called my wife and I, Gísli Bjarnason and Margrét, the wife of Samúel,
Eiríkur Ólafsson and Margrét, who was in the school.
At eight o’clock in the morning everyone was to assemble by the city hall, and
there everyone was ordered into groups. First were the English and the American,
Swedish, Danish, Icelandic, German, all in wagons, which were decorated with
cloths and upholstery of various colors. There were also 24 young men and women
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on horseback, riding side by side, the boys all dressed in black on gray horses, but
the girls on brown horses all dressed in white. This was to represent the 24 days of
the month. Then they all rode along the main street, three times around so that all
could see, because the sidewalk on both sides was so crowded. Then we went just
outside of town to a forest, which was planted for pleasure. There were speeches
and singing, then lunch was served and we ate, and after we played games. Those
who had been officers or lieutenants came in their costumes, each in their own rank
that they had held at home. I came in my policeman uniform and it was considered
striking. My wife was in her national costume, which was considered the most beautiful costume they had ever seen, and I think most of the people that were present
came to look at the costume, it was thought to be so significant. The Icelanders
also made a symbol for the group from blue linen, with a falcon on one side, and
a Viking ship on the other side, according to Friðþjófur. This was also considered
beautiful. The Icelanders also carried a symbol made out of white linen with big
blue inscription, saying: Iceland delights in you, Zion. I wish it were so; however,
it meant the Icelanders that are here and all of those who might come. They also
showed how they looked when they first arrived, walking with their belongings in
handcarts, with their children barefoot, torn and tattered, crying because of hunger
and exhaustion. But now they have lands and acres. But those who come now, come
like soldiers in covered wagons, but must in return work as a servant for the others,
because they’ve made the lands so expensive that you can scarcely buy them. It is
not the Lord’s doctrine that this should be so. This festival is to commemorate the
restoration of the Church, the 24th of July. The wife and I sought to bring as much
honor as possible to our nation. It is considered a great honor to all, irrespective of
their nationality.44

After living several years in Spanish Fork, in 1889, Thorsteinn, known
as “Thorsteinn the poli or policeman,” and Sigríður moved to Castle Valley,
Utah.45 They then moved again; the Icelandic Mission Manuscript History
notes that Thorsteinn and Sigríður “took up land there [in Cleveland], and
have lived there and since done well.”46
The reason for the move is evident from another letter Thorsteinn wrote
to Borgfirðingur from Cleveland in late December 1890: “I am still above
ground and doing well, but I have moved like the devil a hundred miles west
of where I was. I had to go somewhere I could buy land because I have so
many animals. I bought thirty acres of land for a dollar and a quarter an acre,
so I have spent every effort to build a home.” In this same letter, he notes that
a few other Icelanders had migrated to this area. He mentions Einar Eiríksson,
his son Einar, as well as Jakob B. Jónsson, his wife Sigríður, as well as three
other Icelanders he does not reference by name.
It is also evident that Thorsteinn still cannot forget Iceland. He then asked
Borgfirðingur, “What shall I send you for the best newspaper in Reykjavík
. . . ? How much shall I send Eymundsen to get a picture of the harbor with the
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shipping fleet and that side of town, which faces the sea?” Further, he stated,
“I wish I could be there for Christmas with my horses and wagon to drive
around the streets of Reykjavík with you and the others.”47
As 1891 drew to a close, Thorsteinn told his friend: “My sight is getting
worse. Therefore, I don’t suppose you will be able to get through it [the letter]
and thus it is best not to have it too long.”48 Thorsteinn then wrote of vicarious work to save the dead and added the names of people for whom they were
seeking to do temple ordinances. Concerning his wife, he wrote: “She says
she lacks no earthly possession, but what she needs is for someone to kindly
send her . . . thousands of names of deceased persons to do work for them in
the house of the Lord. . . . For it is my heartfelt wish to be a saving and blessing
instrument in the hand of God, both for the living and for the dead, as they
didn’t do this for themselves.”49
The names Thorsteinn and Sigríður requested from Borgfirðingur for
vicarious temple work were provided in a letter they received from him on
10 May 1892. Thorsteinn replied to his friend, “My wife sends her regards
and thanks you wholeheartedly for the information, which you have given
her in your kindness, and you will be blessed for it.” Referring to books that
recorded the ordinances that had been completed for the dead, he added:
“Those who have rejected this [work], don’t have the books that you mentioned for their arguments sake when they arrive on the other side of the veil,
and will have wanted to do something different. But everyone has agency to
govern his own words and actions in this life.”50
As the new year of 1894 dawned, Thorsteinn reminded Borgfirðingur of
a promise they made: “You may think that I was deader than a doornail, but it
is not so, and I have not forgotten my vow either, which we made to each other
when we departed, to write one another as long as we lived. I also believe that
you are alive, because I have not read of your death in Heimskringla.”51
Thorsteinn then noted that two more Icelandic missionaries were to be
sent from Utah: “Þórarinn Bjarnason, a fine man and reliable in word and
deed,” and “Jakob B. Johnson, who previously went on a mission with Jón
Eyvindsson, whom I give no recommendation; for he can recommend himself
wherever he will be. . . . I wish people would accept them gracefully to their
honor and blessing.” He then shared the glad tidings of the completion of the
Salt Lake Temple and added that Sigríður had attended the dedication.52
Eight months later, Thorsteinn received a letter from Borgfirðingur, and
the following month he wrote back, explaining: “Our economy is about the
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same as it was last time I wrote, we have 11 cattle, 4 horses, 21 pigs, I don’t
know how many hens. This summer we have gotten a machine to mow grass,
which cost 65 dollars, and a third part in another to cut wheat. . . . Stebbi . . . is
working with them. It was a day of fortune when we took that [foster] child.”
The letter concluded: “My sight has gone, but I am otherwise in good health.
Sigríður and Stebbi send their regards. Yours almost blind.”53
Thorsteinn acknowledged receiving another letter from Borgfirðingur
on 3 June 1896. He replied two months later in the last known letter to
Borgfirðingur, dated 10 August 1896. This concluding letter ended with the
last words he would write to his friend:
Good friend, as you can see by these lines I am in no shape to write myself, because
I am almost blind. Neither can I read your letters, but my wife does that (if she has
enough time), and I hope that it does not become a hindrance for you to write
me. I have no news except my well-being, which is the same as when I wrote you
in Akureyri in the fall of 1894, and I hope you received that letter. In that letter I
sent you a picture of the machinery. The writer has no more time to spare and my
wife will complete the letter. Yours gray and almost blind well-wishing associate Th.
J. Guðnason.54

Sigríður then began asking questions about various people, apparently to
gather information to continue her consecrated efforts to redeem the dead:
Now I start my queries, but please write my husband a letter, what do you know
about the relatives of the late Sigurlaug Þorkelsdóttir, the [previous, now-deceased]
wife of my husband . . . Mrs. Hjálmarsen, Þorsteinn [kanselliráð], his wife, old Mrs.
Jónassen, Þórður Jónassen and his mother, the widow of rev. Þorlákur on Undirfell
in Vatnsdalur, the widow of rev. Jón in Steinsnes, the widow of rev. Ólafur Pálsson
provost (archdeacon), Guðrún Ólafsdóttir, Guðrún on Arnarnes the widow of
Stefán, the widow of sheriff P. H. How is Óli kransi doing? How I love your book
on the collection of authors but there should have been more women’s names. I
don’t understand what it means that the names of icelandic women and girls are
hardly possible to extract. I think it a beautiful sign of education and honor for
Iceland to work on the genealogy in the lines of both the father and the mother as
far back as possible, even all the way back to Adam (we don’t need to worry about
finding Cain as one of our forefathers). . . . I am going to the temple when I can.55

Now nearly blind, Thorsteinn would not write any more letters until
his death a decade later, on 9 February 1906. Sigríður continued to live in
Cleveland and passed away on 17 April 1928. The remainder of her life was
probably spent working to redeem her kindred people.56
The conversion of Thorsteinn and Sigríður sheds light on the challenges
facing Icelandic converts in the nineteenth century and opens a window into
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the past to understand the bond between Western Icelanders and their homeland, regardless of the thousands of miles that separated them from family
and friends. The correspondence between Thorsteinn and Sigríður with Jón
Borgfirðingur reveals a wonderful friendship that continued many years after
they left Reykjavík for Utah. This cache of letters is a wonderful reminder of
the rich Icelandic heritage that connected this Nordic people and continues
to link them to the present day.
Notes
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the message of the Latter-day Saints. Jón Eyvindsson heard about it and liked it. From the
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places: Spákonufell, Háagerði, and Skagaströnd for a year and a half. Now his mind turned
to the West because ways to travel to America had opened up, and he went to Salt Lake City,
Utah. In the Salt Lake settlements, he dwelt about a year but was then commanded to go back
to his own country to preach his faith there. First he went to Manitoba and stopped there for
three and a half months, but then embarked for home [Iceland] in the month of August, first
with a vessel to the mainland of the Northern Continent (Europe) and then arriving here.
Gunnar M. Magnúss, Langspilið ómar: 1001 nótt (Reykjavík: Ægisútgáfan, 1958), 2:[7]–8.
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his companion, Jón Eyvindsson. Magnúss: Langspilið ómar, 8. The story of Elders Eyvindsson
and Jónsson is also told in Fred E. Woods, Fire on Ice: The Story of Icelandic Latter-day Saints
at Home and Abroad (Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center, 2005), 76–79.
4. Andrew Jenson and staff, comps., “Manuscript History of the Iceland Mission (1851–
1914)” for the years 1879–1880, 21–22, Church History Library, Salt Lake City (hereafter
cited as MHIM); Einar Eiríksson, “A Short History of Iceland,” 7–8, in possession of author.
Unfortunately, the author could not find any newspapers in the Province of Manitoba (New
Iceland was considered part of Manitoba by 1887) that mentions anything about Icelandic
missionaries passing through this area in 1879.
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heim, 59, Thorsteinn wrote to Jón, “They don’t celebrate Christmas here much, except for the
Icelandic, but that is because they say the birth of the Savior did not occur that day, and that
is true. Some say that it is the 6th of April.” The suggestion that Christ may have been born
on 6 April, instead of the traditional date of 25 December, stems from a book of scripture
called the Doctrine and Covenants, section 20, verse 1, which notes that the day the restored
Church was organized was 6 April 1830, “one thousand eight hundred and thirty years since
the coming of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ in the flesh.” However, other Church leaders
disagree with this position. For discussion regarding both sides of this interpretation, see
Bruce R. McConkie, The Mortal Messiah: From Bethlehem to Calvary, Book 1 (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book, 1979), 349–50.
44. Letter by Thorsteinn Jónsson in Spanish Fork to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur in
Iceland, 4 August 1884, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavík,
Iceland. Catalogue # Lbs IB 102, fol. B (w-ö), 1–3; Woods, Fire on Ice, 57–59. See also
Sigmundsson, Vesturfarar skrifa heim, 69–71.
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45. Ashby notes that Thorsteinn and his family moved to Cleveland, Utah, in 1889. See
Ashby, Icelanders Gather to Utah, 112.
46. MHIM, section 2, 77.
47. Letter of Thorsteinn Jónsson in Cleveland, Utah to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur in
Iceland, 20 December 1890, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavík,
Iceland. Catalogue # Lbs 102, fol. B (w-ő); Woods, Fire on Ice, 66–67. See also Sigmundsson,
Vesturfarar skrifa heim, 111. Sigfus Eymundsson was considered the best photographer in
Iceland during the nineteenth century.
48. Letter of Thorsteinn Jónsson in Cleveland, Utah to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur, in
Iceland, 31 December 1891, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavík,
Iceland. Catalogue # Lbs 102, fol. B (w-ő). See also Sigmundsson, Vesturfarar skrifa heim, 114.
49. Letter of Thorsteinn Jónsson in Cleveland, Utah to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur, in
Iceland, 31 December 1891, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavík,
Iceland. Catalogue # Lbs 102, fol. B (w-ő). See also Sigmundsson, Vesturfarar skrifa heim,
115. One of the names requested was Count Trampe, who served as the governor of Iceland,
representing Denmark in the nineteenth century.
50. Letter of Thorsteinn Jónsson in Cleveland, Utah to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur, in
Iceland, 28 June 1892, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavík, Iceland.
Catalogue # Lbs 102, fol. B (w-ő). See also Sigmundsson, Vesturfarar skrifa heim, 122.
51. Heimskringla was an Icelandic-Canadian newspaper established in Manitoba commencing in 1886.
52. Letter of Thorsteinn Jónsson in Cleveland, Utah, to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur
in Iceland, 3 January 1894, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavík,
Iceland. Catalogue # Lbs 102, fol. B (w-ő). See also Sigmundsson, Vesturfarar skrifa heim,
124‒25.
53. Letter of Thorsteinn Jónsson in Cleveland, Utah to Jón Jónsson Borgfirðingur in
Iceland, September 30, 1894, National Library of Iceland, Archives Department, Reykjavik,
Iceland. Catalogue # Lbs 102, fol. B (w-ő). See also Sigmundsson, Vesturfarar skrifa heim,
128‒29.
54. Here Thorsteinn is using an abbreviation of his first and second names but also adds
the last name of his father, Jón Guðnason. Jón Borgfirðingur was living in Akureyri in 1894.
55. Sigríður signed her name Sigga J. Guðnason, since her husband was now using the
last name of Guðnason, instead of Jónsson.
56. This information is found on a joint grave marker; both Thorsteinn and Sigríður are
buried in the Cleveland Cemetery,e https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/46374761/gudnason. Her foster son, Stefan Jónsson, died 6 October 1944 and is buried in the Cleveland,
Utah, cemetery, along with Sigríður and her husband, Thorsteinn, https://www.findagrave.
com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=pv&GRid=37507577.
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Alma recognized that the Liahona and the word of Christ written thereon “pointed” or “taught” the way to Jesus Christ
in the same way that the law of Moses and all the scriptures “pointed [their] souls” to him and his atoning sacrifice.

hen the King James translators rendered the biblical Hebrew word
tôrâ (often transliterated Torah) into English, they almost always did
so using the Anglo-Norman word “law” (< Old English lagu1 < Old Norse
lög2/*lagu). The 1830 translation of the Book of Mormon into English
appears to have followed that approach. However, the Book of Mormon’s
ancient authors, in several instances, also exhibit a conception of “law” consistent with the most basic sense of tôrâ in Hebrew and in so doing, they reveal
an important function of divine “law” as it relates to the divine Lawgiver.
More than “law”—and all that “law” has come to connote in English—
the Hebrew noun tôrâ denotes “direction, instruction.”3 The Hebrew word
tôrâ almost certainly represents a cognate of the Akkadian têrtu(m), “instruction,” “commission,” “directive,” “omen,” “liver” (of an animal),4 from the verb
wâru(m), meaning “instruct, govern.”5 The noun tôrâ derives from the verbal
root yry/yrh (III), meaning “instruct, teach.”6 However, this verb originally
seems to have denoted the idea of “stretching out the finger, or the hand, to
point out a route.”7 For example, Genesis 46:48 records, “And he [ Jacob]
sent Judah before him unto Joseph [in Egypt], to direct [lĕhôrōt, “to point”]
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his face unto Goshen; and they came into the land of Goshen.” Later, in
the Exodus narrative, the narrator states “the Lord shewed him [wayyôrēhû,
pointed out to Moses] a tree, which when he had cast into the waters, the
waters were made sweet” (Exodus 15:25; italics added). The King James
Version of the proverb that states “he [a wicked man] teacheth [mōreh] with
his fingers” (Proverbs 6:13; italics added) literally means “he pointeth with his
fingers” (New Revised Standard Version, “pointing the fingers”).
In this brief note, we will see that at least two Book of Mormon
passages—Jacob 4:5 and Alma 34:14—reflect the etymological and polyptotonic8 connection between tôrâ (“law”) and its cognate verbal root yry/yrh,
which originally denoted not just “teaching” but teaching by “pointing.” It
also emerges as relevant for Book of Mormon passages that describe how the
Liahona “pointed” the “way” for the Lehites in the wilderness (see 1 Nephi
16:10; see also Alma 37:40, 44). In the big picture, understanding the etymological connection between tôrâ (“law”) and “pointing” helps us understand
how the law of Moses taught ancient Israelites about Christ in the many ways
that it “pointed” to him. Moreover, it helps us understand how Christ’s “law”
today continues to “point” us in the way of life of salvation—teaching us to
become like him and pointing or directing our souls to him.
“Pointing Our Souls to Him”

Jacob, the brother of Nephi, was ordained or “consecrated” to be a priest and
a teacher over the Nephites and “taught them in the temple” ( Jacob 1:17–
18).9 Later in his record, Jacob declared regarding record keeping on the small
plates and perhaps Nephite record keeping more broadly:
For, for this intent have we written these things, that they may know that we knew
of Christ, and we had a hope of his glory many hundred years before his coming;
and not only we ourselves had a hope of his glory, but also all the holy prophets
which were before us. Behold, they believed in Christ and worshiped the Father in
his name, and also we worship the Father in his name. And for this intent we keep the
law of Moses, it pointing our souls to him; and for this cause it is sanctified unto us
for righteousness, even as it was accounted unto Abraham in the wilderness to be
obedient unto the commands of God in offering up his son Isaac, which is a similitude of God and his Only Begotten Son. ( Jacob 4:4–5; bold and italics added)

Jacob specifically describes the function of the “law” (tôrâ) of Moses as
“pointing” (directing) the Nephites to Christ like the pointing of a finger (or
like a pointing instrument such as a compass, see below). Paul may have something similar in mind when he states concerning Mosaic law: “Wherefore
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the law [Greek nomos for Hebrew tôrâ] was our schoolmaster [paidagōgos]
to bring us unto Christ, that we might be justified by faith. But after that
faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster” (Galatians 3:24–25).
In the Greco-Roman world, the Greek term paidagōgos described “a child
tender, a person, usually a slave or freedman, to whom the care of the boys
of a family was committed, whose duty it was to attend them at their play,
lead them to and from the public school, and exercise a constant superintendence over their conduct and safety.”10 Although some scholars maintain
that a paidagōgos “was not a ‘teacher,’”11 the presence of the verbal root –agō
(“lead,” “leader”) and Paul’s use of the same term, paidagōgous (“instructors”),
in 1 Corinthians 4:1512 indicate that the law of Moses functioned as a tutor,
instructor, or child-teacher and not solely as a “disciplinarian.”13 (The latter
rendering potentially occludes Paul’s play on the Hebrew meaning of tôrâ in
terms of “teaching” and “instruction.”) Pedagogy, as a modern-day derivation
of paidagōgos, remains a useful description of the methodology of teaching.
“Every Whit Pointing to that Great and Last Sacrifice”

Generations later, Jacob’s grandson, Jarom, describes the diligent efforts of
Nephite priests and teachers to “teach” the people the “law” of Moses to prevent them from degenerating into apostasy: “Wherefore, the prophets, and
the priests, and the teachers, did labor diligently, exhorting with all long-suffering the people to diligence; teaching the law of Moses, and the intent for
which it was given; persuading them to look forward unto the Messiah, and
believe in him to come as though he already was. And after this manner did
they teach them” ( Jarom 1:11; italics added). Jarom’s statement suggests that
priestly “teaching” (yry/yrh) of the “law” (tôrâ) still focused on Christ hundreds of years after Lehi left Jerusalem.
Additional generations later, the connection between the “law” (tôrâ)
and its instructive “pointing” (yry/yrh) to Christ appears to have been lost
among the Zoramites, whom Mormon characterizes as apostate Nephites.14
Using a wordplay similar to Jacob’s in Jacob 4:5, Amulek emphatically reestablishes the connection between the Mosaic ordinances and sacrifices and
Jesus Christ’s later atoning sacrifice:
Therefore, it is expedient that there should be a great and last sacrifice, and then shall
there be, or it is expedient there should be, a stop to the shedding of blood; then
shall the law of Moses be fulfilled; yea, it shall be all fulfilled, every jot and tittle, and
none shall have passed away.
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And behold, this is the whole meaning of the law, every whit pointing to that
great and last sacrifice; and that great and last sacrifice will be the Son of God, yea,
infinite and eternal. (Alma 34:13–14; bold and italics added)

Here in a second Book of Mormon text, we have the “law” (tôrâ) characterized as “pointing” (Hebrew mōreh < yry/yrh) to Christ, like the pointing
of a finger or a directional instrument. Inevitably, this draws Jacob’s and
Amulek’s descriptions of the law of Moses into comparison with the Liahona,
an arguably “pointing” (and thus “teaching”) instrument par excellence.

Regarding the Liahona, Nephi stated that one spindle on the ball “pointed
the way whither we should go into the wilderness” (1 Nephi 16:10). Moreover,
the writings which would appear on the Liahona in conjunction with this
pointing “did give us understanding concerning the ways of the Lord; and
it was written and changed from time to time, according to the faith and
diligence which we gave unto it” (1 Nephi 16:29). Alma later remarks to his
son Helaman, when the former committed the Liahona into the charge of the
latter, “And it did work for [our ancestors] according to their faith in God;
therefore, if they had faith to believe that God could cause that those spindles
should point the way they should go, behold, it was done” (Alma 37:40; bold
and italics added). Alma continued, “For behold, it is as easy to give heed to
the word of Christ, which will point to you a straight course to eternal bliss, as
it was for our fathers to give heed to this compass, which would point unto
them a straight course to the promised land” (Alma 37:44; bold and italics
added). Alma recognized that the Liahona and the word of Christ written
thereon “pointed” or “taught” the way to Jesus Christ in the same way that
the law of Moses and all the scriptures “pointed [their] souls” to him and his
atoning sacrifice (see Jacob 4:5; Alma 34:13–14).
Perhaps Nephi had the Liahona, its changing written messages, and its
pointers in mind when he pointed his descendants forward to the Savior’s
ministry among them, “The words which [Christ] shall speak unto you shall
be the law which ye shall do” (2 Nephi 26:1; italics added). Nephi had previously asserted regarding his own words which he had received by revelation,
“They are sufficient to teach [point out to] any man the right way; for the right
way is to believe in Christ and deny him not; for by denying him ye also deny
the prophets and the law” (2 Nephi 25:28; italics added). As the Lord had
promised ancient Israel, “I will instruct thee and teach thee [wĕ ôrĕkā, point

James Taylor Harwood, Come Follow Me, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

“The Word of Christ . . . Will Point to You a Straight Course”

In the big picture, understanding the etymological connection between tôrâ (“law”) and “pointing” helps us
understand . . . how Christ’s “law” today continues to “point” us in the way of life of salvation— teaching
us to become like him and pointing or directing our souls to him.

thee] in the way which thou shalt go: I will guide thee with mine eye” (Psalm
32:8; italics added).15 Nephi goes on to describe the “way” as the doctrine of
Christ (see 2 Nephi 31–32; see especially 2 Nephi 31:21).16
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Conclusion: “He Will Teach Us of His Ways and We Will Walk in His
Paths”

Jacob’s statement that the Mosaic “law” (tôrâ) “point[ed]” (yry/yrh) the people’s “souls to” Jesus Christ, and Amulek’s declaration that the ordinances and
sacrifices in the “law” were “every whit pointing “to that great and last sacrifice . . . [who] will be the Son of God” concretizes the teaching function of
the law of Moses as “pointing” in a manner comparable to the “pointing” of
the Liahona and other types of compasses. This etymological and conceptual
framework prepares us to read Isaiah’s prophecy of the latter-day temple—
where we are taught by the means of such symbols—with new eyes: “And
many people shall go and say, Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of
the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of [or, point
us in] his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for out of Zion shall go forth
the law [teaching, instruction], and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem”
(Isaiah 2:3; italics added; 2 Nephi 12:3; italics added; see also Micah 4:2).
The latter-day temple, even less opaquely than the law of Moses, “points our
souls” to Christ, teaching us to become like him. Its teachings, symbols, and
ordinances point, like a finger, to him—“every whit.”
Notes
1. Old English lagu means “‘law,’ ordinance, rule, regulation.” See John R. Clark Hall, A
Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, 4th ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 210.
2. Old Norse lög, plural noun, means “law, laws.” See Geir T. Zoëga, A Concise
Dictionary of Old Icelandic (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910; repr. Mineola, NY: Dover, 2004), 282.
3. Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the
Old Testament (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 1710–11. Hereafter cited as HALOT. This general
sense of tôrâ (“law”) as “instruction” is evident in Lehi’s fatherly paraenesis to Jacob, whose
days were to be spent as a priest (see 2 Nephi 5:26; Jacob 1:18) in the “service of [his] God”
(2 Nephi 2:3) in the then-future Nephite temple—and thus whose responsibility it would be
to “instruct” the Nephites (see 2 Nephi 2:7, 13). On the priestly responsibility to “instruct”
in ancient Israel, see Deuteronomy 17:8–11; 33:8–10; 2 Kings 12:3; Ezekiel 44:23; 2
Chronicles 15:3.
4. A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian, ed. Jeremy Black, Andrew George, and Nicolas
Postgate; SANTAG 5 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), 405.
5. HALOT, 435.
6. HALOT, 436–437.
7. HALOT, 1710.
8. Richard A. Lanham, A Handlist of Rhetorical Terms, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1991), 117, describes polyptoton as a wordplay involving a “repetition of
words from the same root but with different endings.” Broadly speaking, it is a play involving
two words from the same root.
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9. On the “teaching” role of priests regarding the “law” in the Hebrew Bible, see note 3.
The teaching role of priests regarding the “law of Moses” appears to have functioned similarly
in the Book of Mormon and polyptoton involving tôrâ and yry/yrh appears in several passages. See Jarom 1:11; Mosiah 12:28–29, 31; 16:14 (compare 24:5).
10. See Bill Mounce, Greek Dictionary, s.v. παιδαγωγός, https://www.billmounce.com/
greek-dictionary/paidagogos.
11. Walter Bauer, Fredrick William Danker, William F. Arndt, and F. Wilbur Gingrich,
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, rev. and
ed. by Fredrick William Danker, 3rd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 748.
12. In 1 Corinthians 4:15 paidagōgos clearly has the sense of “instructor” or “guide”:
“For though ye have ten thousand instructors [paidagōgous] in Christ, yet have ye not many
fathers: for in Christ Jesus I have begotten you through the gospel” (italics added). Paul’s
point is, at least partly, that fathers by virtue of their parental relationship to their children
are positioned to better educate their children than a paidagōgos, which have a teaching role,
albeit an inferior one.
13. NRSV, NAB render paidagōgos as “disciplinarian.”
14. See Alma 31:1–2, 8.
15. Compare the Lord’s promise in Isaiah 30:20–21: “And though the Lord give you the
bread of adversity, and the water of affliction, yet shall not thy teachers [or singular “teacher”]
be removed into a corner any more, but thine eyes shall see thy teachers [môrêkā, “teacher” or
the one pointing you, meaning the Lord]: And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying, This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand, and when ye turn to the left”
(italics added).
16. Noel B. Reynolds, “The Gospel of Jesus Christ as Taught by the Nephite Prophets,”
BYU Studies 31 (Summer 1991): 31–50; Noel B. Reynolds, “How to Come unto Christ,”
Ensign, Sept. 1992, 7–13; Noel B. Reynolds, “The True Points of My Doctrine,” Journal
of Book of Mormon Studies 5, no. 2 (1996): 26–56; Noel B. Reynolds, “This Is the Way,”
Religious Educator 14, no. 3 (2013): 79–91; Noel B. Reynolds, “The Ancient Doctrine of
the Two Ways and the Book of Mormon,” BYU Studies 56, no. 3 (2017): 49–78; Noel B.
Reynolds, “The Gospel According to Mormon,” Scottish Journal of Theology 68, no. 2 (May
2015): 218–34; Noel B. Reynolds, “The Gospel According to Nephi: An Essay on 2 Nephi
31,” Religious Educator 16, no. 2 (2015): 51–75.
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Wayment, Thomas A. The New Testament: A Translation for Latter-day Saints,
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T

homas A. Wayment provides a new, accessible translation of the New
Testament with notes that thoroughly integrate the New Testament
with Restoration scripture. Why should religious educators use Wayment’s
The New Testament: A Translation for Latter-day Saints? Before I summarize
some of my favorite features, let me suggest just two possible answers to this
question: (1) greater awareness of issues we might otherwise overlook, and
(2) new avenues for personal study and research.
Sometimes Wayment’s notes raise our awareness of challenging issues.
Imagine that you are reading Matthew 8:28–34, the account of Jesus’s
miraculous expulsion of demons into a herd of swine. It is easy to locate this
account in the Wayment edition because he has divided the narrative not
only by chapter but also by individual accounts (pericopes). This pericope has
the heading “Healing of a man at Gadara/Gerasa (Mk 5:1–20; Lk 8:26–39).”
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The references at the end of this heading point us to similar accounts in Mark
and Luke. In Matthew, this miracle takes place in Gadara. In the notes at the
bottom of the page, Wayment has included a map showing Gadara located
some distance to the southeast of the Sea of Galilee. If Gadara is not next to
the Sea of Galilee, then how did the swine jump into it? Wayment does not
resolve this difficulty for us, but he does acknowledge it: “Gadara was about
six miles to the south and east of the Sea of Galilee, and it appears to be too
far for the pigs to have plunged into the Sea of Galilee. The other evangelists
place the story in Gerasa.” In an era when religious educators have been counseled to be better prepared to address difficult issues (I’m thinking of Elder
Ballard’s February 26, 2016, address to CES religious educators), it is increasingly important to be aware of potentially challenging issues.
Wayment’s notes also open new avenues for personal study and research.
If you were reading Romans 3:12 in the KJV, you might never realize that Paul
is quoting Psalm 14:3. In the Wayment edition, however, quotations from the
Old Testament are set apart from Paul’s own words with italics. (The KJV
uses italics primarily to designate English words added by the translators that
do not appear in the original Greek.) In Wayment’s translation, it is clear that
everything from Romans 3:10, where Paul says, “as it is written,” to Romans
3:18 is quotation—and not just from a single passage of the Old Testament.
Wayment’s notes at the bottom of the page indicate that Romans 3:13 quotes
Psalm 5:9; Romans 3:14 quotes Psalm 10:7; Romans 3:15–17 is a quotation
of Isaiah 59:7–9 and Proverbs 1:16; and Romans 3:18 quotes Psalm 36:1.
Paul is mounting evidence from multiple scriptural sources in order to demonstrate the insufficiency of the Law to save humankind. To understand Paul’s
message with greater clarity is in itself a great benefit to Latter-day Saints,
but Wayment doesn’t stop there. Returning to Wayment’s note on Romans
3:12, we learn that there is a “similar quotation of this passage from Psalms
in 2 Nephi 28:11; Moroni 10:25 (with parallels to Psalms 14:3; 53:2–4).” We
have three unique contexts within our standard works where this single verse
of a psalm appears! So far, no one has published a study comparing how this
psalm is used in each of these contexts. Wayment helps us to see new connections among our sacred scriptures.
There are many more reasons why Wayment’s edition of the New
Testament will be useful for religious educators. For instance, the notes often
suggest how Restoration scripture interprets the New Testament: consider
Matthew 5:8, where Wayment writes, “Interpretation of this verse is found
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in Doctrine and Covenants 56:18 (compare Doctrine and Covenants 97:16).”
Many of Wayment’s introductions to the individual books of scripture
include a section titled “Connection to Latter-day Saint Beliefs.” For example, Wayment’s introduction to 2 Corinthians includes a statement regarding
Paul’s use of the term “third heaven” and its relationship to “the revelation
record as Doctrine and Covenants 76.” In the introductions to each of Paul’s
letters, Paul’s life is broadly reconstructed so that teachers and students will
know where Paul was when he wrote and what events led to the writing
of the letter. I could say much more about Wayment’s edition of the New
Testament—I could talk about the formatting, such as his use of stanzas for
hymns and poetry, or about his synopsis of the Gospels in the appendix. My
description of this book, however, does not do justice to the variety of ways
that religious educators throughout the Church Educational System will
benefit from Wayment’s work in their own gospel scholarship. My recommendation? Get a copy and go to work!
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To purchase any of the following publications, please visit www.byustore.com and search by
book title, or call the BYU Store toll-free at 1-800-253-2578.

The New Testament: A Translation for
Latter-day Saints, Study Edition

Latter-day Saint scholarship is reflected in its brief, thoughtfully considered
footnotes, although the focus is always on the text itself—its wording, structure, and interconnections—allowing the book’s sacred message to be heard
anew. The Maxwell Institute Study Edition, produced by believing scholars,
is ideally suited to both new readers of the Book of Mormon and also those
who know the book well and have loved its teachings and testimony of Christ
for many years.
US $34.99

t h om a s a . waymen t

This new translation renders the New
Testament text into modern English and is sensitive to Latter-day Saint beliefs and practices.
This translation is readable and accessible for
a wider range of readers than the King James
Version. The original paragraph structure of
the New Testament is restored and highlights
features such as quotations, hymns, and poetic
passages. New and extensive notes provide
alternative translations, commentary on variant
manuscript traditions, and historical insights. Where applicable, the Joseph
Smith Translation has been included. The notes contain the most complete
list of cross-references to New Testament passages in the Book of Mormon
and Doctrine and Covenants that has ever been assembled.
US $29.99
The Book of Mormon:
Another Testament of Jesus Christ,
Maxwell Institute Study Edition
ed it ed by g r a n t ha rdy

This exquisitely produced volume presents
the official Latter-day Saint edition of the Book
of Mormon in an attractive, accessible, readable version that brings to Latter-day Saints the
helpful features that have been part of standard
Bible publishing for decades: paragraphs, quotation marks, poetic stanzas, section headings,
and superscripted verse numbers. The latest

My Dear Sister: Letters between Joseph F.
Smith and His Sister Martha Ann Smith
Harris
e d ite d by richard ne itze l holzapfe l
and david m . whitchurch

The letters included in this volume are a
treasure trove of personal insights into the lives
of early Church leader Joseph F. Smith and his
sister Martha Ann Smith Harris during a unique
era of Latter-day Saint history. Seven decades of
correspondence help demonstrate the tremendous devotion between the orphaned children of Hyrum and Mary Fielding
Smith as they share their innermost feelings, joys, heartaches, determinations,
and family happenings. The letters range from 1854, when Joseph F. Smith
was a fifteen-year-old missionary in Hawaii, to 1916, just two years before
his death. This book contains a transcript of all the associated letters and is
complemented by a sampling of photographic images of the originals and of
people and events representing both of their lives.
US $49.99
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The Tragedy and the Triumph
ed it ed by c h a r l es sw i f t

The Atonement of Jesus Christ, which
includes his resurrection, provides cause for
celebration and rejoicing throughout the
Christian world. Because of Jesus Christ and
his infinite and eternal Atonement, all humankind who came to this earth are given the gift of
the resurrection and immortality. This is truly
the most powerful story of triumph over tragedy. Authors include Bruce C. Hafen, Richard
Lyman Bushman, and Susan W. Tanner.
US $17.99
Mission President or Spy?
The True Story of Wallace F. Toronto, the
Czech Mission, and World War II
ma ry j a ne woo d g er

How could the longest-serving Latterday Saint mission president be considered
one of the Communist regime’s most-wanted
American spies during the post–World War
II era? Don’t miss this true story of faith,
testimony, and miracles amidst war, Nazis, communism, and espionage. You’ll be captivated
with this page-turner as you read about Wallace
Toronto, who defied the Nazis, Communists,
and Czechoslovakian prisons to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ.
US $21.99

We’ll Sing and We’ll Shout:
The Life and Times of W. W. Phelps
bruce a. van orde n

In this comprehensive biography, learn
of the ups and downs of W. W. Phelps, early
Latter-day Saint leader, printer, scribe, ghostwriter, and monumental hymn writer. He
printed the Book of Commandments and
other early standard works. He was one of the
“council of presidents” that guided the Church
in Kirtland in 1835–36. Phelps continued to
be the leading light in newspaper publishing in
Nauvoo and was Joseph Smith’s political clerk
in governing Nauvoo and running for the US presidency, also playing a key
role in the Council of Fifty. He went west with the Saints, helped propose the
“State of Deseret,” and published prose and poetry in the Deseret News and
his Deseret Almanac. Phelps’s strong feelings sometimes put him at odds with
Church leaders, and he was excommunicated three times, rejoining each time.
US $31.99
Thou Art the Christ, the Son of the Living
God: The Person and Work of Jesus in the
New Testament
The 46th Annual BYU Sidney B. Sperry
Symposium
e d ite d by e ric d. huntsm an, lincoln h.
blum e ll, and
t yle r j. griffin

While Jesus and his disciples were at or
near Caesarea Philippi, Peter testified that Jesus
was “the Christ, the Son of the living God.”
Martha had a similar divine testimony, proclaiming, “I believe that thou art the Christ, the
Son of God.” In much the same way, a standard
part of Latter-day Saint discourse includes bearing testimony that “Jesus is
the Christ,” but what do we mean when we say that Jesus is the Christ? This
volume compiles essays given at a BYU Sidney B. Sperry Symposium that
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uniquely address such questions from a Latter-day Saint perspective, bringing
together both biblical scholarship and Restoration insights that invite us to
come to Christ and apply gospel teachings to real life.
US $29.99

construction, groundbreaking, installation of the angel Moroni, and cornerstone ceremony—many which have not been previously published.
US $31.99
The Journey West:
The Mormon Pioneer Journals of Horace K.
Whitney with Insights from Helen Mar
Kimball Whitney

Opening Isaiah: A Harmony
a n n n . m a ds en a n d s ho n d.
h o pkin

Opening Isaiah provides what has
never before been provided to Latterday Saints. It brings all important
versions of Isaiah—King James, Book
of Mormon, Joseph Smith Translation,
Dead Sea Scrolls, and the modern New
Revised Standard Version—into comparison for readers to help them clearly see the similarities and differences in
each one. Readers can thus study Isaiah’s writings with a focus on the inspired
texts themselves. In addition to beautiful maps that guide the reader through
the geography of Isaiah’s day, the editors have carefully provided guidance in
footnotes to untangle difficult passages, point to important symbolism, and
reveal historical context. This book may become the most important resource
on Isaiah you will ever purchase.
US $25.00

e d ite d by richard e . be nnett

How did a young newlywed couple experience the pioneer trek west? In The Journey West,
award-winning author Richard E. Bennett has
compiled the first combined husband-and-wife
account of the pioneer trek. The six journals
rank among the great exodus journals. They
were written by Horace K. Whitney, son of
Newel K. and Elizabeth Whitney, with reminiscences and insights from Helen Mar Kimball Whitney, daughter of Heber C.
and Vilate Kimball.
US $34.99
Commitment to the Covenant:
Strengthening the Me, We, and Thee of
Marriage

The Los Angeles Temple:
A Beacon on a Hill

de br a theobald m ccle ndon and
richard j. m ccle nd on

In recent decades, prophets have repeatedly emphasized how a strong marriage and
family are the basis of a robust society; they
have counseled and warned of the many modern obstacles that can erode a healthy family
life. This book draws on inspiring personal stories, research from sociology and psychology,
and doctrines of the gospel of Jesus Christ to
present key principles that, when applied, will

ric h a rd o. cowa n

President David O. McKay was intimately
involved with the planning and construction
of this largest temple that the Church had
ever built. Its operation reflects some of the
challenges the Church faced in the changing
cultural climate of Southern California. This
volume is a comprehensive history of the Los
Angeles Temple. The text is illustrated with
more than a hundred photographs of the

help a marriage thrive.
US $27.99
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Upcoming Events
Religious Education Student Symposium

Friday, 15 February 2019
This event is held in the Wilkinson Student Center from 9:00 a.m. to noon.
The annual student symposium provides a forum for students to research,
write, and present papers about religious subjects from a faithful perspective.
For more information, visit http://rsc.byu.edu/studentsymposium.

Staff Spotlights
Student Editor
Petra Javadi-Evans is from Fairport, New York. She is earning a
degree in editing and publishing with minors in anthropology and
design. After graduation, Petra has an internship with the Church’s
general publications. Eventually, she would like to work with the
Church History Department as an editor and later as a historian.
Working at the RSC has provided many opportunities for growing
as an editor and for gaining new insights into Latter-day Saint
doctrine and history.

BYU Easter Conference

Friday, 12 April 2019
The BYU Easter Conference will be held in the Joseph Smith Building auditorium beginning at 7:00 p.m. The keynote speaker will be Elder Bruce C.
Hafen, a former General Authority Seventy. The other two speakers are
Richard Lyman Bushman, Gouverneur Morris Professor of History Emeritus
at Columbia University, and Barbara Morgan Gardner, associate professor of
Church history and doctrine. Each speaker will talk about various aspects of
the Savior, his life, his mission, the Atonement, and his influence in our lives
today. Plan to bring a friend or loved one and come early. For more information, visit http://rsc.byu.edu/easterconference.
These events are free of charge, and registration is not required. Some event
details are subject to change. For more details, please visit us online or contact
Brent Nordgren at 801-422-3293.

Student Editor
Sharai McGill is a senior majoring in graphic design and minoring
in editing. She feels blessed to learn from the RSC editing experts
and be mentored by the longtime editing master Don Brugger.
Sharai greatly enjoys working at the RSC because of the wonderful
people, uplifting atmosphere, gospel knowledge, and inspiring projects. Sharai edits scholarly works on Church scripture,
doctrine, history, and culture, and she leaves work feeling educated
and inspired. Her hobbies include outdoor adventures, reading,
editing, and designing.
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Submission Guidelines
The Religious Educator serves the needs and interests of those who study and teach the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ on a regular basis. The
distinct focuses are on teaching the gospel; publishing studies on scripture, doctrine, and Church
history; and sharing outstanding devotional
essays. The beliefs of the respective authors do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Religious
Studies Center, Brigham Young University, or The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Complete author guidelines are provided at
rsc.byu.edu/styleguide. All manuscripts should
be submitted electronically to Joany_Pinegar@
byu.edu.
Manuscripts should be double-spaced, including
quotations. Authors should follow style conventions of The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition,
and the Style Guide for Publications of The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 5th edition,
available at the site listed above.
Manuscripts will be evaluated by the following
questions:
1. Does the manuscript address a clear thesis?
Does the argument proceed cautiously and
logically? Is the writing clear? Is it engaging and
interesting? If not, why?
2. To what degree is the author knowledgeable on
the topic as a whole, as shown, for example, by

content, phrasing, contextualizing, thorough use
of the best sources, and bibliography? Does the
author adequately acknowledge and deal with
opposing views? If not, why?
3. Does the manuscript present significant new
data or new perspectives? What is its main contribution? Will people want to read this ten years
from now? Does it make a contribution without
resorting to sensationalism or controversy?
4. Does the author follow the canons of responsible scholarship (uses sound and fair methodology;
documents arguable facts)? If not, why?
5. Is the manuscript faith-promoting? Is the piece
in harmony with the established doctrine of the
Church?
If a manuscript is accepted, authors will be
notified and asked to provide photocopies of all
source materials cited, arranged in order, numbered to match the endnotes, and highlighted to
show the quotations or paraphrases. Photocopies
of source material must include title page and
source page with the highlighted quotations.

Editorial Questions
For questions or comments, email us at
rsc@byu.edu or write to Religious Educator,
167 HGB, Provo, UT 84602-2701.
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The Religious Educator Has Gone Digital
The Religious Educator now has a digital subscription option. The cost of a digital subscription is
$10 a year. A regular subscription, which includes
a physical copy of the journal as well as digital
access, is now $15 a year.

Due to rising postage costs, we no longer offer a
mailed physical copy of the journal to subscribers outside of the continental United States. All
foreign subscriptions will now be offered only in
the digital format.

Subscriptions
Place orders online at subscribe.byu.edu.

By Mail
Fill out the subscription form online at tre.byu.edu.
Click “Mail-in Order Form.” Print the form and
include a check for the amount shown on the form.
Mail both to the address shown on the form.
Failure to inform Religious Educator of an address
change in a timely manner may result in missed
issues without compensation or replacement. If
a subscription is placed after the first mailing of
an issue, there may be a delay until the second
mailing occurs.

Subscription Questions
Subscription questions should be sent via
email to rsc@byu.edu and should include
“RE Subscriptions” in the subject line.

Back Issues
Back issues are available for a limited time online.
Available back issues are listed on the subscription
page and may be purchased with or without a subscription. If an issue is not listed, it is out of print
but may be viewed in our back issues archive at
rsc.byu.edu/tre/volumes. Back issues may be
purchased for $5 each (shipping and handling
included).
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